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Hope College

Informal Public

Awards Degrees

Hearing Set for

..
To Class of

Street Closing

1951

Council Awaits Public

Four Giten Honorary
Degrees

at

Reaction Before Acting

86th Annual

On Crampton Proposal

Commencement Rites

An

At the 86th annual commence-

ment exercises of Hope college
Wednesday night in Memorial
chapel, bachelor of arts degrees

were awarded to 137 graduating
seniors and honorary degrees
were conferred on three ministers
and a Grand Rapids businessman.
The senior class of 1951 numbered 179, which includes 16 who
completedstudies last August and
26 who were awarded degrees in

•John Boerama, Holland. Back row: Roger Wierenga, Jeniaon; Lloyd De Kock and Raymond

The 12-men June draft quote from Ottawa county
left Grand Haven Wedneaday for Detroit where
they were to be aworn into the Army today. Firat
row (left to right): Jamea Szymaa and Richard
Behm, Grand Haven; Edward Sjoerdama, Holland;
Norman Veldhuiaand Calvin Diemer, Zeeland;

Mokma, Zeeland; John L. Viaser and Gordon
Meeuaen, Holland. Robert Jenkins of Grand Haven
la not pictured. The next call for 15 men haa been
received for Inductionon July 11. (Sentinel photo!

Allendale Resident

Water-Squirting

Dies at Grand Haven

Top Sol Stripping

February.
Doctor of divinity degrees were
conferred by Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers,
college president,on the Rev.
Peter G. Baker, president of Mackenzie college,Sao Paulo, Brazil;
the Rev. Henry Colenbrander, pas
tor of First Reformed church of
Orange City. Iowa, and the Rev.
Bastian Kruithof, pastor of First
Reformed church of Holland.
They were presented to Dr.
Lubbers by Prof. Garrett Vander

Borgh, Prof. Albert E. Dampen
and Dr. E. D. Dimnent, Hope pres-

lasted 25 minute*.
Closing of the street had been
requested by Crampton Manufacturing Co. in order to expand its
plant to the west to provide facil-

for war production.The
measure was introducedhastily
at the last meeting of council

ities

IIJp

A

Holland Christian

,

Allendale (Special)— Mrs. Janet

3

Allendale,died Case Set Aug.
Thursday morning at the Grand
Grand Haven Special) — The
Haven Municipal hospital.
She is survivedby three sons, case of the township of Robinson
Earl and Darwin, of Allendale, vs. Henry Land, et al, has been set
Disorderly conduct charges and Robert, of Grand Haven, for Aug. 3.
against three members of the
On Nov. 21. 1950, Ottawa cirthree daughters, Mrs. Rudy Khodl,
Holland township fire department

Charges Against

Smead, 70, of

ident emeritas. respectively.

Presents Degrees

James M. Ver Meulen, vice
Diplomas and awards were prepresident of the American Seating Co., Grand Rapids, was pre- sented to the largest graduating
sented for an honorary doctor of class in Holland Christian high
laws degree by his brother, John
school history at commencement
W. Ver Meulen.
Dr. Lubbers also presented A. exercises in Central Avenue ChrisB.
degrees to the seniors, who tian Reformed church Tuesday
cuit court issued a restraining
were presented by Dr. John W. night. A total of 104 seniors reorder prohibiting Mr. and Mrs.
Hollenbach, dean of the college.
Land from removing any top soil Seventy-three seniors received ceived their diplomas from the
from land they purchased last Michigan State ProvisionalTeach: Rev. Oliver Breen, presidentof the
July 7. Mr. and Mrs. Land reside ers' certificates with their de- board of trustees.
f

Firemen Dropped

resulting from a water-squirting
incident in Tulip Time’s final parade have been dropped following
a public apology submitted by the
liremen to the Municipal Court
The case against townshipstation No. 3 Chief Bert Schuitema,

of Plainwell,Mrs. Joe Dabrowski,

informal public hearing will

be held at the next meeting of
Common Council Wednesday,
June 20, on the proposed closing
ot Harrison Ave. between 12th
and 13th Sts., it was decided at an
adjourned meeting of council
Wednesday night. The meeting

highlightof Hope college commencement exercleee Wedneaday
night in Hope Memorial chapel was the conferringof four honorary
degree! by Dr. Irwin J. Lubbere, college prealdent.Recipient* of
the degree*,pictured left to right, are the Rev. Henry Colenbrander
of Orange City, lowt; the Rev. Baetian Kruithof of Holland; Jamos
M. Vor Meulen of Grand Rapide, and the Rev. Peter G. Baker of
8ao Paulo, Brazil. The three ministerswero-given doctor of divinity
degree!, Ver Meulen, a doctor of lawa.

Services Arranged
For Castle Resorter
Funeral services will be held 11

a.m. Saturday at First Presbyterian church in Dcrtoit for Dr.
Joseph A. Vance, 86, Dr. Vanc(;, a
Castle Park resorter, died Tuesday at Boulder, Colo., whore he
was filling an interim pastorate.
Dr. Vance was one of the first
cottagersat the Castle having

Dump

Set Up for

June 6 with the information that
the City Planning commissionhad
recommended the closing, provided the company acquire the necessary property to the west. It
also was understood that the
company would deed to the city
propertyto open 13th SL west
to Lake St.
The Informal hearing next week
will not be binding, it was understood.
Decision on the informal hearing came after some confused
parliamentary procedure. City
Clerk Garence Grevengoed read
committee report atating the
proposal was "not objectionable"
and recommended a public hearing Wedneaday. July 18. The report was signed by City Manager
Harold C. McClintock and Aider-

A concrete plan of action has men Lloyd Maatman, Robert
of Holland, and Mrs. Robert Macbeen begun by city official*to Vlsscher and Lavern Rudolph.
Donald, of Hudsonville, 17 grandThe succeeding resolution,howchildren, two sisters, Mrs. Flora
deal with continued burning and
Tuttle and Mrs. Forrest Snyder,
Improper dumping at the city ever, specifically recommending
the closing of the atreet and setand five brothers, Duncan, Thomgrees.
"Ma^ your prayer always be, purchased property there in 1900. dump* at the corner of Sixth St. ting a public hearing July 18, was
as, Charles, Earnest and Wilfred jin Grandville.
The commencement address was Take my life and let it be consevoted down 7 to 1. Opposing the
Family members spent all their and College Ave.
Gerrlt Sprik and Herbert Baar McMillan.
Robinsontownship has a zoning given by Dr. Lowell R. Ditzen,
crated Lord to Thee'," Breen told
Private
services
will
be
held
in
City Manager Harold C. Mc- measure were Aldermen Raymond
summers at the resort except
had been postponed until this
ordinance prohibitingthe sale of
pastor of the Bronxville, N. Y., the class in brief remarks follow
when they were out of the coun- Cllntock revealedtoday that j Holwerda, Bernice Bishop, Anweek, but the charges were drop- the home of her son, Darwin. 1:30 top soil and it is claimed Mr. and
Reformed church. Addressingthe ing the presentation of diplomas.
p.m.
Saturday.
The
Rev.
Paul
try.
ped immediately upon receipt of
Mrs. Land have deliberatelybeen
permanent water line will be pro thony Nienhuls, Lavern Rudolph,
graduates on the subject "On Givtold the seniors that they
Survivors Include a son, Joseph, vidod to the dump, and two at- Anthony Peerbolt, Arnold Herte!
the apology signed by Sprik and Wheeler will officiate at the ser- selling the top soil, stripping it
vice in the. Allendale Reformed down to the sand. The injunction ing the World a Life," Dr. Ditzen should always posset* "the spirit of Grosse Pointe, two daughters, tendants will be
Baar.
alternate and Robert Vlsscher. Lone vote
said "God should be given your of the four r’s— reverence, refinechurch
at 2 p.m. Burial will be in wai issued because, it is Alleged,
The firemen outline how the inMrs. John M. Bonbright, of Grosse shifts to oversee deposits at the affirming the resolutioncame
life— life will be a blessing to His ment, reliance on God and the
from Maatman. Those absent
defendants threatened to continue
cident started and apologize for Allendale cemetery.
Pointe Park, and Mrs. Orville E.
*
children everywhere and the readiness to do God's will."
any damage and inconvenience
their actions.
Reed, of Howell.
The water line will be laid be- were Aldermen John Van Eerden,
In presenting the class for dipOn Dec. 27, a meeting was held blessingswill come to you as you
caused.
neath College Ave., from an ex Rein Vlsscher and Robert Notier.
give the world your best lives.
lomas. Supt. Bert P. Bos urged
In casting his negative vote, Alin the court house in charge of
"We are indeed sorry that the
1st ing hydrant to the dump. MeThe speaker expressed the need the class to "always keep God's
County AgriculturalAgent Lx?o
incident ever occurredadd had it
Clintock said, and the caretaker* derman Holwerda commented that
of the world for people who will Word as a lamp unto your feet."
R. Arnold and Clarence Reenders,
been realized that it would be
will play water on existing blazes he was not opposed to dosing
Principal Raymond Holwerda
at which a number of interested say, "I will give a life," and
taken in any other way than in
and wet down all new deposits to streets per se. but was opposed
these, he said, will be in an in- presented the awards to various
to this particulardosing.
parties heard Reenderssay that
guard agairurt new fires.
the spirit of fun, we would not
Trpi ration tn the rest! "Life neven members of the graduating class.
Later Robert Vlsscher moved
there are only about 3,000 acres
have participated in such squirtThe
dumping
area will be fenc
in
fulfills until we give all, all of Sixteen honor students received
of thus type of land in the towning," the apology reads.
od, in he added, and the dump will for the informal hearing.
At a regular meeting Mondaythe time," he said. Rather than silver pins in recognition of getThere were only two visitors at
ship, which is good grain produc"We regret deeply that any probe ojx*n from 6 a m. until 9 p.m
night
at
the Warm Friend Tav- ing land, and that the farmers taking the philosophy of some ting "B" or better in four years of
Two
other men. heretofore tinthe
meeting. Neither offered comperty was soiled or damaged and
daily except Sunday. No dumping
high school. The high school fac- men! lonod. helped in the rescue
do hereby extend our apologies ern, Holland chapter of the So- are objecting to the stripping of that the "world owes me a livwill be permitted outside of those ment.
ing," Dr. Ditzen said "we ought ulty no longer designates a vale- of two filers that crashed their
In other businesss.Council favto the Tulip Time committee and ciety for the Preservation and En- the land because when the sand Is
hours, he said.
dictorian and salutatorian.but plane into Lake Michigan near
to give the world a life."
dry
it
blows
and
when
it
is
wet
it
the people of the city of Holland couragementof Barbershop QuarMcClintock said the new sys ored closing the alley In the samo
Sdloist for the program was chooses to honor the highest stu- Holland State park Sunday alholds water.
for squirting water on any pertem would go into effect some- Crampton block, allowing proper
tet Singing in America enjoyed
dents with scholarship pins, Hol- ternoon.
consideration for two or three
At the meeting Rep. George Van Miss Jeanne Ver Beck, pianist, a
sons attending the parade and astime next week.
member of the graduatingclass werda said.
They are Edwin "Bud" and
property owners who use same,
sure them that so far as we are the friendshipand artistryof Peursem and the late Sen. McKee
Receivingthe honor pins were James Vande Woge, sons of Mr.
who played "Ballade in A flat Maand set July 18 as date for public
concerned it will never happen Simeon Oliver of Anchorage. of Muskgon. together with Robert
jor," Chopin. The Rev. Abraham Ellen Brandei horst. Wallace and Ms. Janies Vande Wege 345
hearing.
again," the document reads.
Alaska. Oliver, an Eskimo, and Briola of the local district, Al
Bratt, Kathryn Brink, Marie
Council approved the low bid
The apology outlines how the his wife are in Holland for a brief Dorans of the Soil Conservation Rynbrandt ot Grace Reformed Geenen. Alvin Haveman, Gene- Maple Ave. Both saw the crash
church, Grand Rapids, gave the
raced to the score.
entered
by Michigan Colprovla
office
at
Grand
Rapids,
and
S.
E.
firemen were asked for water by visit.
A Sentinel reporter was on the
Co. of Grand Rapids for Holland's
Larson, representativeof the invocation and the Rev. Gerrit J. vieve Kouning, Harvey Kickover,
some band members at first, and
Oliver, who has written several
Rozcboom of Coopersvillegave Hazel Nyhof, Shirley Overweg, scene about 15 minutes after the
summer paving program. The
alter the parade started various books under his Eskimo name, Kami Equipment Office, also in
of
the
benediction.Scripture was JosephinePhillips, Edwin Reels, accident and by then, both Vande
company’sestimate totaled $117,Grand
Rapids,
discussed
the
probother people asked for water and Nutchuk, led the local chapter's
770.50.
lem with a hope of bringing it be- read by the Rev. Ralph G. Kortel- Donna Vander Kolk. Geneva Van Weges had left. The two rescued
it was given them.
Windmill chorus and told of his
two-car collisionnorth
ing of Punganur, Chittoor dis- Haitsma. Beatrice Van Ixw. Mari- fliers had boon taken to the Henry
Council also approved a recom"It was done in a jovial man- barbershop singing experiences. fore the State Agriculturalcouncil
lyn Walcott and Dale Welters.
trict, South India.
Jansen cottage nearby and it was Holland Friday afternoon resulted mendationto revise licenseordinner and without any malicious in- He has visited many United to see if they could got new legisThe organ prelude, procession- Shirley Overweg received the Jahsen and his friend. John Kut- in apparently minor injuries
ances, calling for the mayor to
tent and certainlynot done to an- States chapters and has organized lation.
al and recessionalwore played by Hope college scholarship and lik. to whom the reporter talked. the two drivers involved. The acci- appoint a committee consistingof
tagonize people or cause concern two chapters in Alaska. He relatMrs. W. Curtis Snow of the fac- Donne Vander Kolk, the Calvin
Further investigationafter the dent happened at 1:30 pm. at the the city manager, city attorney,
to any persons along the route," ed that he hired a plane to fly to Spring Lake Widow
ulty. Dr. Lubbers presided at the scholarship.Beatrice Van l^x) re- story appearedin Monday’s Sen- intersection of 144th Ave., and two council members and a memthe apology reads.
Fairbanksfor a light to get that
ceived the Reformed Bible Insti- tinel. and talks with other wit- Berry St., five miles north and ber of the Chamber of Commerce
service.
When the charges of disorderly chapter organized, but barbershop Dies at Nursing
retail merchants’ divisionto work
Senior prizes, awarded by Dean tute scholarship, the first year nesses reconstructed the rescue one mile ^iest of Holland.
conduct first were offered by Po- singing was received so enthusThe cars were driven by John out the revision.
Grand Haven (Special) — Mrs. Hollenbach. went to the follow- thi* award has been offered
in this manner:
lice Chief Jacob Van Hoff, all iastically, that the men stayed for
Six students received Alumni
Bud Vande Wege and Jansen R. Brandson. 34, of route 2. who
three firemen pleaded innocent. a week, giving many public per- Clara Barney. 81, of Spring Lake, ing: Daniel C. Steketee senior associationawards for doing outwidow
of the late Robert Barney, Bible prize, first to Burt Phillips,
started into the water as Robert was headed north on 144th Ave.;
The original hearing date was formances and radio broadcasts.
died after an eight-monthillness Lakewood. Ohio, second. Roger standing work in various fields. Thompson, passenger in the plane, and Albert us De Haan, 25, of
postponed until this week, but the
He said that Eskimos are quite at 2 p.m. Tuesday at the Philips Shafer, Schenectady. N. Y.; Piet- Receiving the $10 awards were started to .swim to shore. The route 2, West Olive, going east
apology caused the charges to be musical, although their musical
Nursing home. Spring Lake, enpol Bible prize, Harold Dean. Hazel Nyhof in commercial sub- piano was slowly drifting shore- on Berry St.
dropped, Municipal Judge Cornel- scale is only five notes, similar to
Brandson received bead injuries
where she was tdken three weeks Keyport, N. J.; Dr A. T. God- jects, Donne Vander Kolk in Eng- ward The two rescuers walked
ius vender Meulen said.
the Oriental scale. He demonstratago. Born in Owosso, March 15, fray chemistry prize. Earl Huyser, lish. .Ellen Branderhorstin for- into the lake, pushing a log until and a possible eye injury. Do
Vander Meulen pointed out ed on the piano some Eskimo
Is
1870, she was married in Evans- Holland: Patterspn biology mem- eign languages, Genevieve Keun- the water was too deep and then Haan received only a scratched
that the apology now is a matter songs and dance melodies.
ir>g
in
mathematics.
Edwin
Roels
elbow.
began to swim. They reached
ville, Ind.. Nov. 24. 1893. She had orial prize. Nancy Vyverberg,
of public record.
It was announced that Arthur
Ketema Yifru, Hope college
Chief Deputy Clayton Forry. inlived in Spring Lake lor 56 years. Rochester. N. Y.; Dr. Otto van in science and Wallace Bratt in Thompson about halfway between
C. Prigge, C. C. Wood. Norm
senior
from Harrar, Ethiopia, has
the
social
sciences.
vestigating
the
accident,
rat
(matthe plane and shore.
Mr. Barney, who was a barber, der Velde All-Campus award, a
Bredeweg, Gordon Meeusen, Chet
Marilyn Walcott received the
But Thompson was too weak to ed damage to the Brandsen car received a United Nations Internfor more than 44 years, died Dec. gold key. to Eugene Campbell,
Truck and Train Meet
Oonk, Harley Hill and Mat Wilson
29, 1936. She was a member of Muskegon; Southland medal, Anno Holkeboer Bible award for hold to the log. and witnesses at $800. and to the De Haan car ship, it was announced today by
represented Holland chapter at
Dr. Ella Hawkinson, head of the
At 24th St. Crossing
First Baptist church.
Nancylee Corp Marema, Auburn, doing outstanding work in the said Vande Wege had to carry him at $300.
the International meeting at Tolhistory and political science deBible subjects.
to shore, Jansen continuedon to
Surviving are two daughter, N. Y.
A truck driver from Otsego who edo, Ohio, where 3,200 barberCitizenship pins were awarded the place, swimming with the log.
partment. Dr. Hewkiason said
Mrs. William Beihl and Mrs. GarMrs. Alice De Haan Dies
told officers he didn’t hear the shoppers gathered for the Interto Calvin Bolt. Benjamin Bouw- The pilot. Ed Bransbergor.said
that the appointment came
rett Fisher, both of Grand Havwhistle or see the train ran into national quartet contest.
William
H.
Draper,
76,
through the United Nations Inman,
Wallace
Bratt, Marie Gecn- he couldn't swim and thought it At Home of Daughter
en; three grandchildren, and two
the rear of a C &0 engine at the
terne Selection board in Washingen. Genevieve Keuning, Donna better to wait. He was comparagreat grandchildren.
Dies at Local Hospital
24th St. crossing at 6:20 a.m. toVander Kolk and Beatrice Van tively safe on the floating plane,
Zeeland (Special) — Mrs. Alice ton, D.C., and carries a stipend of
day.
one witness said, so that Jan- De Haan, 89, East Lincoln Ave , $300 for an eight-week period
William H. Draper, Sr., 76, of Loo.
No one was injured.
FBI Special Agent
Calvin Bolt, president of the sen returned to shore.
died early Thursdaymorning at the during the summer months. Yifru,
51
East
13th
St., died at 12:05
Driver of the truck was Russenior class.ipreaenteda check of
After a small boat arrived and home of her son-in-lawand daugh- according to the information, rea m. today at Holland hospital
Speaks To Rotarians
sell J. Thompson, 23, of Otsego,
$2,500 to Supt. Bos as
class circledthe plane twice, but didn't ter, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Terry, ceived will either be assigned to
after
a
week's
illness. He had
who was turning from south to
Members of Hie Hope college Highlights of Federal Bureau of been taken to the hospital Wed- memorial.The money was desig- go in to pick up Bransbergor. 108 Arlington St., Kalamazoo. the New York or the Geneva,
east on Lincoln Ave. Damage of
Board of Trusteesmet at Durfee Investigationwork were discussed nesday evening. Death was caus- nated to be used for the purchase Van<je Wege’s brother, Jimmy, Mrs. De Haan spent the summers Switzerland, headquarters.
$250 was estimatedto the right
Interne* ere assignedto posts
of an organ. If it is found impos- started toward the plane. He was in Zeeland and lived with her
hall on the collegecampus at 9:30 for RotariansThursday noon by ed by a heart condition.
front part of the truck, owned by
sible
to secure an organ in two
daughter,
Mrs.
Terry
during
the
in almost every section of tlie secajn. today for a semi-annual ses- Robert L Lalley, special FBI
restrained by shore observers.
retired mason, Draper was
the Michigan Cottage Cheese Co.
retariat, and the assignmentwill
years’ time, the money could be
Kutlik, arrived at this point winter.
sion. Scheduledas the main topic agent from Detroit. He spoke at born Oct. 1, 1874, in Chatham,
of Otsego.
be relatedas closely as possibleto
used
for
new
equipment
in
a
new
Surviving
are
three
sons.
Harwith
two
small
floating
mattressfor discussion was the forthcom- the regular Rotary club luncheon Ontario, Canada, and had Jived
The train was headed north inunit of the high school whicli now e*. Armed with these. Vande ry H. Bontekoe and George De the experience and interest of the
ing million dollar drive.
meeting at the Warm Friend Tav- here for the last eight years. He
to Holland,and damage of $50
is planned.
Wege, Kutlik and Jansen started Haan o( Holland and Gerrit De interne. They have the status of a
This noon, a faculty - board ern.
w as a ‘member of Wesleyan Methwas estimated to the water car.
Bolt
also
spoke
briefly
on
the
back to the plane and took the Haan of Tampa, Fla.; two daugh- staff member while there end will
Lalley emphasized the import- odist church.
luncheon was to be held at DurEngineer Fred Trondley, brakeclass motto, "The greeter the dif- pilot off without further incident. ters, Mrs. Terry and Mrs. L. H. be given every opportunity to atfee
*
ance of public co-operationin sucSurviving are a daughter, Mrs.
man WilliftmHadsell, and fireman
It was Wednesday,witnesses, McRae of Sierra Madre, Calif.; tend meetings of councils,comWednesday noon, the collegeen- cessful FBI work and told some Clifford Stewart of Rodeo, Calif., ficulty. the more glory in surBurghuff, all are from the Wyommounting it."
who preferred to remain anony- 12 grandchildren and 16 great missions and committees.
tertained at a luncheon in Durfee of the inside facts about the< fa- four sdns, Charles of Port Huron.
ing yards in Grand Rapids.
Yifru is a political science major
parents and friends.
mous Lindberg case. After his I Harold of Holland. Jack of Detroit A girls’ sextet sang "Lift TTiine mous, disclosed Vande Wege's part grandchildren.
and
plan* to take up foreign serEye*,"
Mendelssohn
and
"But
The
Funeral
services
will
be
held
About 1,000 seniors,their rela- talk, he answered questions posed , and James of Holland; 15 grandin the rescue.
Lord is Mindful of His Own."
Monday at 1:30 p.m. at the home vice for hi* life work. He is a
Spring Lake
tives and friends and Hope alum- by the audience.
children,and a brother, John, of
Mendelssohn-Stickles. The a capand 2 p.m. at First Christian graduate of the Haile Selassie
ni were present at a graduation
Another guest .t the meeting Chatham.
15 New Missionaries
* Diet at Agnew
Reformed church basement witn high school, Addis Ababa, Ethioreception in the Pine Grove Wed- was Nutchuk. an Eskimo from
Funeral rites will be held Sat- pella choir, under the directionof
the Rev. D. D. Bonndma officiat- pia. where he was active in track
nesday after commencement exer- Anchorage. Alaska, who is pre- urday et 2 p.m. at Dykstra fun- Marvin Baas, sang "Sail On O My Dedicated at Synod
fcrand Havqn (Special) — Mrs.
Soul."
Cain,
and
"Psalm
33",
ing,
Burial will be in Pilgrim and debate. He also served as
sently staying at Waukazoo. He eral chapel with the Rev. George
Mary Miller, 84, of 217 Barber St. cises.
student governor of the school.
Buck Hill Fall*. Pa. (SpeciaD- Home cemetery.
spoke briefly, relating experiences B. Hilson officiating.Burial will Mueller.
Spring Lake, died Wednesday
Next year he intends to do gradKathryn
Boerman,
senior Fifteen new missionaries, were
Body
will
be
taken
to
the
resitake place Monday at 11 a.m. at
of his trips and lecturetours.
night at the Olsen Nursing home Two Autos Collide,
Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers. Rotary Grand Lawn cemetery,Bedford organist, „ played the traditionaldedicatedfor home and foreign dence from the Yntema funeral uate work in foreign relatione and
in Agnew. She was- found ill in
Cars driven by Paul Boeve, 17, president, welcomed three new townifflp,near Detroit.. The body processional , "Pomp and Circum- service at the closing meeting of home Saturday and Sunday af- has been accepted in the graduate
her home on March 27 and was of 942 Lincoln Ave., and Betty
school of Georgetown university,
members into the club. They are Is at the funeral chapel ' where stance,” Elgar. Three other senior the 145th regular session, of the ternoon and evening.
taken to Municipal hospital and Dick, 27, of Grandville,collided at
Washington D.C.
organists, Joyce Keeps. Annette General Synod of the Reformed
Charles CooperV Robert Fitzgerald friends may call Friday from 2 tp
in April was removed to the nurs- 5:10 p.m. Wednesday at the comDe Weerd and John Hoogstratook Church in America.
•
and Robert Kirchen. Donald Vink, 4 and 7 to 9
Drivers
ing home. She had been a resident er of Michigan Ave. and 24th
ROAP CONTHACT LET
part in the
,
Of these, six will go to Arabia,
who became a new member last
of Spring Lake about 30 years. $t. Neither driver was injured.
Lansing — A contract for 4.005
The Rev. 0n?en gave the invo- four to Japan, and two to Africa. Cars driven by Dale Dr Witt,
week, also was welcomed. Each
The only survivors are nieces and Both cars, were headed north on
Local Trotter Killed
cation
while
the
Rev. Jacob T. Among them is Dr. Donald Bosch, 17., of route 5. and -Patncjo Bel- mile* of grading and drainage
was presenteda framed "objects
.
Michigan Ave., and the Boeve car
Boyne Hanover, a trotterowned Hoogstra led closing prayer.
chosen in 1950 a« "the young man tran. 24. of 370 West I5ih St., atructuresand stabilized aggreFuneral rites will be at Ring- hit the rear of the Dick vehicle
At a facultypartly at the South o? the year” by the Junior Cham- collided at the corner of Harrison gate surfacing on 120th Ave., from
by Michel Thorgeysky of Marigold
old funeral home in Spring Lake when it slowed down for the corn- Fishing Fair to Good
Lodge, . Waukazoo. broke a leg Side school, following the com- ber of Commerce of Newark. N J. and 15th St.. Tuesday at 8:15 p.m. M-50 south in Ottawa county, h«a.
Saturday at 2 p.m. with the Rev. er. Damage to Bocve’s car was
Fishing this noon at the pier Wednesday evening' harness rac- mencement program,Bos present- Included also are two Negroes for Neither driver was injured. Dam- been awarded to A. L. Dyer and
Roy Marshall of Spring Lake estimated at $100, and to the Dick was describedas "fair." Perch ing at Sportsman Park in Chica- ed a watch to Kathryn Bratt for educationalwork among their age to De Witt's car was esti- Sons, McBride*.This is the firat
Presbyterian church officiating car at $20. Boeve was ticketed for were biting slowly.The fishingre- go. The horse had to be destroyed., 25 years of service in the elemen- people in Alabama, and a native mated at $150. and to Beltran'* step in improvement of
f Burial will be at Spring Lake failure to observe assured clear port at the Big Bayou said "pretty Boyne Hanover wafc well known, tary grade* ol the local Chriatian Indian for work on the Mescalero car at $50. City police issued a which will be blacktopped ktar« .
cemetery.
diitanct.
good."
school*.
Indian reservationin New Mexico. ticket to De Witt lor speeding.
Contract phot k $46,449 JL
having won a number of race*.

He
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Two Holland Men
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Hope Seniors Plan

Accident Occurs

;

to Enter

Seminaries

When

I

I

f

Tip of

Clips High
Pilot

Wing

Are Granted

Wave

Thrown Out

Board

A salary increase of $100 for
the year 1951-52 will be offered

death Sunday afternoon when one

wingtip of their Aeronca light
plane slapped a Lake Michigan
whitecap and was^ pulled into
heavy seas.
The accident, witnessed by
hundreds,occurred about threequarters of a mile north of Holland State Park as the plane was
banking away from the beach in
a turn. Witnesses said it slammed
into the lake at 5:20 p.m. Sunday
about 500 feet offshore.
That both fliers are alive today
can be attributedto a miraculous
crash in which neither was so
much as cut, and to the quick ac
tion of two men who witnessed
the crash.
Pilot Ed Brans berger, 26, route
1, Holland, and his passenger,

Robert Thompson, 23, Bristol,
know even today how they managed to come

Tenn., don’t quite

out of the battered plane alive.
Bra ns berger remembers that
when the plane struck the lake,
he was hurled through the windshield, knd took all of it with him.
Thompson, who was strapped in
behind Bransberger,unlashed
himself and swam out the side of
the plane which had been carried
away in the crash.
The plane quickly sank to the
depth of the top of the wing. Both
men tried to climb on, but
Bransberger had trouble on top
of the submerged plane.
"Every time I’d take a step, my
foot would go through the canvas," he said, "and first one wingtip would go down and then the
other."

all teachers in the public schools
In their

of Education Monday night.

the board also decided to
vise the salary schedule to

log out to the fallen plane to pick
too, had seen
the crash, and dispatched a launch
that arrived shortly after the two
men had been pulled to shore.

The guardsmen snubbed a line
around the propeller shaft of the
plane and with the help of observers,, pulled It out on the
beach. It had drifted to within
about 100 feet of shore, and had
been In the water little more than
an hour.

MeanwhUe, Bransberger

and

Thompson were warming them
selves at the Jansen cottage. /
doctor was summoned and admin
istered a sedative to Bransberger,

who was

sufferingfrom shock
and exposure.
Bransbergersaid the plane was
valued at about $1,000. He said it

by himself,
Bill Bushey.
he said, both

live In Fennville.
The plane was based at Saugatuck. Sheriff Jerry Vander Beek
and Deputy Sheriff Clayton Forry checked the accident,but
complete investigation will
made by the Civil Aeronautics
Authority. Forry said
TTie plane was not a complete

althoughvery

little was left

for salvage. Both the landing gear

and the engine appeared intact.
But the wing, tail structure, and
fuselage were demolished.

Opposition Slated
In

School Election

Oppositionin Holland’s school
board election July 9 was prom
ised today.

All three incumbents whose
terms expire this year announced
at a regular session of the Board
of Education Monday night that
they would seek re-election for
another term. They are John 01ert, Mrs. John K. Winter and Vernon D. Ten Cate.

And today, Willis Welling, of
374 Weet 31st St., active in Junior
Chamber of Commerce circles, announced that he would be a candidate. All three vacancies are for
three-year terms.
Each candidate must file a petition bearing at least 50 signatures
of qualified voters before the
deadGne Tuesday, June 19. Petitions 'may bt obtained from Olert,
secretary of the Board of Educa-

tion.

.

ing adjustment granted last

(

12.

1

each -of their students attending
Holland public schools. One district of 13 students has not paid
the ti^tionas yet and when this
amount is paid, an additional$650
should be transferred to the new
fund.
Actioji to establishsuch a fund

Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Gold, Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Sligh, Jr.
gala dinner dance Saturday club house for the traditional e 1 over season’s activities.
night successfullyopened- the 1951 party based on the theme, “In the
Sligh is commodore of the dub
season for members of the Maca- Good Old Summertime."
this year and Mrs. Gold Is chairtawa Bay Yacht club. A profusion
Photographed, during the even- man of the social committee.Mr.
of peonies, arranged by Mrs.
ing were, left to right, Mr. and Gold is power ]x>at chairman and
Chester Van Tongeren, Mrs. Charles R. Sligh. Jr., and Mrs. Ken- Mrs. E. H. Gold and Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Sligl? i* a member of Mrs.
neth Campbell,decorated the Charles R. Sligh, Jr., as they talk- Gold’s committee.

A

Baccalaureate Speaker

Teusink-Boerman

Warns

Vows Exchanged

of Life's Perils

Speaking on "Sanctificationfor
from money raised locally and Others’ Sake," the Rev. Andrew in time to avoid the collision.
in rural areas was taken last Branche, Jr., pricipalof Southern Damage to Purchase's car was
spring, and the- initial sum is the Normal school of Brewton, Ala., estimated to $50, while the Parresult of the first payments of addressed the granduating class of ratt car received an estimated $60
$50 per head into the fund. In- Hope college and a capacity crowd damage, and Moster’s vehicle an
vestment of said sum was refer- of relatives and friendsat the 86th estimated $150 damage.
red to the ways and means com- baccalaureateof Hope college
Ottawa Deputy Nelson Lucas
Sunday evening. The service was made the investigation.
mittee for study.
The Board of Education is ready held in Hope Memorial chapel.
to proceed with negotiations in
Rev. Branche based his talk on
the sale of the Froebel school the Biblical passage in which
property, following a letter from Christ declared that He sanctified
Dr. J. R. Mulder, presidentof Himself so that others may be
Western Theological seminary, in- sanctifiedA background of exforming the board that the Sem- periences in schools and colleges
inary Board of Trustees has au- prepares us for avoiding the fla- Injures

Two-Car Crash
Five

appointed Trustees E. V. Hartman, Margaret De Pree and C. J.
DeKoster as inspectors for the

Miss

Hartman

Wed

in

Memphis

Here the small plans that crashed Into Lake Michigan Sunday lies
awash about 100 feet offshore as surf begins to break It up. Plane
at this time had been down about 30 minutes and had drifted about
400 feet toward shore. Coast Guardsman G. E. Basham, who
pilotedthe rowboat for The Sentinel photographer, had trouble in
the heavy seas, which also hampered salvage operations.

Mud, Not

mill

Big Casualty

—

With gardening season

feet

on the highway,

hit the ditch

on the left, clipped off a four-inch
tree, turned over three or four
times' and plowed into a muddy
ditch on its wheel*. All occupants
were thrown out, Fivak landing

emerged practicallyunharmed. in a puddle.
The oar was demolished. Only While the

lacerations.

Mr.

and

Mrs. Cornelius Teusink
The Rev. Harmon Kuizema of Oakland performed the
double ring ceremony Friday night
of Martin.

in the American Legion club
house.
Prelude music and the wedding
marches were played by Mrs,
Harvey Huizenga, who also accompanied Harvey Huizenga, soloist, as he sang "Because,""Have

„

,

Couple Married 54 Years

Daniel Fivak, 26, both of undented.
Chicago, were thoroughly covered
The Giicago pair was visiting
the Dahms home.
Injuries, .with mud but unhurt.
The accident occurred south of
After a thorough scrubbing at
Allegan on the M-40 detour in the hospital,the trio found themTrowbridge township. ViUim’toldselves with no UKJICe
choice but
to reout 10
deputies Robert Johnson and For- dress
sa iin their muddy clothes and
rest Reichenbachthat he lost con- get a ride back down town.
Allegan (Special)
Showers trol of his car at the top of e
with plenty of soap was the pre- small hill as another auto • ap- GARDEN TOOLS
scription for three young men at proached. The car lurched 120

Walter -jDahms, Jr., 18, Gobles,
required medical treatment for
slight heed
n* <W«r, Alien H. Vlllta,22,

Boerman, route 3, became the
bride of Ernest Teusink, son of

He

The

and

while officers manreled at their
lucky escape from serious injuries.
The three rode a car that tossed, overturnedand went 320 feet
through a deep muddy ditch. They

ferns, palms and seven-branch

candelabra,Miss Hilda Boerman,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit

pm

election.

Allegan Health Center Monday

Before a setting of white gladioli,

thorized purchase of said property grant evils and for living within
Thine Own Way Lord” and "The
at a figure of $50,000. School the bounds of respectability, he
Grand Haven (Special)— Five Lord’s Prayer.”
trustees referred the matter to said, hut the danger in life lies in persona were treated in Municipal
Pilot Ed Braniberjjerat extreme right aurveya the
The bride wore a gown of sheer
flopped about by two boys. Port wlngtlp near
Attorney Peter S. Boter to incor- several great perils.
damage after all hands had helped Coast QuardaBransberger Is the one that hit the water and
hospitalfor injuries received when white with lace inserts,a high
porate it into a contract to be apmen tug his battered plane to shore. No glass was
He warned against goodness
neckline end long pointed sleeves.
caused all the trouble Sunday afternoon In Lake
left In the windows and the tail structureIs being
proved both by the seminary trus- for goodness’ sake, that which two cars collided at 8:35
Michigan.
A full skirt ended in a train. Tiny
tees and the Board of Education draws us from the world Into a Monday on Sheldon road four buttons extended down the back
as to terms of sale.
sort of sophistication and allows miles south of M-50.
of the gown. Her fingertipveil
Clerk John Olert road a letter us to ignore the needs of others; Drivers were Stanley V’Soske, was held in place by a tiara of
from the Holland high student and against spurious complacency,
19, and Lee Raeside, 24, both of orange blossoms. She carried a
council signed by Mayor K. Don which lets us to look at problems
Grand
Rapids. Raeside was said bouquet of white roses. She wore
Jacobusseexpressing appreciation of the world with a condescending
to have made a left turn into a a stran^ of pearls,a gift of the
cited as other
to the board for permissionto neutrality.
private drivewaydirectlyinto the groom.
Miss Kathryn Louise Hartman, include social dancing at school perils the shifty psychology which path of the V'Soske car.
Her only attendant, Miss Dena
parties. The communication also allows irresponsibility
for one’s
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Injured in the V'Soske car were Broekhuis, wore a pink taffeta
listed parties held during the own and others’shortcomings, and
Joyce Rickling, 17, Grand Rapids, gown and carried a bouquet of
V. Hartman of 73 East 10th St., school year.
self defensive morality or repink roses and daisies. She wore
Holland, was married to Oscar M.
The board approved a recom- demptive goodness. To ovoid the facial cuts and bruises,and the a matching head piece.
driver,leg and head cute. In the
Seago Friday, June 1, in Memphis, mendation of the committee on perils, he urged his audience to other car were the driver, head
Floyd Brinkhuis assisted the
Tenn. Mr. Seago is the son of Mr. teachersto hire Joyce Keller of "get into the middle of the stream
and
leg cuts; Joseph Prozenzano, groom as best man. Milfred Comand Mrs. William Seago of Burns- Sleepy Eye, Minn., as girl's physi- of life," to find the core of good- 29, Grand Rapids, body bruises, 3Pner and HarUn Reinink were
cal education teacher for the ness which is there.
vilie, Miss.
and Kenneth Lewis, 20, route 1, ushers.
I>ed by the chapel choir, memThe wedding took place at St. coming year. Miss Keller is a
A receptionfor 60 guests folWest Olive, bruises.
John’s Methodist church of Mem- graduate of Sleepy Eye high bers of the graduating class and
Raeside was charged by state lowed the ceremony.Mr. and Mrs.
phis with the Rev. William A. school and has received a B S. faculty* took part in the opening police with failure to yield the HolGs Teusink were master and
Dimmick performing the single degree from North Central col- processionaland the Rev. William right of way.
distress of ceremonies. Mrs. DonVan’t Hof of Faith Community
ring rites. During the ceremony, lege.
ald Boerman and Mrs. Dilbert
Approval also was given the ap- church, Detroit, gave the opening
traditional wedding music was
Boerman were in charge of the
pointmentof Russell H. Welch is prayer. Dr. M. Eugene Oster- Six Holland Students
played by the church organist.
gift room.
The church was decorated with principalof Lincoln school. He havon, Hope college pastor read
The program included a piano
two tall baskets of white gladioli will continue his duties as visiting scripture. Two anthems,"Create Will Receive Awards
solo by Miss Elaine Reinink. Miss
and two baskets of huckleberry teacher in the elementary schools in Mo, O God." Brahms, and "I
Kalamazoo (Special)— Six stu- Broekhuis presented a reading and
leaves and ferns against a back- and will have no teaching duties Walk the King’s Highway,” Wildent
from Holland will be can- Harvey Huizenga sang a solo.
liams, were sung by the Chapel
ground of two seven-branchcan- at Lincoln.
didates
for degrees,certificates Group singing was led by the Rev.
A letter was read from the choir, directed by Harvey O.
delabra. Tall single tapers in front
or
both
from Western Michigan G. Chermak, who also closed with
Warren S. Holmes Co. enclosing Davis. The Rev. Raymond C. Van
accented the setting.
college at the end of the second remarks end prayer.
Mr. and Hrs. A1 Phifer of Mem- $50. toward installationof four Zoeren. Synodical supervisor,
Following a wedding trip the
semester, June 16.
phis were the wedding attendants. recessed light fixtures in the gen- Particular Synod of Albany, gave
These
students and the degrees couple will live in Martin. For
The bride wore a street-length eral purpose room at Longfellow the closingprayer.
traveling the bride wore a navy
Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers, Hope and certificates they expect to re- blue dress and white accessories.
dress of periwinkle blue organza school. The company said it had
ceive are: Warren Huyser, bachover taffeta trimmed with rhine- been informed by DeFouw Elec- college president, presided at the elor of arts and state secondary She wore a corsage of white roses.
stone buttons. Her picture hat tric Co. of Holland that if the service. Mrs. W. Curtis Snow of
provisionalcertificate: Eleanor Five pre-nuptial showers were
Lucky pilot and hit passenger chat while warming themaelvea at
was fashioned of lavendar tulle fixtures had been originally in- the Hope faculty was organist.
Charlotte
Killian, bachelor of given for the bride.
the lakesidecottage of their rescuers.Ed Bransberger, 26, route 1,
and net. She carried a white Bi- cluded in the plan, the price
music
and
state
secondaryproviHolland, (right)was piloting the plane and was shot through the
ble with a June- bride orchid. Her would have been $50 less than' the Three Cars Involved
sional certificate; Ransom W. Ev- Condemnation Hearing
windshield In the crash. His passenger, Bob Thompson, 23, Bristol,
jewelery included a necklace of present figure of $272.
erett, bachelor of science and
Tenn., (left) was momentarily trapped In the rear seat of the plane
Supt. Crawford announced In North Side Crash
smoked pearl and rhinestones and
state secondary provisional cer- Is Set Next Tuesday
by the safety belt, but managed to work himself free as the plans
matching earrings.
that the county tax allocation
Three cars were involved in a tificate; and Marda Jane Chapwas sinking in Lake Michigan Sunday.
Mrs. Phifer wore a pink, linen board has allocated 8.16 mills on
Grand Haven (Special)— The
traffic collision at 3:30 p.m. Sun- man, bachelor of scienceand state
ensemble with white eyelet' trim. the equalized valuation of $29,condemnationsuit brought by the
day
on
the
Ottawa
Beach
Rd., elementaryprovisionalcertificate.
Her corsage was of white carna- 560,181 as the tax ase for HolElaine Mae Garvelink and Mil- Holland public schools against the
tions.
land public schools next year. near Lake Shore Dr., sheriff's
dred M. Rooks will be candidates Silver Creek Land and Investideputies reported today.
After the ceremony,a reception Crawford said last year's allocaOne passenger,William Par- for the state limited certificate. ment Co., and other defendants,
for relatives and a few friends tion was 7.27 mills and added that
win be heard before Circuit Judge
ratt, 70. ol .Marion, Ohio, was
was held at the newlyweds’apart- the new allocationis sufficientto
Raymond L. Smitn in the munidlisted as injured. He incurreda
ment. They are now at home at cover the tax request this year.
Payment Deferred
pal court room in Holland next
bumped
forehead
and
was
taken
1215 Mississippi Blvd., Memphis,
He also announced that Robert
Dell Harless. 45, living at a lo- Tuesday morning.
to
hi.s home for treatment.
Tenn.
Moore, vocal teacher, has acceptcal hotel, appeared in Municioal
A special jury of 18 members,
Drivers involved were Royal L Court Saturday charged with be
Mr*. Seago, a graduate of Hol- ed a teaching offer at Rocky Riv12 of whom will be chosen, has
Purchase,
28,
of
Grand
Rapids;
C.
land high school, attended Hol- er, Ohio, for the next year and
ing drunk and disorderly.He was been drawn] Purpose of the trial
land Business institutefor a year that Albert Howell expects to Parratt, 47, of -Columbus,Ohio; ordered to pay $19.70 fine and is to detreminethe need for conand William Moster, 16, of Jeni- costs, with a jail sentence as aland Albion college for two years. continue his education.
demnation and just compensation
She has been doing secretarial Mrs. John K. Winter announc- son. All were headed east on the terwitive.Judge Cornelius vander to property owners.
Ottawa
Beach
Rd.
Meulen deferred payment until
work. Her husband served in the ed the committeeon teachers had
The property lies between Van
Investigating officers said that Tuesday— after Harless' payday.
Navy four and a half, years after sent a letter to teachers expressRaalte and Hirrison Ave., and
Purchase
stopped
suddenly
when
graduation from Burnsville,Miss., in the board’s appreciation for
Harless was arrested by city
an unidentifieddriver turned, and police Friday evening at Centen- 24th and 26th Sts., encompassing
high school. He is employed by work done the past year.
two square blocks. It has been
Kimbel Truck lines.
board approved plans Parratt and Moster couldn't stop nial park.
chosen as the site of tnc new Van
Attending the wedding from whereby the Social Studies deRaalte school
Michiganwere the bride's parents, partment consistingof Carl Van
Mrs. Carl Schultz of St. Johns and Lente, Barbara Lampen and PhylTwo Citation! limed
Mrs. Alfred Perreaultof Grand lis Ver Plank will set up two new
Rapity.
courses next year on Michigan

In

,

At Monday’s monthly board
meeting, President A. E. Lampen

Was

in-

spring. Therefore, the salary
schedule figures will read $300
above last year’s figures.
The board also approved a recommendationof Supt. C. C.
Ten Hope college seniors will Interdenominationaland Prince- go to New Brunswick, Roger Crawford to transfer $56,785
from the operating fund to a speccontinue their education in gradu- ton seminaries, respectively.
Shafer, Schenectady, to Westminial high school building fund for
Entering Western 'ITjeological ster, and Dave Muyskens, Madanate schools in preparation for the
the purpose of building an addiseminaryare Harold Dean of Key- apalle, South India, to Princeton.
ministry, it was announced today
tion to the Junior and Senior high
port, N. J., Duane Tellinghuisen, Pictured, left to right, are back
schools within five years. The
by Dr. Eugene Osterhavenof the Willow Lake, S. D., Donald Lenrow, John Staal, James Blane,
sum is figured on the basis of $50
Bible department.
derink, Grand Rapids; Jerold Dave Muyskens; middle row, Dr.
times the average membership
Six will enter Western Theo- Pomp, Holland,James Hakken,
Osterhaveh,James Hakken, Jer- for the year of 1,135.7 students in
logicalseminary in Holland next
Baghdad, Iraq, and John Staal, old Pomp, Dr. Henry Voogd of the grades nine through
fall, two will go to New BrunsBible department; front, Donald
The figure includes624 nonwick Theological seminaryin New Grand Rapids. Mervyn Shay of
Lenderink,Mervyn Shay, Roger
Brunswick,N. J., and two have Schenectady,N. Y., and James Shafer, Harold Dean, Duane Tel- residentstudents for which the
rural districtshave paid $50 for
been accepted by • Westminster Blane of Bergenfield,N. J., will linghuisen.

two rescuersarrived, complete

up both men.
The Coast Guard,

re-

clude the present $200 cost-of-liv-

Thompson began swimming to

with liferaft.
John Kutlik and his Chicago
neighbor. Henry Jansen, were
week-endingwith their wives at
the Jansen cottage on shore. They
saw the crash and in short order
rammed a life raft and a floating

new contracts,it was de-

cided at a meeting of the Board

shore, and about that time their

loss,

Education

High School Addition

fliers brushed close to

was Jointly owned
Troy Lawson, and
Lawson and Bushey,

of

EstablishesFund for

Plane Goes to Bottom

h

$100

Salary Increases

Of Windshield;
Two

Dinner Dance Featured as Yacht Club Opening

Local Teachers

U

In full

swing, Michigan State coUege extension specialist*advise care in
the use of

common garden tools.

Accidents frequently happen from
the Improper use of these implements.

car body was ripped
bnd smashed from end to end, the
rear window fell to the ground It la believed that ths greatest
••••uivnm,The
inc winasniem
wak not
twit population the earth could support
unbroken.
windshield was
cracked aM the
^Ue
la about 10 billions.

fZ

^

Two-Truck Accident

History and World Geography,
Claims and accounts Totaled
A collision between two truck*
Passenger Is Injured
$72,169.43 of which $36,845.65
Monday morning resulted In trafwent for teachers’salaries and
In Two-Car Accident
fic citationsfor both drivers
$23,955.56 for building and site
involved.
One penon was injured in a fund. All trusteeswere present
The accident happened at 11:15
traffic accident at 1:35 p.m. Mon- with the exception of Dr. Lester
a.m. Monday on Lincoln Ave., beday at the comer ol 32nd St. and J. Kuyper. President A. E. Lamtween 28th and 29th Sts. Drivers
Lincoln Ave.
pen presided and Mrs. Kenneth
of the trucks were Robert L.
Mis* EvangelineStuart, 23, of De Free gave the invocation.
Cook, 26, of Grand Rapids, whose
route 4, received out-patient
tractor was standing headed
treatment and an X-ray of her
Hospital Notes
south on Lincoln;- and Gerard
right wrist for possible fractures.
(From Tuesday’sSentinel)
Meyer, 17, of route 2, HudsonviUe,
She was ridding in a car driven
Admitted to Holland hospital
whose dump truck was headed
by Donald Brink of Hamilton, a Monday were Mrs. Jerry Por,
north on Lincoln.
soldierstationed at Ft Harrison, route 1. Zeeland; Mrs. John H.
Officers said Meyer made a left
Ind., who was driving north on Holleman, 7, East Central, Zeeturn in front of the Cook truck.
M-40. Joan Busachar, 27, of route land; Mrs. Edward Boerlgter,
Damage of $200 was estimated to
6, was driving east on 32nd St. route 1, Hamilton;Abe Timmer,
Cook's truck, and $15 to Meyer’*
Both drivers told officers they 307 WAt 13th St.
vehicle.
didn’t see each other until too
Discharged Monday were Mrs.
Investigating. deputy Clayton
late to avoid the collision.
Harold Michielson and baby, 171
Forry ticketed Cook for failure to
Damage to Ten Brink’s car was West 32nd St.; Mrs. Gordon Burt
yield fight of way, and gave
estimated at $200 and to Bussch- and baby, route 1.
Meyer a ticket for no chauffeur’*
nnr. and
ana Mrs.
nnrs. Henry G. Boeve
Mr.
er’s car at $300. Busacher was
Hospital births include a daughOn Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Henry his entire life. Mrs. Boeve, 74, Is licenseand excessive speed.
given a ticket for running a stop ter, Candace Jo, bom Monday to
the former Jennie Doume.
street
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Saunders, G. Boeve of route 5 quietly obThe couple has four children, Myrrh and frankincense were the
Jr., Beach court; a daughter, De- served their 54th wedding annimost precious early perfumes.
Gerrit, Andrew and Wallace Boevfc
The official name of Radio City borah Sue, bom today to Mr and versary.
in New York Is Metropolitan Mrs. Carl H. Pedersen, 452 West Mr. Boeve, who is 77, was born and Mrs. Henry Grotenhuis, all of Birmingham.Ala., marks aites of
Holland. There
are six grapdchil--- —
*•**-**. ***
ojjuvjiu- fatal auto accident*with white
Square.
22nd St
the fprm where he has Jived dren and four great grandchildren. crosses as a stfety reminder.
-

v
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Dr.D.VanStrien

Summer Tax

New President

Will

Summer

New Jersey Minister
Is

bill

KBs

Mai
Month

will go into the

Manager

Harold C. McCintock and Assessor William Koop reported to-

Former Missionary

today.

The summer tax bills, which include both city and school taxes
for the year, show an increase for
1951 of 18.45 per cent over 1950.
The city’s share of the tax biU
covers a 154 month period.
However, the school taxes stlH
run for a 12-month period. Only
the city general tax is for the 151

Buck Hill Falls, Pa.— Dr. David
Van Strien of the Reformed
Woodcliff-on-Hudson,

was elected presidentof the
General Synod of the Reformed
Church in America at the 145th
regular session to succeed Dr.
Henry A. Vruwink of the Flatbush Reformed church of BrookN.

tax

WH

mail about July 1, City

Graduate of Hope,

church of

Go Into

Early Next

Synod

Of General

,

14,

J.,

month period.
A breakdown of figuressupplied

lyn. N. Y.

Dr. Van Strien is a graduate of
Hope college at Holland, Mich
and New Brunswich Thelogfcal
seminary. He served the Reformed

by city officials;
City general tax: The 1951 rate
is $16.12 as compared with $11.26
for 1950. This shows an increase

church as missionaryin Japan

of $4.86.

from 1912 to 1920. He served the
Whitehouse Station, N. J. church
for two years and since then has
been at Woodclitf. He served on
the church’s Board of Foreign

School debt service: In 1951,
this section decreased to 86 cents

from the 97 cents charged in 1^50.
School operating; This section
shows a slight increase in 1951 to
Missions for 20 years, represented
10.80 from the $10 figure of 1950.
the Reformed church on the Fed. -v v School special voted: In 1951,
eral Council of Churches, and now
the rate is $6.30, or slightly lower
is president of the hoard of superright,
are
Jamea
Nelaon,
Grand
Raplda;
J.
F.
Van
Hard at work these days la the crew of workmen
than the $6.54 figure ni 1950.
intendents of New Brunswick getting Holland State Park In ahape for the anticOevering, Grand Raplda; Victor McElhoae, Flint;
Adding up these figures, the
seminary.
Frank Du Fon, Free Soil; and Ken De Jonge,
ipated two million or more viaitora thia year.
total for 1951 is $34.80, as com
Dr. Frederick Zimmerman, pasZeeland. Manager Broad'a full time force thla
Working here paintingthe bathhouae are five new
pared with $28.77 for 1950. The
tor of the First church of Albany,
summer will number 14 men.
membera of Manager Clare Broad'a force. Left to
overall increase— still rememberN. Y., was elected vice-presdient.
ing the increased length of time
Dr. Zimmerman is a graduate of
The large crowd that congregat- on the general tax— is 18.45 per
Rugters Unviersity and New
ed at the city hall this morning to cent.
Brunswick seminary He served
participate in the farmers’ rally
All tax rates are figured on
tuchen, N. J., for 18 years, for 11
By Arnold Muldot today surpassed the expectation each $1,000 of assessed valuation.
years executive secretary of the
In tha foreground, In front of the miniature "Old
Tha water flowed freely and fait for a few
of even the officersof the FarmOn each statementthis year, a
Board of Domestic Missions, and
Faithful.” Driver of tha truck was Corwin Green
Is there any validityin Napomomenta one day thia week when a deliverytruck
To be entirelyfair, it is neces- ers' club and farm expert under
special note reminds taxpayers made a abort turn out of an alley on River Ave.,
two years at First Albany.
of Grand Raplda. Shown In left backgroundare
leon's famous quip that "history sary to add that Freeman is him- whose auspices they come.
that the fiscal year of the city is
Marvin Llndeman, chairman of the City Planning
necrologyreport listed 18 Is a myth agreed upon”? Or in self a Virginian and hence may be
juat aouth of Eighth St., and clipped off a fire
Born to Mr. and Mre. John Rose changing, thus accounting for the
commission, and Joe . Shaehaguay,City Building
hydrant. The water flrat was ruaty red and later
clergymen who died in the course Henry Ford's paraphraseof the presumed to be unduly pejudiced
of 144 East 21st St., a boy.
larger rate in the city general
Inspector.Chairman Llndeman likely is wonderturned to foamy white. Board of Public Works
of the year. Among them was Dr. same dictum that "history is in Lee’s favor. There Is someing juat where fire hydrantsshould be In the
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Van Weel- tax section.
employes arrived shortly after the accident to
Elias W. Thompson of Hastings- bunk"?
thing to be said for that. Doubtcity's future
(Sentinelphoto)
on-Hudson,N. Y., a former presiA friend of mine, remembering less Freeman's interpretation of den and son, John, of Macatawa Taexs will be levied for this turn off the water. The clipped hydrant la ahown
dent of the Synod, and for many my admiration for Robert E. Lee, his hero is to come degree affected were in Grand Haven Tuesday to year on the increased time period
years president of the Board of sends me some almost sensational by his own temperament. Napo- help celebrate Mr. Van Weelden's —from March 19, 1951 through
Kalamazoowill henceforthbe
father's 84th birthday anniver- June 30. 1952.
' Educationof the church.
known nol only for its celery and
criticismsof the celebrated south- leon was right, in my opinion, to
of
PresidentJoseph R. Sizoo of ern Civil War general.Himself an a limited extent. History gets sary.
papermaking but also for its
New Brunswick Theological sem- admirer of Lee, he writes; "Here cluttered up with
Supt.
of
Schools
H.
L.
La
Barge
lilacs.
lot of offiinary addressed the Synod on the are some comments on Robert E. cial "legends" that are repeated of Muskegon Heights has just
The city commission has acted
subject of Evangelism.
favorably on a proposalof the
Lee that upset my Maryland-ac-over and over again and that the issued attendance figures which
I
President Vruwink reported 766 quired regard for him.” He wants brutal facts as shown in the ori- show a total of 1,200 pupils atKalamazoo Garden Center council
organized churches in the church to know what I think of them.
to designate the lilac as the ofginal documents cannot destroy. tending school in Muskegon
and 903 ministers;a communicant
ficial city flower. Some had been
I am not too clear as to the
But history is also subject to Heights at the present time, an
In favor of the pansy, but lilacs
membreship of 187,139. and 722 source of- the strictures.But at the constant and repeated exam- increase of 350 over the marie 12
came out ahead.
Sunday Schools with an enroll- least one of the several sheets of ination by many men of many dif- months ago.
We hope they’ll be as pretty as
ment of 132,687.The church gave adverse comment on Lee seems ferent temperaments. After a
Allegan (Special)—The special
Mrs. N. Hofsteen, 158 West 14th
$2,698,000 for its missionary and to be the work of a Chicago celebrated man like Lee dies, es- St., entertained the children of
board of review has upheld tha
The New Yorker, slick, sophis- our tulips.
educational work and $8,290,986 author of three or four books. The pecially after the passions and Washington school, Tuesday eveCarl Visscher upset Norm ticatedman-about-townmagazine, There's one local housewife who apportionmenton Wayland townfor Its home support. Gain over judgments wre incorporated in a sentimentalisms of the people of ning at a 6 o'clock dinner. The
Scheerhooren
in the finals of the has caught up with an old chest- Is probably going to be a little ship farmers for the Gun River
last year was more than three- letter under as recent a date as his own time have yielded to the teachers, Misses Dehn, Pelgrim,
Holland
high
tenth grade tennis nut The Sentinel has been chuck- more careful about locking her drain, according to a report filed
quarters of a million. The Church April 9, 1951.
more sober judgements of cool Cappon, Rogers, Wamhuis, Ver
doors at night. At 4 a.m. one Thursday.
Herald, published in Grand RaHe writes that from his study fact, those sniffing historical Meulen, Vennema and Mre. Whit- tournament last week with a re- ling about for years.
sounding 6-1, 6-1 thwacking.
pids, reaches one out of every of original sources Lee "emer- hounds are on the prowl to smell man were also in attendance.
Brought to our attention by O. morning recently she heard
The board had reviewed the apVisscher had previouslysqueak- S. Reimold and George Mooi, the strange footsteps downstair*and
three families In the denomina- ges as a hypocrite who plotted out the facts. Those historians For hitting the firsst home run
portionment
of 50 cents an acre
ed
past
Duane
Carlson,
6-2,
4-6,
tion.
May 19 issue of said magazine they started up the stairs.She
with the worst men in his state are of such diverse temperaments of the evening, and the only home
6-2, and the easier Orville Tien, contains this cute quip:
in
some
sections
of Wayland
called
out,
but
the
footsteps
kept
to plunge that state into rebel- that it seems fantastic to me to run, as it proved to be, Te Roller
6-2, 6-2, to reach the finals.
"Wanted— Apprehensive barber coming. Then the interloperasked township after a protest was filed
lion in spite of the wishes of the assume that there could be a plot of the Chemical nine, the leader
Dick Crawford defeatedDave age 35, graduate of "Greene Bar- if John were ready. . for that in probate court by 24 appellant!
people of Virginia. A man who to turn a traitor and a cold-blood- in the factory indoor league batdesignated as the Wayland Probetrayed not only his country, ed conspirator into a Sir Galahad. ting list, was presented with a Bos, 6-1, 6-3, only to lose a hard ber College," Detroit wishes em- lushingtrip.
semi-finalmatch to Scheerhooren. ployment in local barber shop."
The fisherman was in the wrong tective association.
but
to
a
greater
extent
his
native
One writer might majce the at- gold stickpin by John Karreman
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Huizen
6-2, 5-7, 6-3. Scheeifcooren had
In its report, the three-man
"Courage, man! Gird on your house. John lived next door.
of
Sr. whom recently returned from state. And it Is there, all in black tempt but his assertionswould be of the Wykhuizen-Karreman
won his grade tournament in the scissors !"
board said it viewed the grounds
Orlando, Fla. are spendingsome and white in the official corres- cancelledout by other writers this city.
seventh, eighth, and ninth grades,
Need another laugh? Hows in question, heard the allegations
The Royal Gwent Welsh Male but was badly off form against
time with their son Loren and pondence!But if a man were to basing their conclusions on the
of the appellants,and found the
That want ad ran three or four this?
write the truth about Lee he same documents. ...
family of Coopersville.
singer? who appeared Wednesday
Visscher and went down quickly years ago. and the employes here
In a swank photographystudio apportionment"without manifest
would
be
unable
to
find
a
publishIt is now some 90 years after evening in Carnegie hall as an
Mrs. Jenet Smead is spending
under the winner's net rushing well remember the incident. No, a society matron was looking at error and is just and equitable in
two weeks with her daughter Mrs. er. and if he could, his book would Lee played his part on a national extra on the Hope College Lecture
tactics.
that "apprehensive" wan't a mis- a new picture she’d had taken. every respect.”
not
sell.
The
South
has
picked
Lee
stage.
The
conclusion
that
historRudy Khodl and family of Plaincourse, sang with remarkable
The
next
competition for Hol- take. ‘Everybody thought it was "Why, that picture’san outrage!"
The board met on May 23, 26,
as a sort of symbol (probably be- ians who must be presumed to be freshness and color.
well.
land's junior tennis players will
she stormed. "Now I ask you, does 31, and June 6, the report said.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Lowing cause most of the other Confed- just as honest and competent as
The Hope college members of be the Holland Junior Center, aet supposed to be "apprentice"but it look like me?"
By its action, the group upheld
the applicant insisted ho wanted
spent the week-end at their -cot- erate conspiratorswere -even the writer of the paragraph I the Pleiade held a five-course
The suave photographer was the originalassessments placed by
June 26 to 30.
it “apprehensive "
tage at Diamond lake, near worse) and has built him up into quoted have come to is that Lee banquet in De Hotel De Rambouil- forThe
tourney will be opem to all
And ho to Webster’s dictionary flusteredfor a moment, but quick- Allegan County Drain Commisa Sir Galahad. The North says was on the whole an honest man let last evening with Carl StapleWhitecloud.
boys and girl* in . the city who we went. And the No. 1 definition ly regained his composure, "Ma- sioner William Teed, whose job it
The Rev. and Mrs. Emory Scott “Amen for the sake of politics." and a patriot, and also one of the kamp as the guest of honor. The
dam," he said, bowing slightly,
were under the age of 18 on Jan.
and two children, Milton and My own reaction is that such a greatest military geniuses Am- occasion was a farewell to Mr. 1 of this year, and who live in is "Capable of apprehending,or "tho answer Is in the negative.1 was to spread the county’s share
quick
to do so; apt. discerning.’’
of the $70,000 cost. The Wayland
biography
as
Douglas
Southall
erica has produced. Original doc- Staplekamp who is leaving Hope
Doris of Romulus, Mich., spent
Holland and vicinity, Joe Moran, The next three definitionsfollow
farmers sought to be relieved
several days the past wwk with Freeman’s three-volumelife of uments, like statistics,can be college to take up his work at
tourney director said today.
the same reasoning. It wasn’t unfrom
a share, declaring their
Lee
was
also
based
on
original
made
to
prove
almost
anything
Ames
Agricultural
college,
Iowa.
her parents, Mr. and Mre. Charlie
Winners
and
runnere-up
will til the fifth definition that fear IHiss Arline Oetman
drainage
was not benefitted by
documents, not on secondaryin- the one using tbexp wishes them
McMillanof this place.
Henry Klinge end Effie Dekkers
qualify for the state Junior Cenanything unfavorableenters.
the Gun River drain now being
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Snyder formation. And 'he total picture to prove. If the Chicago man were united in marriage last eve- ter at Kalamazoo from July 10 No. 5 reads "Anticipativeof some- Honored at Shower
cleaned and widened.
it
and baby of Grand Rapids spent that comes out of those years of should write a life of Lee he ning at the Ninth Street Christian
to 13. Winners' expenseswill be thing unfavorable; fearful of what
A shower honoringMiss Arline stands, Wayland taxpayers are asresearch by a trained mind is would simply be interpreting the Reformed parsonage by the Rev.
Saturday with relativeshere.
paid to that tourney, Moran said. may be coming; in dread of possi- Otman, June bride-electto Al- sessed six per cent. Gun Plain
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Vander Mate quite differentfrom the one paint- facts in terms of his own temper- E. J. Tuuk.
Division age groups listed by ble harm or evil."
vin Pittman, was given Wednes- township eight, and Martin, 61
ament.
Another addition to the George
and two sons Charles and David ed by the Chicago author.
Moran show three for boys and
Better put those scissorsback, day evening by Mrs. A. B. HuLe- per cent and the county road comGetz zoo at Lakewood is a fine
spent Saturday afternoon with
bos and Mrs. James Rabber, Jr, mission 10 per cent.
doe from the north woods. The two for girls. Boys under 18, boys New Yorker!
relativesat Ada, Mich.
at the Rubbers home, 971 East
young deer arrived by express yes- under 15, and boys under 13, and
Recent visitors at the Floyd
It reminds us of a similar sur- 18th St.
girls under 18, and girls under 15,
terday.
I-owing home were Paul Hazeprise we experienced some time
Games were played. A twoClarence A. Cotton of Provi- with both singlesand doubles will
kamp, Ed Schmitt of Muskegon,
ago. We had always supposed the course lunch was served by the
be
the
division
headings.
dence, R.I., son of A. B. Cotton of
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Lowing and
Medals will be given all winners word "scan" meant looking over hostesses.
Pullman Rebckah lodge will
this city and originator of the unit
daughter of Conklin and Mr. and
printed page hastily.Well, it
and
runners-upin the 15 and 18
Those present were the Mes*' meet at the Pullman Odd Fellow
system first adopted by the ChiMrs. Willard Lowing and family
year division by the American does, but not until definitionNo. dames George Oetman, Fred Lem- hall Wednesday, June 13, for &
Mary Lou Buis, daughter of Mr. ford, Marcia Bouws, Leslie Bosch cago Chamber of Commerce, was
of Coopersville;also Robert Low5
one of the principal speakers at a Lawn Tennis associationthrough The first four are almost ex- men, John Lemmen, Bert Rater- regular session.
and Mrs. William Buis of route 4, and Barbara Wenzel
ing of Grand Rapids.
its
local
representative,
the
Holink. Alvin Overbook, Howard Mrs. William Burch has rew-as honored Friday night at the
The closing ceremoniesfea- "Forward Lynn Dinner” given at land Tennis club
actly the opposite— To go over Meeuwsen. Fred Breuker. Herturned to her home in Pullman
Lynn,
Mass.
Mr.
Cotton
spoke
on
annual Grand Council Fire of Hol- tured "ShelteringFlame," sung
Junior Centers also are operat- and examine point by point, to ex- man Breuker. Clarence Breuker, from Holland, where she spent
Lake Michigan Levels
land Camp Fire Girls. In cere- by Marjorie Zickler and "Closing "The Great Central Organized
ed in Grand Haven, Grand Rapids, amine with care, to look closelyat James Schafer, Arthur Green, several weeks with her sister,
monies at Holland high school Song,” sung by a chorus direct- Force."
Are Compiled for
or into, scrutinize,to judge criticRaymond Green, Jack Hobock. Mrs. Viola Wheaton. Mr. Burch
The newly-chosenofficials of Battle Creek, Kalamazoo,and ally, to criticizeadversely.
gymnasium, "Muss Buis was award- ed by Mrs. A. E. Hildebrand.
Lansing,
with
the
winners
at
each
Lawrence Wilson, Henry Breuker, is still a patient at Allegan coun'The United States Lake Survey ed the Torch Bearers rank in so- Members were Marcia Borr, Son- the Chamber of Commerce have
You're surprised too?
going to Kalamazoo for the state
Leon Pittman. Fioyd Pittman, ty hospitaland Is much improved.
been
having
several
meetings
reports the fallowing mean stages cial leadership, highest rank in ja Bouwman, Myrna Cook, Cora
Maybe we’d all hotter get the Maynard Bakker and the Misses
finals. Winners at the state finals
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Overhiser
of Lakes Michigan and Huron for Camp Fire. The rank was confer- Lee Kaepernick, Kay Keane, Jane within the last few days end in
qualify for the nationals, Moran dictionary habit, huh?
Edna
Oetman
and
Helen
Oetman.
of
East Casco announce the birth
these
little
gatherings
they
are
May, 1951, determined- from daily red by Mrs. Albert Timmer, local Klaasen and Marjorie Zickler.
of a son on June 5 at South Havreadings of staff gauges;
Camp Fire executive director, and Carole Nies and Nancy Moran working out the destiniesof the said.
You’d
think
people
would
want
Moran said that in past yeaj-s.
en hospital.
Feet_ above mean tide at New- the emblem was pinned on Miss presented the colors, with Clarene Chamber for the coming year to
Hamtramck
and Kalamazoo have to relax awhile before thinking of Burnips Baby Sitter
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Jennings of
the
best
of
their
ability,
according
York, 580.94;change in stage from Buis by her father.
Olin and Shirley Seidelman formnext
year's
Tulip
Time.
But
such
Douglas were visitorslast Monto a story appearing in the Fri- dominated the final play at the is not the case. Hard-working Admits Slapping Child
April to May, this year, plus .58
The Torch Bearers rank In ing the honor guard.
state tourney, with Holland genday at the home of their brotherday, Feb. 2, issue.
foot, average since 1900, plus .30 sports and games was conferred
Harold J. Karsten, boss-man of
Allegan (Special)— An 11-year- in-law and sister, Mr. and Mrs.
The five Reformed churches of erally not being defeated until the band review, has already refoot; differencefrom stage of May on 14 girls, members of Mrs. A.
final round play. But this year,
Ray Overhiser. and their mother,
this city are making elaborate prelast year, plus 1.60 feet, 10-year Bouwman’s and Mrs. J. Moran’s
ceived his first inquiry from a old baby sitter admitted she slapthe Holland crop of players look
ped her two-year-old charge unlil Mrs. Brace Burrows of East Casparations
to
hold
Christian
Endeamean, plus .91 foot; difference ot groups. Many passed the first
high school for the 1952 hand rethe baby was black and blue, co.
vor week. Among the speakers "yery strong" Moran said, and view.
stage from low-water datum, plus three ranks, Trail Seekers. Wood
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Austin of
will be the Rev. Wallace Ketchum should put up the best effort to
Sheriff Louis Johnson said this
2.44 inches. Low-water datum is Gatherersand Fire Makers. Mrs.
Kalamazoo were dinner guests
of Moody Bible instituteof Chi- date.
Mrs. Sadie Van Oort of Maca- morning.
the plane to which depths on Lake Timmer was assisted by Mrs.
The case was investigatedwhen last Sunday at the home of Mr.
cago.
tawa Park uncovered ’an old SentSurvey charts are referred.
Gerald Bolhuis, chairman of the
Burnips mother reportedshe and Mrs. Francis Reams. Afterinel while housecleaninga few
Beividere farm has become the Car Rams Pickup Truck
Based upon past records, month- committee of awards, in confer-;
(Following is the 511th in the most beautifulspot on the Saugaweeks ago and got a big laugh returned home to find her small noon visitors were Mr. and Mrs.
ly mean levels for June are likely ring ranks.
George Dalrymplc. Reynold Hoag,
from the news from Sept. 17, daughter beaten and bruised.
to be 581.2 feet and not less than
Opening with the traditionalseries of weekly articlectaken tuck branch of the Michigan rail- In Highway Accident
The girl told Sheriff Johnson Flora Burch and Grace Burrows.
1912. One article interested her
y .^80.9. Lakes Michigan and Huron Wohelo call, the council fire fea- from news of the Holland Daily road. The farm was purchaseda
Grand Haven (Special)— Sheriff particularly,and she passed it on she punishedthe child when she
Mrs. Jessie Burch, route 1, Pullare 1.03 feet below the high stage tured the traditional circle around Sentinel published more than 35 few years ago by John WilliamGerald Vanderbeek issued John to the Sentinel staff for an extra woke up in- the night and didn't man, was sick last week.
years
ago.)
son,
vice
president
of
the
Peoples
of May, 1929, and 3.15 feet above the triangular centerpiece.In
Old Hi Costo Living has scored Gas company, Chicago, and com- L. Hall 25, Coopersville,a ticket laugh.
go back to sleep.
the low stage of May, 1934.
carrying out the red, white and
for failureto stop in the assured
The baby’s mother said she
It read:
blue colors of Camp Fire, red another victory,according to a prises about 125 acres. During
Allegan Couple Starts
clear distance ahead, after his car
wouldn’t prosecutethe baby-sitFAILURE TO
flowers and white candles were story in the Wednesday, Jan. 31, the last two years, Mr. Williamson
Italian War Bride
struck the rear end of a pick-up
issue of the Holland Daily Sen- has expended nearly $50,000 for
ter but would confer with her Suit to Regain Land
PROMISE COST $10
used.
truck driven by William Beroza,
Holland, Mich.— The? loss of a parents about the matter.
In- the candlelightingceremony, tinel published in 1917. Milk in building and many additional imTo Teaclrin Allegan
65, route 2, Ravenna, on US-16 a
Allegan (Special)—
suit
$10 bill was the penalty which a
Julie Smith lit the birthday Holland will cost 7% cents a provements are contemplated.
mile east of Jenison at 3:30 Satregain possessionof their land ha*
prominent Holland 'young man
Allegan (Special)
Allegan candle, Mary Dixon, work candle, quart instead of 7, beginning toHub Boone left today for Howe,
urday morning. Both vehicle* were
Garden
Club Committee
been started in Allegan circuit
paid for neglecting to heed tha
high school Latin and French Sandra Harbin, Health, and Ann morrow morning.
Ind., to visit George Pardee who
traveling in a southeasterly dircourt by Allan and Orpha Bean,
"I am authorized by the Board is attending the Howe Military
request of his father on his wed- Names Gardens of
pupils will study with, a native of Mackenzie, love. ' The president
ection.
who name Howard Green, Nelden
ding day. The father presented
Italy pext term, Supt. Arthur of each group lit her group’s of Foreign Missions of the Re- academy.
Hall’s car was jammed into the
"Garden* of the Week," the fturdelbrink and Ralph Bums,
Kaechele announced.
formed Church in America to
him
with a beautiful Bible in
Carl Staplekamp, ' 19, left thia
candle.
rear of the truck with such force
which he concealed the greenback small attractivegardens at 93 and Otsego, as defendants.
Mrs. Caterina Kennworthy, a
Three and five year consecutive state that if the student body of morning to take up hi« studies at
that it was necessary for a wreckMr. and Mrs. Bean declare
and cautioned the son to read the 117 West 21st St., have been selGI bride, has been hired to teach membership honors were given by Hope collegedesire and resolve to the Iowa AgriculturalCollege at
er to get them apart
Bible through from cover to cover. ected as this week’s winners by the Green defaultedin his lease of
take the support of John D. Ames. He was escorted to the
the foreign languages. She is a Mrs. Peter Kromann, president of
Beroza suffered bruises on the
The son faithfullypromised. This city plantingcommittee of the their land for an airport in failing
:ens, T4, as principalof the train by over a hundred of bis
graduate of the University of the Council, and sendee awards
back and neck. He was on hi*
to make payments according to
Holland Tulip Garden club.
was four years ago.
Rome, and has .just completedher were presentedbyy Mrs. Millard Madanapallehigh school of the Hbpeite friends.
way to the Grand Rapids market
These gardens were discovered agreement. Green has in recent
wok at Western Michigan college Westrate, who heads the commun- Arcot mission,India, the Board on John Bird of Saugatuck, well with a supply of strawberries, Recently the father appearedat
to qualify her to teach in the ity service committee. Birthday its part is ready to authorize the known among the young folks of which were strewn all over the the son’* home and was asked to when the committee was inspect- months closed down the' airport,
stay for dinner. The eon politely ing the tulip plantings made from mortgaged the building to HurUnited States.
honors, for making "Dolls to Fos- change of the name of this large Holland, has joined the 8th divi
highway.
handed his father the Bible and bulbs purchasedat the sale which delbrink. and rented them to
Two others have been added to ter Friendship,”were given by and importanthigh school and sion, 1st battalionof the Michigan
asked him to read the daily scrip- Tulip Time, Inc., sponsoredlast Bums for storage of aitomobiles,
the public school staff. Don Lynn Mrs. Timmer.
designate it as the Hope high Federal Naval Reserves and is
ture lesson.
the bill of complaint charges.
fall.
Scheid, Grand Rapids, Michigan
A novel choral reading, entitled school of the Arcot mission, In- now training. During the summer Friday Court Notes
When the father opened the Further selectionswill be made The plaintiffs ask the court to
State college graduate this spring, ’The Princess in the Tower,’' was dia.'’ These were the vital words vacation he will Cruise the lakes
Two drivers paid traffic fines in
will be band instructor.Mrs. Mar- given by a group of Camp Fire of Dr. W. L Chamberlain, noted on the Isle de Lezon, one of the Municipal Court Friday. James E. book he extracted from between by the committeeeach weeek and evict Green and make a settletha Erickson, whose husband is Girls coached by Mrs. Nina foreign secretary of the Board of boats Admiral Dewey captured at Pritchard, Beach Ct, paid $22 fine its pages the bill and impressed selectionswill bo announced The ment among the other parties.
employed at the Swan Creek Daugherty. In the group were Foreign Missions as he" addressed Manila Bay.
and costa for speeding. Edward forcibly upon his son that text: committee feels that these weekly announcements will stimulate
There are between 300 and 400
, Wildlife Experiment station, will
Sjoerdama, 227 West 16th St, “Seek and ye shall find.” .
Barbara Emmick, Mary Cumer- a union meeting of the Hope colinterest in the planting of attract pairs of muscles in the humaa
’ be first grade teacher qt the west ford, Carolyn Borr, Joanne Pet- lege YMCA and YWCA last ew- The modern comic atrip ia more paid $5 fine and costs for running
body.
ive small gardens.
No* it’s official!
than 50 years old.
a stop street
ward school
ers, Judy Westrate, Sharon Craw- ning in Winanta chapel
1
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Sunday School

had reached up to the tallest
meaning of worship. They were
ready to put everything into His
service. They
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Kiwanians Entertain

Westrate Accepts

Large Group

made the

great
individualmatter.

Post

Jackson
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Sets Last Party

25.
race. But let us look at the
situation for a moment. Fifteen
Westrate is leaving the employ
hundred years before Jesus came,
The last party of the school of the city on June. 16, he will
Published Every ThunJav by the Sentinel God led the Jews o' t of Egypt year will be staged at Holland have one week off before begip
PrintingCo. Office 54-56 and into Canaan. Canaan was an
West Eighth Street, Hol- isolated land, surrounded by Youth Center Saturday night. nin« *VS ncw position. He will be
land. Michigan.
activiUes com- returnin8to th« *am«
in company
{o
mountains, deserts and seas. They Member* of the activitiescom fwm whjch he
Entered as second class matter at were to be a separate people, and mittee have made plans for a gala spen<j one year jn war vvork bethe post office at Holland. Mich., this was the very country in
evening, featuring square dancing,fore coming to Holland in 1944.
under the Act of Congress. March 3,
which their contacts with foreign- The semi-formalparty will begin
CommonwealthAssociates is a
1879.
ers would be few.
firm of consultingengineers,specW. A. BUTLER, Business Manager
at 8 p.m.
They were to live to themializing in the public utility field.
Telephone— News Items 3193
selves. They were not to interAdvertising and Subscriptions, 3191 marry. They were to be establish(im for
The publisher shall not be liable ed in the fundamentalsof the junior boys and senior boys ping
for any error or errors In printing pure faith which God would re- pong tournaments.Other prizes which Westrate will be employed
any advertisingunless a proof of veal to them. That was essential. will be given.
Nutchuck, a native Eskimo, and hla wife work aide by alda on
is connectedwith Cbmmonwealth
such advertisementshall have been
material for new books they are writing while vacationing a few
A board of directors meeting Services,Inc.
obtained by advertiser and returned It is not strange then that they
weeks at Waukazoo. Most Eskimos are born with two names, Nutby him In time for correction with came to think of themselvesas was held at the center Tuesday
J. H. Foote, brother of Mrs. J.
such errors or correctionsnoted the people. It is true God was' giv- night. Two new members, Hans D. French of Holland, is in charge chuck says, and his conventional American name is Simeon Oliver.
plainly thereon; and in such case If
Both will return to Holland in the fall, ^utchuckto address a Holany error so noted Is not corrected, ing them this special training to Suzenaar of the Junior Chamber 0f engineering for Commonwealth land high assemblyand his wife to speak before the Woman's
publishers liabilityshall not exceed the end that they might, in the of Commerce and Mrs. E. H. Phil- Associates.
Literary
(Sentinelphoto)
such a proportion of the entire space
lips of the JCC Auxiliary, were
At present, Mrs. Westrate and
occupied by the error bears to the fulnessof time give to others the
whole space occupiedby such adver- message they had received. And present.
the family plan to remain in Holtlsdment
Election of officers was held so land for the next year until
here is where they failed, even the
Christians being hampered by a that the board’s fiscal year will daughter Marilyn graduatesfrom
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
coincide with that of the Jaycees Holland high school in 1952.
One year 32.00; Six months 31.25; false national pride.
three months 75c; Single copy 5c.
Credit, however, should be given and Auxiliary. All officers were
Subscriptions payable In advance and
will be promptly discontinued If not the early church for its activity re-elected.Willis Welling is presirenewed.
and rapid gowth. True it did man- dent; William Douma, treasurer,
Subscribers will confer a favor by
ifest weaknesses and faults. It and Mrs. Raymond J. Helder, secreporting promptly any Irregularity
was not a perlect institution. But retary.
In delivery. Write or Phone 3191.
The Youth Center is sponsored
Alaska is a country of contrasts
it worked hard and grew, the
lx>rd working with it. It grew ex- by the local Jaycees.
and Americans probably have
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club. ,

Court Admits

Accident

Near

The Home of the
Holland City New*

^

Cheat and the executive board of
in
the Council of Social Agencies,
and their wive* and husbands,
were guest* of the Ktwanis club
Jones,
Monday night at an outing at
Kamp Kiwanis. Wives of the
Kiwanians also were guest*.
Marcellus(Special)
Henry
A brief history of the 35-acre Datema, 36, formerly of Holland,
camp since its purchase by the was killed in a car-truck accident
local icrvice organizationin the Tuesday afternoon at 2 p.m. on
summer of 1945 was given by M-119, about one mile north of
camp chairman Jacob Grasmeyer. Jones, Mich.
Short talks were given by ComHe was pronounceddead on armunity Cheat President Robert rival at Three Rivers hospital.
Kouw and Mrs. Edith Walvoord of His wife, Marion, who was ridthe Council
ing with him at the time, also
Group singing was led by Har- was taken to Three Rivers hospiold Costing and accompanied by tal where she is being treated for
Franklin Van Ry. The invocation a fractured ankle, possible skull
was given by the Rev. Herman injury,cuts and bruises. The auto
Rosenberg. Wilbur Cobb, dub part* truck driver, who was not
president,presided.
identified,also was taken to the
Dinner was served to about 125 hospital.
guest* tyy the house committee,
Datema was married to the for*
consisting of Louis J. Stempfly, iper Marion Avery of Jones, April
John Van Dam and Sirrfon Borr. 12, 1941. Mrs. Datema formerly

KiBed

Youth Center

Eskimo and Wife Find
Few Know Real Alaska

10 New Citizens

CLOSING TOURIST BORDERS

Henry Datema, 36,

Camp

Members of the Community

Their hearts were filled with joy.
in
They let the temple become the
June 17, 1951
center of their interest while they
The Spread of the Gospel
Millard C. Westrate, retiring
Acts 1:8; 4:5-12; 28:15-16; 30:31 waited for the power He had prosuperintendentof the Boaid of
mised.
By Henry Geerlings
Public Works, revealed today that
It is quite customary to critihe has accepted a positionas staff
cize the early Christians for their
engineer with CommonwealthAsreluctance to give the gospel to
sociates of Jackson, effectiveJune
any others than members of their

own

at

was employed at The

Holland

Evening Sentinel.

The couple lived in Holland for
three years before moving to Marcellus about six years ago. He
was employed as a truck driver
between Marcellus and southern
Indiana.
Survivors are three sons. Larry,

2 Holland Youths
Put on Probation

Grand Haven (Special) — Two
Ronald and Douglas. Another
Holland youths were placed on
small son died May 12, 1950. He
probation for three years when
also is survived by the parents.
they appeared in circuit court this
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Datema of
Monday. Gordon Burke, 17, of 42
Hamilton;three brothers,Louis of
East Sixth St., and Clinton NicZeeland, Arnold of Hamilton,and
hols, Jr., 17, of 330 West 13th St.,
had both pleaded guilty May 10 Gary of Holland; two sisters,
Margaret Datema, a missionary
to charges of gross indecency.The
home on leave from Guatemala,
alleged offenses had taken place
and Mrs. Murl Veneklasen of
March 15 in Holland.
Zeeland. Another brother, Jacob,
Conditions of the probation are
wa* killed in Germany in 1945.
that each pay $3 a month overFuneral services will be held
sight fees and refrain from using intoxicants or smoking cig- Friday at 2 p.m. from the Romig
funeral home in Marcellus with
arettes. Nichols also was ordered
the Rev. Duane Jacobs officiating.
to pay a $70 debt at the rate of
Burial will be in Poe’s cemetery,
$5 a week. Since he is now working at a restaurantin Chicago, Newberg township, Cass county.
Friends in Marcellus said the
Nichols’ case may be transferred
Datemas were involved in an accito the state of Illinois.
dent on the seme highway about
Alfred Kimball, 41, of 195 West
one year ago. No one was injured.
13th St., Holland, pleaded guilty
to a charge of larceny from a
dwelling. Complaint was made by
Leo Roberts who alleges Kimball
took $20 from Mrs. Roberts’
purse. The case was to be disposed of later today.
Melvin Robert De Witt. 19,
Fennville (Special)— An arbor
route 2, Grand Haven, pleaded of acadia and syringa flanked by
guilty to a negligent homicide baskets of white peonies formed
charge and will be sentenced June the bcakground for a wedding
21. TTie charge was in connection Sunday at 3 p.m. when Miss Vera
with a fatal accident May 23 Bruce, daughter of Mrs. Alfred
which claimed the life of 16-year- Bruce of Douglas and the late Alold Margaret Kline, route 1, West fred Bruce, became the bride of
Olive.
Homer Edwin Bale, son of Mr.
Irwin Slack, 22, Grand Haven, and Mrs. Ned Bale of Fennville.
pleaded innocent to a charge of The double ring ceremony was
larceny from a motor vehicle and read by the Rev O. W. Carr of
date for trial was to be set this Maple Rapids at the home of the
afternoon. He Is alleged to have groom’s grandmother, Mrs. Edwin
taken a car radio out of a used Richard
car in a Grand Haven car lot.
Given in marriage by her uncle.
Walter Ardie King. 17, Grand Frank Bogard of Chicago, the
Haven, pleaded guilty to a charge bride wore a white ballerina
of breaking and entering in the length dress, the top of which
nighttimeand was to be sen- was shadow lace with glove length
tenced later today. He is alleged sleeves and a full skirt. Hbr cap
to have taken cigarettesfrom was brocaded lace and her only
Keefer's restaurant in Grand jewelry was a string of pearls.
Haven May 15.
She carried a colonialbouquet of
American beauty roses and ivy.
Her maid of honor, Miss MariPolice Warn Merchants
ane "Funk of Douglas, wore a ballerina length dress of light blue
About Cashing Checks

Every day it was makmore misconceptionsover that
ing converts and winning new reto
Grand
Haven (Special) — A territory than anything else conKollen
Park
Scene
posed a ban on travel by American
cruits.Its bound ries were being
90-year-old
man
ard
his
grandnected with the United States, accitizens to Czechoslovakia. Am- extended and its frontierspushed
Of Van Raalte Picnic
daughter,both living in Spring
cording to Mr. and Mrs. Simeon
erican passports of private travel- back. More and more people
Van Raalte school’sannual pic- Lake, were among 10 Ottawa Oliver of Anchorage,Alaska, who
ers are no longer valid to proceed were talking about this new renic
was held Friday at Kollen county residentswho received nat- are spending a few weeks at Wauto that country.From now- on ligion. Each town and countryside
Grand Rapids (Special) — The
was coming to have its herald* of park. Mrs. James Crozier was uralizationpapers Tuesday in the kazoo compiling data for new
Ottawa county court house.
American tourists will have to the cross.
general chairman.
light plane crash in I^ke Michigan
books
both
are
writing.
Honore Gignac and his grandstop at the Czech border. They
Games were planned for chilAt first the members in the
Oliver, native Eskimo, also is Sunday afternoon in which two
daughter, Estelle Marie Gignac,
will not be allowed to spend their church were estimate^by addi- dren of each grade and first and
were the two new citizens in known as Nutchuck and as such men narrowly missed death will
second
prizes
were
awarded
to
tion but later it was done by multourist dollars in that country.
question. They came originallyhas done considerable research in- be investigated by the Civil Aertiplication. This church grew in- the boy and girl winners of each
to folkloreof hie country,parIt remains to be seen whether
from Canada.
tensivelyalso. I was after some- group. Winners were first grade,
onautics Authority.
Charles R. Hyek, officer-in- ticularly among the primitive peothat ®tep will bring results,but thing more than numbers. Its Dale Overway, Jimmy Essenburg,
A member of the CAA at Grand
ples in their songs and dances.
charge
of
the
Flint
office
of
the
w’hether it does or not it was a members were growing in grace. Carol Goodyke, Judy Baker; secstep that was long overdue. The Their spiritual life was daily deep- ond, Jean Sprick, Janice Smeenge, U. S. Immigrationand Naturali- Such research forms the basis for Rapids said this morning that
his lectures and books. His wife. John
CAA inspector for
case of Hungary proved that the ened. They gave generously. They Roger Buurma, Jimmy De Vries; zation office, said it was the first
was born on the west coast, has
loss of American tourist dollars looked after the needy. They* third, Jean Bos, Linda Lucas, Ron- time in his 23 years ot experience
this
area,
will
investigate and
with naturalizationwork that a been living in Alaska 30 years.
was of real concern to that coun- bore faithful witness to Jesus. ald Maat, Burton Wiersma.
They have three grown children. report on the accident after his
try at least. One of the main reas- They were patient under persecuFourth grade, Carol Ann Well- 90-year-old grandfatherand his
Perhaps the fact that surprises return from the north part of the
ons why the Vogeler case was tion. They were responsive to the ing, Sharon Weatherwax, David granddaughterwere naturalized
American., most is that Eskimos
ii expectedto
in
the
same
court.
brought to a successful conclu- influence of the Holy Spirit.
Essenburg, Carl Dams; fifth,
live in houses, that they lead quite
Circuit
Judge
Raymond
L.
sion was the fact that America
turn
Thursday
or
Friday.
Barnabas of Cyprus had become Elaine Beckman, Sharon Deuitch,
normal lives, that winters are
agreed to lift the ban on touring so enthused over the people of Roger Smeenge, Dennis Ende; Smith, before whom the hearing
In
Holland.
Deputy
Sheriff
usually more mild than those in
that country. It seems likely that the Way that he sold his lands sixth, Sandra Paauwe, Esther De was held, welcomed the new citiMichigan
and
that
nights aren't Clayton Forry said the county
Czechoslovakia will feel the pinch and gave the money to the Apos- Weerd, Larry Manglitz, Jerry zens and presented each with an
would take no action in the case,
six months long in the winter.
American flag.
as much as did Hungary.
tle* for the church treasury.Per- Ladd. All the kindergartenchilEven
some
textbooks
could but would leave it to the CAA. He
Omers admitted were Dora stand a bit of revising,Mrs. Ol- said the CAA has jurisdictionover
The common people of Czecho- secution had scattered Christian dren were given prizes.
lovakia are for a most part a Jews everywhere. At Antioch
In charge of games were Mrs. Meurer, 301 Lincoln Ave., Hol- iver said. There's f. good six hours the incident.
lovable folk and the loss of AmMeanwhile,commander of the
some men had become so zealous Alice Wilaaa and Harold Streeter, land, Netherlands; Jessie Mulder, of daylight during the winter in
erican trade will fall heavily on that they had preached the gospel assisted by Arnie Overway, Gary 21 East 20th St., Holland, Neththe Anchorage area, the center of Holland Coast Guard station
them. But that can’t be helped. to Gentiles. This needed investiga- Visschers,Willis Welling and Fred erlands; John Kadlec, Grand HavFrancis Caron said that pilot Ed
When a country insists on hold- tion and Barnabas was sent to Galien. Mrs. Simon Steketee and en, Yugoslavia; Joseph Medja, the greater concentration of pop- Bransberger.who was also part
ulation.
ing travelers from the free world
make a study of the situation. He Mrs. Joe Dozeman were in charge Grand Haven, Yugoslavia; JohanBut there are other extremes owner of the plane, had been
in prison for weeks without exna Adrianna Glatz, 130 West
found the work was well done and of prizes and Mrs. Ivan Wheaton
too. Some Eskimos of the prim- engaged in salvage operations toplanation, as they have been do14th St., Holland, Netherlands; itive tribes still live in igloos on day and Monday.
was justified. He felt obliged to was in charge of the treat.
ing in the case of the correspondSimon Cornelius Paauwe, 302 the Arctic coast, but they're made
The Coast Guard, helped byget into the work himself, but
ent William Otis, nothing is left
West 20th St., Holland, Nethersoon realized that he needed a
of sod and driftwood, not ice. An persons on shore, pulled the plane
but to prevent other Americans
lands; Herman Van Zonneveld,
trained helper. He knew' of Saul First Reformed Church
American civilizationis reaching up on the beach after the accifrom sharing a similar fate.
370 ColumbiaAve., Holland. Nethof Tarsus and hastened thither tc Holds Choir Banquet
into even the most primitive dent. It remained there Sunday
The American government is secure his assistance.Saul returnerlands; Esther Buzas, Coopersgroups
inland.Last year Mrs. Ol- night, about one-half mile north
graduallylearningto deal with
ville, Czechoslovakia.
ed with him and went to work.
The
First
Reformed
church
iver worked on the government of Holland State Park on the
such countries in their own techFor a year they taught the people, choir held its annual banquet Honore Gignac was born Dec. census and she found the Sears- waterfront. The engine and other
niques. We are beginning to use
and attracted so much attention Monday evening at the Dutch Mill 15, 1860, in Sandwich, West On- Roebuck cataloguehad invaded portions of the plane are salvagethe argument that Communist
tario. Canada, and arrived in this
that the name Christianwas given restaurant. The director, Robert
far inland and natives were going able, Bransberger said.
fanatics can understand. Those
country Feb. 16, 1946.
to the believersin Christ.
in for home permanents and cosMoore,
and
representativesof the'
Communists are as hot after the
metics.
American dollar as any capital- There was no organized plan for church music committee, William
organdy and her bouquet was of
meeting the command of Christ De Haan and William Mulder,
Nutchuck said the native popuAnother warning was issued to- pink carnations and ivy.
ist decadants could possibly be.
Last
of
lation of Alaska falls into three
day by Holland police to know
They try their very best to get that the whole world should be were present with their wives.
Attending the groom a* best
groups— Indians. Eskimos and Alevangelized. Individuals here and
your endorser when cashing man was his brother, Ned Bale,
Ed Viening presided and offertheir clutches on as much of our
euts—
the
latter
pronounced
in
there
had
been
proclaiming
the
ed prayer. Alter dinner a gift was
checks.
American money as they can. A
Jr.
three sylables. With the establish- Held in
The latest item to come to light
considerableamount of the in- Christ, and at Jerusalemand An- presented to Mr. and Mrs. Moore,
A reception for 100 guests was
ment of the Matanuska valley 16
was reported Monday by a local
come of people of some of those tioch and the church was doing who are leaving Holland for Enter Golf Finals
held on the lawn. Miss Bonnie Mcyears ago and completionof the
The last in a series of three drug store which received an Voy and Phillip Bale served at
countriesis representedby the a local work. Then came the order Rocky River, Ohio. The remainder
Saugatuck (Special)— Bob Hag- Alaska highway, there has been meetings, to acquaint Holland apparently bad check for $40. The the punch bowl. Mrs. Maurice
wealth brought in by open-handed from the Holy Spirit to the Anti- of the evening was spent as a
och Christians that Barnabas and social hour and group singing was ge shot a 37 last week to post the quite a migration from the United township with a zoning code at- check was made out to ‘‘cash" by
American tourists.
Morgan, Miss Jean Morgan and
Saul
should be set apart for spec- led by Mrs. Victor Kleinheksel.
be*n score in the championship States, and the populationhas tracted 150 persons to the town a man who signed himself as a Miss ,Mary Lou Bale served. Mr.
Shut off that flow of American
jumped
to
128.000
from
72,000
in
ial
missionary
work.
doctor.
He
furnished
a
si
reel
Tuesday night, the final choir flight of the spring handicap at
townshiphall Thursday night.
cash and it is possible that even
and Mrs. Harold Saver were masThe Spirit made it plain that rehearsal of the season was held Saugatuck golf course, and de- 10 years. These people live in a
It was pointed out that there is address in Flint, but checking
fanatics may be pressured by
ter and mistressof ceremonies.
territoryof 586.000 square miles no way to eliminate standard showed there was no such street
He
had
called
these
two
men
for
a
feated
the
favored
M.
K.
DLsbrow,
in
the
church.
A
group
picture
their own people into adopting a
Guests were present from Chiand
a
third
are
concentrated
in
structures or .Stacksand that the in Flint. The check was drawn cago. Detroit, Indianapolis, Valhalfway decent attitude toward specialwork. They were to expand was taken and refreshments were 1-up, to enter the finals.
their mission, and not devote furnished by Mrs. H. Wybenga.
In the other half of the semi- the Anchorage area.
zoning code can only look to the on a Flint bank. .
American nationals.
paraiso, Ind., Allegan,Douglas,
Anchorage is the New York future. Existing nuisances can be
finals, Ray Van Ess edged Heinie
Police urged merchants to ask
Even if it should not have that their time longer to the people of
Saugatuck and Fennville.
City
of
Alaska.
Some
of
the
conDorn, 2-up, and will meet Hagge
taken care of only by private suit for two or three identifications
effect, the- policy would still be a Antioch. There were others capFollowing a wedding trip to the
struction is most modern. There and law enforcement.
this week.
when cashing a check for persons
good one. When governmentalfan- able to carry on the work there. Probate Court Petitioned
Smoky Mountains, the couple will
re
smart
shops
and
*op
enterIn the first flight below chamBasement houses at the present not known to them personally.
atics kick visitorsin the face it There was obedienceto the call In Nude Intruder Cate
live on the Hutchins Lake road.
pionship, George Galles defeated tainment, but Anchorage has its time, according to the suggested
is not good sense to take such of the Spirit and the church set
other
side
too.
Winters
in
that
Bob
Holt,
1-up
in
10
holes
and
state zoning code, should be comtreatmentmeekly. Kick right the two chosen men apart and
Ottawa and Allegan county
Missionariesto Speak
Fall Over Her Suitcase
back with every ounce of force commissioned them for foreign sheriff’sdepartments have peti- will play the winner of the Jay area usually are warmer than in pleted within a year An option to
Michigan.
Upland
at
the
Arctic
Scott-Bruce
Fogerty
match,
slatmissionary
work.
On
their
return
have
the
agreement
renewed
for
At Rally in High School
behind the kick that can be musttioned Ottawa county probate
Fails to Stop Her Trip
ered. That’s the only response from Jerusalem John Mark, a court for further action in the ed this week, for the champion- circle, temperatures can range another four years is left up to
Miss Alys Aldering, who ha
from 100 degrees in the summer the zoning administrator.This
that will have an effect. Give near relative of Barnabas, ac- case of a nude youth who walked ship in that flight
Landing in Holland "hospital
just returned from 'her seconThe second flight will pit Jim to 60 below in the winter.
them tit for tat every time. Even companied them. He was a young into a house on 32nd St. at 12:30
was discussed at the meetings and term as a missionaryin Bolivia after a fall over her suitcase jupt
Nutchuck—
he
was
born
with
Scott against Gene Chaddock this
if it should not do any good, it Christian qualifiedto be their a.m. Monday morning.
it is the intention the committee South America, will appear on th
as she was about to close up her
will at least make for self-respect companion and helper.
Accordingto deputies,residents week. Scott defeated Ed Borgeson, two names— was born in the little tc further check this phase. The Youth for Christ program in Hoi home Saturday failed to daunt
village
of
Chignik
on
the
Aleuton the part of the kicked. Our obThese three left Antioch under of the house reported the youth 3-2, and Chaddock downed L.
committee also would check to land high school auditoriuma 84-year-old Mrs. P. A. J. Bouma,
servation leads us to believe that the directionof the Spirit. Prob- knocked on the front door of the Slaugh, 2-up, last week to gain ian chain and grew up there, en- find out whether the administrat- 7:30 pjn. tonight.
and the energetic lady was to
gaging in such work as trapping, or would have power to order a
they do not like us anyway. They ably Barnabas had much to do house and when the woman open- the final round.
Also present will he Mis* Mar leave the hospital Monday to
working
on
schooners,
salmon
canIn the mixed Scotch foursome
do like oui money.
with deciding what should be ed the door, she saw he was combasement house completedwithin garet Datema, missionary
catch a train for east.
their first field. Cyprus was pletely nude. He stepped into the tcurney Sunday Afternoon, Aud- neries. fur trade, and even in a a certain time.
The fall occurred as Mrs. BouGuatemala.They will show slide,
sulphur
mine
in
the
crater
of
an
not
strange place to house for a moment, and later rey Hagge and Jim Unwin had the
Chairman Simon Borr presided. of their respective fields aiv ma and her sister-in-law,Mrs.
Beechwood Church Plans
low gross with a 47, while Gert- active volcano. He took his pre- Other committeemen present were
him. Thither they went going fled.
Teunis Baker, both widows of
speak concerning them.
by land from Antioch to Seleucia, Chief Deputy Clayton Forry of rude Shook and Pat Halley took college training in Alaska and at- Lou Van Appledorn,Pe'ter Van
Summer Bible School
The local Youth for Christ ham ministers, were leaving their
tended
Northcentral
college
in
a distance of sixteen miles, where Ottawa county and Henry Bouw- the low net with a 36.
Eyck and Ben Wassink. Walter will provide special music. Mrs home at 295 College Ave. to go
Naperville,111., and then under a
Daily Vacation Bible school will they boarded a ship, sailed down man of Allegan traced the underVafider Haar gave the invocation. Wesley Bouman will preaen to Gardiner, N. Y., to live with a
scholarship studied music at the
be held in the Beechwood Re- the Orontes River and thence aged youth through descriptions MSC Hollers ‘Uncle* ;
solos.
daughter.
Chicago conservatory. He did conformed church Monday. June 18 across the eastern end of the Med- given by the occupants and made
At first it was feared Mrs. BouThe
public
is
invited.
cert and radio work for seven Rainbow Girls Plan
through June 22. Sessions will be- iterranean Sea to Salamis, a sea- the arrest today after extensive No More ND Grid Ducats
ma fracturedher back, but xyears
in
this
country
before
engin at 9 a.m. and close at 12 noon. port of Cyprus. At Salamis there questioning. His name is being
Veterans Program
rays failed to discloseserious inA bus service is planned for was a synagogueof the Jews. This withheld because he is not of age. East Lansing (UP)— Michigan tering the lecture field in 1936.
juries.
For
many
years,
the
Olivers
State college footballticket offichildren living in the outlying dis- they used as their preaching place.
Order of Rainbow for Girls have
The two elderly women had
cials today insisted that there are have been spendingthe summers decided to give a program for the
tricts. The schedule is is follows:
A commissionis a trust and an Heart Attack Is Fatal
been living together 15 years at
no more ticketsfor the Michigan in Alaska and their winters in the veterans at Veterans Facilities,
Leave Holland at 8 am.— north assignment.To receive one prethe Ixal address.
State-NotreDame football game United States on lecture tours. Battle Creek. July 22. The fav
on US-31 to Riley St.— Riley St. supposesfitness tor what it re- For Grand Haven Man
This is the first summer season orable vote came at a meeting
scheduled for Nov. 10.
west to Pine Creek school— south quires. To live up to it calls for
Mrs. Agatha Alderink
The college athletic ticket of- they have spent ’’outside’’ since Tuesday evening at the Masonic
on Butternut Dr. to old US-31— diligence until its condition* are
Grand Haven (Special)— KosLakewood Blvd. west to Lake- fully met. Jesus approached His coe Ogden, 64, who had had a fice, despite announcementsstart- 1940. They will return here next hall.
Dies in Grand Rapids
wood school— south to Ottawa ascension, conscious of the un- heart attack Friday, died at mid- ing last week that all available fall, Nutchuck to speak at a high
All girls interested are to re
school
assembly
and
his
wife
to
beach road — east on Ottawa finished work which must be night Sunday in his home at 525 tickets had been sold, is receiving
port for practice Monday at 7:30
Mrs. Agatha Alderink, 93, of
speak before the Woman’s Lit- p.m. at the Masonic hall.
’’bushel*”of requests daily.
Beach road to church.
646 WashingtonAve., Holland,
turned over to lusted persons. He ElliottSt. He had been employed
AH children of grade school had the authorityto hand this six years at Oldberg Manufactur- A sell-out crowd of 50.000 is ex- erary club.
Reports were given by those
died Monday evening at the home
During World Wad II. Nfit- who attended the Grand Assembly
age in the community are invited work over, and to clothe those ing Co. He had lived in Grand pected to attend the game in East
of her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Gerchuck was assigned by the U. S. in Detroit, Leah Broker, MarLansing.
to attend. Sponsors for the week who received it with authority to Haven 23 yeariL
rit Van Den Elst of 638 Naylor
war
department
to
G-2
duties
Survivingare the wife; a- son,
will be Mrs. Harvey JDe Vree, carry on in his stead. So he
garet Murry, Arlene De Cook and
Ave., S. W., Grand Rapids.
Mrs. John Benes, Mrs. Robert spoke to His disciples and gave Donald of Grand Haven; three Legion Course Announces with the U. S. Army in Alaska Mrs. Lovell Eddy, mother adviser.
Surviving besides the daughterfor three years.
Longstreet and Mrs. James Town. them the commission, the greatest daughters, Mrs. Roy Huntoon and
Initiationfor .six candidates
in-law are two sons, Joe Van Den
"I got overseas pay for working
Teachers for the Bible school ever entrusted to men. They were Mrs. Jghn Purdy of Grand Haven Golf Tourney Winners
will be June 28.
Elst and Alidus Van Den Elst of
at home," he said.
are the Mesdames Julius Tripp, to go forth and make disciples and Mrs. Leroy Fuller of Ionia; a
Holland; two daughters, Mrs.
Winner* of the week-end low
eiater, 13 grandchildren and two
James Vander Wege, Carl De everywhere.
John De Haan and Mrs. John Van
No Marriage Ruled
gros* tourney at the -American
Jonge, Le Roy Riemersma, MarHuis of Holland;one. brother in
Trinity Church Group
These apostles were men who great grandchildren.
Legion golf course ahowed BernGrand Haven (Special)— In an
vin Vanden Bosch, Henry Over- had come up through the ranks.
the Netherlands; 16 grandchilard Arendshorst low ecorer with a Has Picnic at Chippewa
opoinion filed in circuit court Monbeek, Abe Vanden Berg, Gerrit TTiey owed their all to Oirist and
dren;
29 great grandchildren,
Two Divorces Granted
72 for the ISdwle round. Ed
day in the Irene Ten Brink verOoaterbaan, Donald Prins, Don- their all was to be used for Him.
and one great great grandchild.
Grand
Haven
(Special)— Two Rackes was second with a 73,
Members
of the Young Married sus Bert Ten Brink divorce case,
ald Dekker, Gerrit Buursema, Before Christ took them as pupils
Funeral services will be held
laranea F. waitara, son
divorce decree* were granted in with George Slikkers and Wyn People’s Forum of Trinity Re- Judge Raymond L. Smith ruled
Percivai Zimmer and Harvey to be trained they were without
nuirsday at 2 p.m. from the Ver
of Mr. and Mra. John A. Walcircuit
court
Monday.
One
went
to
formed
church
met
at
Camp
ChipVanden
Berg
tied
for
third
with
that the parties were never legajKeen.
Lee funeral home with the Rev.
distinction. After He had finished Virginia Anne Klomparen* from
ters, who live on tha Graaf74’s. Bill Lamb shot a 76 to place pewa Tuesday night for a picnic. ly married to each other and that
William Haverkamp officiating.
with them they were destined to Marvin Clarence Klomparens, fifth.
•chap road, rovta I, la at Fort
After a hamburg fry, members the suit would be dismissed withMoat of the 2,000 covered enter the lists of the greatest both of Holland. Custody of the
Burial will be in Pilgrim Home
Jackaon, ft/C., with an artillery
The blind bogey tourney showed played volleyballand pitched out costs. The case in which the
bridges still used in the United and qualify for the highest honbattery.Pvt Walter* entered
cemetery. Friends may meet the
minor child was awarded to the Laverne De Vries shooting an horseshoes. After dark, the group plaintiff had filed a suit claiming
State* are eaat of the Mississippi. ors. They had learned to know
aervlce on Feb. 14, 1951. He Vvae
family Wednesday from 7 to 9
mother. The other decree went to 87; Arnold Vander Kolk, 90; Ar- gathered in the club house for
common law marriage was graduated from Holland high p.m. at the funeral home.
__
Christ and vifrj
obey Him.
uni. They
nicy had
IIBU Ruth K. Gine* from Ray C. Gines,
endshorat, 72; George Botsk, 82; a social evening. Arrangemenls heard before the court without a
achool. in 1948 and worked at
Hi* work*. 'Dwy had heard also of Holland. The parties have Vanden Berg ,74; and Bill Lamb, for the event were made by the
jury May 9 and 10 The parties Bohn Aluminum before enterat least 1600 B. C.
The letter "e" Is the most-used
heeded Hi* teaching. They no children. 76.
executive committee.
ing aervlce.
had become acquainted in 1946.
letter in the^English language.

The

state department haa im-

tensively.

CAA

Check

On Plane Crash

Vows Spoken

^

In Fennville

.

slate

Meetings

Hagge, Van Ess

Township

t.

a

•

,

_

E?sl,an*

a

i

t

THE

In the Good

city charter.Six wards held their
polls open from 8 o’clock in the
morning till 8 in the • evening.
Two aldermen spent the day there
and received (3 each for their
time. Total expense for attendance— $36. Besides this actual cost
to the aldermen, there was advertising, rental of one poll, fuel bills
and othgr minor items that total
between $30 and $36. Added to
the aldermen's compensation, it

Old Days
(Following is the 510th in the

wrie* of weekly articles taken
from news of the Holland Daily
Sentinel published more than 35

years ago.)
brings the expense to between
Of amateur plays ever present- $66 and $72.
The first scholarship granted
ed to the people of Holland, "Mrs.
any
Hope college student this
Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch” as
year was awarded to John R.
staged in the high school auditorMulder of the senior class by the
ium Friday night by the graduat-

HOLUND

THURSDAY, JUNE

CITY NEWS,

14, 1931

TwoDFsKiDed

Warm Weather Attracts
Crowds to State Park

Tree Insects

Damage

Cause

Auto Accident

Held

1

Warm »unny weather saw

In

School Board Elections t

Grand Haven (Special)— MarR. Patterson, who was ap-

con-

siderableactivity at Holland State vin

park at Ottawa Beach during the pointed to the Board of Education

Grand Haven (Special)—Tree week-end. according to Manager

North ofWayland

October to replace Myron Elwho had moved, w js elected
the week-end in- for a threc-ycar term at the ancluded 5,000 visitors on Saturday nual school election Monday.
and 8,000 on Sunday.
Paul A. Johnson, Jr., incumbent,
The sun brought out many pic- was re-eleclcd.
nicker* and fishermen.Only a few
Patterson polled 305 votes to
persons were brave enough to 130 for Mrs. Marie Ellingson.
venture Into the water.
In the Spring Lake • election,
Report* listed 15 camps Satur- Mrs. Stephen Cooper was reday and 12 Sunday.
elected and George Christman lr .
last

grower* are urged to watch care- Clare Broad.
Attendancefor
fully for tree insects L. R. Arnold,

Allegan (Special)— Twp cousins,

both recent

North Ottawa

in

liott

county agriculutre agent, report*
considerable
from
shoot moth in 1950 on Red Pine.
The White Pine weevil has caused
damage for years. Reports coming
in show that the Pine Sawfly has
begun to hatch. The larvae may
be found on red, jack and Scotch
pines principally. They are a
dirty gray-green color, with a Sf. Francis Social
black head and measures about

damage

arrival* .in Grand

Rapids as displaced persons from
Latvia, were instantly killed Saturday night when their c^r struck
a tree north of Wayland.
Hope college faculty. The schol- ValadislousGorsvans, 35, the
ing class of the Junior high school
arship entitles the recipients to
ranks among the very best, began
one year of postgraduate work in driver, and Antons Kipluks, 28,
was elected, both for three-year
a story in the Saturday,Jan. 27,
the University of Michigan.Miss were victims of the accident. Interms. Other candidates wera
issue of the Holland Daily SenClub
vestigatingofficials called the car
Clara Yntema of the class of
Elmer Storm whose term expired
tinel published in 1917. Because
wreckage ."the worst yet" of the
seven-eighth of an inch long when Has Meeting and Party
and Arnold Berg.
of the many who were turned 1916 was chosen as alternate.
many
which
have
occurred in
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Hadley
full grown.
away before the time scheduled
Allegan county in the lest 10
Member* of the St. Francis
Buss, a baby girl on Jan. 28 at
Early control of thi* insect can
for the rise of the curtain,it was
weeks.
Young People’* social club held
be
effective
by
spraying
with
Dutch- Kraft
announced that the cast had the home of Mr. and Mrs. M. E.
With no eye-witnesses to the
either lead arsenate or 50 per their regular monthly meeting and
agreed to repeat the performance Dick.
crash, Deputy Walter Runkel was
The total attendance in the
cent wet table DDT at the rate of party Saturdayevening '•t Miller’*
Won-Kole
tonight.
unable to tell what caused the
three pounds per hundred gallons barn.
Hope collegebasketball quintet Third Reformed church Sunday north-bound Gorsvans car to skid
You’ll
cover drab
Games were played and square
of water, or three teaspoonfulsper
scored another decisive victory school Sunday was 612 and in the across US-131 and hit a big tree.
wallpaper with
dancing
was
enjoyed.
RefreshTrinity
Reformed
the
total
atgallon. A 5 per cent DDT dust
Friday evening when they defeat
The. impact swung the car around
t fresh pattela!
ment* were served. The committee
can also be used.
ed the Alma college aggregation, tendance was 575, being the larg- so that it was at right angles to
et since it was organized.
If checks are to be made after in charge consisted of Dale Miller
COVERS OVER ANY SURFACE
loaders for top honors in the
the highway.The driver'sside of
spraying, be sure to give the spray and Mr. and Mrs. George Stejskal
Michigan IntercollegiateAthletic Mrs. A. H. Landwehr enter- the auto was practically disinteIN ONE COAT— Dry In 2 Houra
The next meeting will be in the
tained with a dinner Friday eventime to become effective..Five
associationrace, by a 46-22 score.
grated.
days later should be soon enough form of a beach party July 14.
Two changes are being made in ing at her home, 369 Lincoln A Wayland restaurant proprieAve., in honor of the teachers of
to determine the effectivenessof
the high school faculty lineup.
tor said the two men had stopped
During Revolutionarytimes a
the application. It takes a few
ELECTRIC CO
Miss Eleanor Haefliger, instruc- the Lincoln school. Those present th£re about 12:30 a m., and asked
days to kill most of the insects. white chimney with a black band
tor of English,leaves Holland were the Misses Dureth Bouma, directionsto a dance pavilion.
50 Weat 8th
Phone 4811
around
the
top
signified
a
house
Mondav for her home in Detroit. Gertrude Sprietsma, Ettamae At- They apparently decided to return
was owned by a Tory.
wood,
Edythe
Bogaard,
Mabel
In April she will become the bride
to Grand Rapids, for the accident
Injured in Action
of Albert Torbet of Chicago. Miss Cutis, Zora Bamaby, Anna Boot, occurred about 15 minutes later
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Draper,
Clara
McClellan.
Gertrude Wicks of the faculty
three miles north of town on a
42
East 13th St., have received
Possibly the largest gathering
will take the position left vacant
straight stretch of road.
word from their son, Dick, that he
of
ernest
church
workers
ever
by Miss Haefliger on Monday
Gorsvans was reported to have
has been Injured in battle and
morning,the opening of the new held in Holland in the interests been wearing a brace, apparently
Come Over and See Our
now is haspitalized in Yokuska,
of
foreign
missions
heard,
at
a
semester. Miss Annawave Colefor a crippled leg.
Selection
Japan.
Dick
was
with
the
First
man of Hastings will take Miss banquet Monday night in the
Coroner Clyde Dickinsoncalled
Marine
division.No details of inRECONDITIONEDand
Wicks’ classesin history and Eng parlors of Hope church, three of the deaths instantaneous.The
At Hope college commencement exercisei Wednesday night In
jury have been received. Hia adthe best posted men in the state
lish. In the Latin department
Memorial chapel, four honorary degrees will be conferred.The Rev.
GUARANTEED
bodies were taken to the Arsulodress in Pfc. Harold R. Draper,
Bastian Kruithof, upper left, pastor of First Reformed church of
vacancy will be caused Monday at the present time tell of the wicz Funeral home in Grand
1118501, USNH. 2923. W. W. care
Holland, will receive a doctor of divinity degree as will the Rev.
by the leaving of Miss Gertrude wonderful work being done Rapids. Kipluks' mother, also a
of fleet post office, San FrancisPeter G. Baker, upper right, president of Mackenziecollege, Sao
Hoekje from all but two of her abroad. Hope college played a Iranian DP is living in Grand
co, Calif.
Paulo, Brazil, and the Rev. Henry Colenbrander,lower right, pastor
classes.These will be taken up major part in the limelightof the Rapids.
of
First
Reformed
church
of
Orange
City,
Iowa.
An
honorary
doctor
evening,
being
given
great
honor
by Miss Hannah Hoekje. her sisIn othrifcautoaccidents on highAccordingto an authority.»tutIRON and METAL CO.
of laws degree will be given to James M. Ver Meulen, lower left. H*
8S1 Lincoln Ava. Phone 9210
ter. who is now in charge of a by the three speakers— Dr. E. J. ways during the week-end. Benjatering is a personality disorder,
is vice presidentof the AmericanSeating Co., Grand Rapids.
120 Rivtr Avb.
class at Hope college. During the Strick of Amoy. China, successor min Davis. 75, Detroit, died when
not a defect of any of the organa
summer Miss Gertrude Hoekje to Dr. Otte; President A. Vcnne- his car crashed head-on into a
of speech.
w'ill become the bride of Henry ma of Hope college.and Dr. Wil- trailer truck driven by Paul R
Overisel Bride-Elect
Drill in Fertilizer
Stegeman of this city. Late in liam I. Chambrlain,Foreign sec- Bedford. »
August or September the couple retary of the Foreign Missions
In another head-on collision, Honored at Shower
Reported by Agent
will leave America for a foreign Board of the Reformed Church Henry Shelton. 25, River Rouge,
in
America.
This
news
story
was
mission field, very likely Japan.
was killed Sunday. The other Overisel (Specal) — Miss E\o- Grand Haven (Special)— The
Still another romance is figured found in the Tuesday, Jan. 30, driver, Peter L. De Vries, 28, Ivn Folkert, June bride-elect of I S0^8 depatmentof Michigan State
in this story. On their departure issue.
Dearborn,was held for investiga- Claude Boers, was feted a. a
All Work Guaranteed
holds ths' fertilisation of
A sleigh ride party of young tion of manslaughter.
next fall, the then Mr. and Mrs.
beans is a profitablepractice.
cellaneous shower given Tuesday
CAR PAINTING AT ITS BEST
Henry Stegeman will possibly be folks surprised Miss Anna VanL. R. Arnold county agriculCars Called For and Delivered
evening by Mi'S. Wayne Folkert tural agent, reports that some
accompaniedby the group of sem- der Wall Monday evening at the
Free Estimates
ReasonaWe Rates
inary and Hope students who will home of Mr. and Mrs. P. F. Downtown Fight Causes
and Mrs. Iven Folkert at the growers drill in fertilizer just beKoopman,
84
East
18th
St.
Those
repair to a foreign field. Among
Drivers to Double Park
Edward Folkert home in Overisel. fore planting. Yield increavsare
them will be Henry Bilkert of the present were Mr. and Mrs. R.
r< jwrted in some instances hut
The evening was spent playing these are not consistent. The Soils
seminaryand Miss Anna Monteith Vos, George Vander Wall. Jennie
A downtown fight which caused
of Kalamazoo,who will figure >n Vander Wall. Henrietta and Tena motorists to double park in order games and duplicate prizes were department recommended drilling
Don Hartgerlnk — Harm Blok
Phone 7225
723-33 Michigan Avenue
« summer wedding. Others who Vander Wall. Jennie Bosnian, to witness the fisticuffs Sunday awarded to Mrs. Alvin Folkert, it in bands one inch to the side
125 W. 8th
Phona 7777
are spendingtheir last year in George Nienhuis, William Ach- night had its second act in Muni- Mrs. Henry Jalving and Mrs. and 14 inches below the seed. A
Holland before leaving for a for- terest. Jennie Vandea Beldt. Hen- cipal Court Monday when Elbert Russel Koopman. A two-course 13 year! average from such praceign mission field and who will rietta Vanden Beldt, Joe Boers, Lanham, 18 of 1844 River Ave., lunch was served.
tice on the Ferden farm showed*
Invited were the Mesdames an increase ol 5 bushels to the
receive their assignmentswithin Lena Stoit. John Boers. Herman pleaded guilty to fighting under
Miles Folkert,Jerrold Folkert,
the next month are Miss Amelia Brummel and John Brinkman.
the disorderly act.
Menning. a Hope college senior;
Ed Longnecker,soils specialist,
Municipal Judge Cornelius van- Julius Folkert, Harvey Folkert.
H. Veenschoten. H. V. E. Stegeder Meulen gave the climating Martin Sale, Marvin Folkert. recommends the following: "One
!
With
man and John Van Wyk. seniors Reports Hint Kin? George bit of drama by fining Lanham Hervin Lugtcn, Glenn Folkert, heavy soils use 150 to 200 pounds
Gordon Veen. I>oonard Folkert, of 2-16-8. On lighter soils use 3-12in the Western Theological sem- May Have to Abdicate
510 plus $4.70 costs
CONTACT US FOR LOW RATES
inary.
Police Chief Jacob Van Hoff Jofin Haan, Francis Folkert, Ray- 12 or 4-16-16 as same rate.”
A call has been extended by London (UP)— King George's said he expects to refer the second mond Darbee, Manley Kuite,
Yellow was the mourning color
the KelloggsvilleReformed church physical condition cau.scd specula- fighter, a 16-year-old youth, to Myron Folkert, Henry Jalving,
Peter Schreudcr, Harven Kollon, of early Knypl.
Co's.
to the Rev. J. C. Schaap of Alprobate
court
authorities.
tion today whether he would have
John Wiersml. Howard Folkert,

y

»

ESSENBURG
8t.

ALWAYS BUYING

USED CARS

SCRAP

(

MATERIALS

LINCOLN AVE.

Louis Padnos

mis-

GARAGE

LUBRICATION

FACTORY TRAINED

CAR WASHING
BRAKE SERVICE

BODY and FENDER EXPERTS

—

H.&B.

SUPER SERVICE

UNITED MOTOR SALES

8L

acre.

YOUR INSURANCE

1

9t

I

with you

'foaueti-

FLOWERS
WARM

i

lendale.

The Rev. M. E. Broekstra, pastor of the Fourth Reformed

*r abdicate to safeguard his health

not his

In other municipal court action,

William Hines. 45. Muskegon

Heights, was sentenced to pay $15
news- fine and $4.70 casts Monday when
Alto. Wis.
papers raised the question wheth- he ‘pleaded gulity to a drunk and
The Ottawa Relief society was
hy ’Jhejer the King might retire in favor disorderly charge. Hines had been
organizedFriday night
abusive at the local bus depot,
empldyes of the Ottawa Furni- j of hus 25-year-old daughter, Prin- police said.
ture Co. The following officers cess Elizabeth. One of them, rewere elected:John Slighter,pres- ferring to the grave illness of the
Two Accidents Occur
ident; H. Huizcnga. vice presiKing in 1948. and a subsequent
dent: H. Becksfort, secretary: A.
In City on Week-End
VanRV. treasurer.J. Bruynzell. operation, said:
M. Brandt and C. VanDuren. "This disease. ..an inflammat- Two automobile accidents ocory ailment involving the blood curred in Holland city during the
trustees.
It cost the city ol Holland al- vessels of the limbs. .. is recur- week-end •
most $6 for each registration rent. An' operationsuch as the At 4:23 p.m. Saturday, cars
made at the polls Saturday,ac- King underwent two years ago driven by Mrs. Gerpldine Lubbers,
cording to a story appearing in could afford only temporary re- route 3, Hudsonville, and Donna
the Monday, Jan. 29. Issue. Only lief. Most men would be lucky to Vander Slik, 23, of 353 College
12 voters in the city registered in survive another five years with- Ave.. collided at Ninth and Colcompliancewith the ruling of the out amputation."
umbia. The front end of the Lubif

life.

Three London Sunday

church, has received a call fom

bers car and (he left side of the
Vander Slik Car were damaged.
Mrs. Lubbers was given a ticket
for failure to stop for a stop

COMPLETE LINE

street.

of

At 4:45

PHILCO REFRIGERATORS

am

Sunday, a

PHILCO STOVES

DOZEMAN REFRIGERATION

Alvin Sncllcr,Alvin Folkert, Russol Koopman. Purlin Tanis, Earl
Gunneman. Frank Gibbons, Floyd
Folkert. Morris Folkert, Albert
Ter Haar, Jay Folkert, Wallace
Folkert, Myron Kollon and the

Misses Frieda Folkert. Mane
Folkert, Martin Boorman and
GenevieveSeeley.
More than

l.fliiOparts

MOVED

:

Auto

Geo. Mlnnema, owner
Waahlngton Square

'

Our Used Car Lot

;

Fire
BEN VAN LENTE

Lifa

Phone 7)33

77 College Avenue

PETEK

!

568 Chicago
4

plants sup-

Drive

DUTCH MILL

Mile Eait of Holland
Limit on M-21

TILL 9 P.M.

DAGEN,

ELZINGA & V0LKERS,

INC.

Good Food

FRED’S CAR LOT

GENERAL CONTRACTING

5

West 8th

ENGINEERING

St.

INDUSTRIAL

Reconditioned and
Guaranteed Used Cars

Makes

COMMERCIAL

STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS

Haan Motor

Sales
HUDSON DEALER
W. 9th Street Phone 7242

Washing

—

Greasing

Simonizing

RESIDENTIAL

DON'T

CONSTRUCTION
81 Eaat 6th

8L

Phone

2284

Holland. Mich.

WASTE TIME!

M-21 and Waverly Road

PHONE

INC.

Wher.

Prevails

COMPLETE SERVICE

JOHN

RESTAURANT

OPEN EVENINGS

SERVICE

25

1

—

—

J

S. A.

All

Farm Insurance

FLOWERS

ROAD

2329

WONT GO WRONG

YOU

WITH

SALES and SERVICE

‘Who’s

LENNOX

Phone 3249

653-655 Michigan Avenue

1

ply America's motor vehicle-producing firms.

’50

model car driven by Frederick Urban, 36, Hotel Macatawa. hit a
tree at the curb near the home
at 130 East Ninth St. Urban told
city police he fell asleep He was
given „ a summons for failure to
keep hi* car under control.

and

State

FRIEND

j

BRAKES OK?

Ask Any User

^ur^rin

This is safety check month.

INSURANCE
- OUR

PLEDGE

We

police department.

—

Written

—

HARRY KOOP
HEATING
116 East 14th

COME IN TODAY FOR

Sound Insurance For Every Need
Carefully

are cooperating with local

Conscientiously Serviced

SAFETY CHECK ON ALL

Zeeland Phone 3147

.

Buy Lennox — You Buy Quality

EQUIPMENT.

GALIEN AGENCY
H WEST ITH

Jr.

STREET
—

John Galian,

PHONE 2512

150

EAST 8TH

|

:
|

PHONE

7997

\

COMPLETE

MATCHED STEEL KITCHENS

PRINTING.

’

TRY

I

Of Lerky Roofs!
a

We'll recover old

MAPLE GROVE

I

DAIRY I

new .

roofs

install

new

ones

reasonably. Estimates furnished promptly.

G

E

o.

MOOI
ROOFING 00.
NINTH

RUBEROID PRODUCTS

INC.
PHONE

2386

29

676 Michigan Avenue

F

t *th Street

PHONE 3826

I East

Ultra-Modern cabinetsof most any
six* and shape to suit every need! Special-quality welded steal throughout
coeted with durablehi-beked enetnel
Plenty of bandy drawer end cupboerd

Repair Ail Kindi

•like

RIVER AT

SERVICE

7004//
We

tpece

The Bier Kelder offera many
aervlcea for your pleasure.
The beat' In draught an*d
bottledbeera and winea and
champagnes. Also, sandwlphes and anacka. All
Air-conditioned

noon

until

and

open

midnight

WARM FRIEND
TAVERN

.

.

.

adjustable shelves

.

.

plated, semi -concealed hinges

.

nickel

.

.

.

re-

ceases that assure comfortable toe and

served by trained employeea.
.

HUIS

MURRAY

Your Bulck-PontlacDealer

DECKER CHEVROLET,

STEKETEE-VAN

BRAND NEW

8T.

Phone 66422

/k

THE

GRAND

369 River Ave.

S

TER HAAR AUTO CO.

0

SEE

SandwichLSoda Bar

*
>

'

John Galion

HAD’S

St.

Holland Phone 2736

™

YOU—

Phone 2002 — day or night

FRESH BREAD
THAT

MAKES

.

YOUR MEALS BETTER
For Variety Try Our Crack-

ed Wheat, Rye and White

pores lain-oo-eteeL

Michigan and 29th Street

0th Street Phone 2326

ITS

knee space; provision for fluoreecent
lighting under all well cabinet units.
Silent brase-nmner drawers; sounddeadened doors! There era 5 Murray
cabinet sinks: the big 66”, the deluxe
and standard 54” models, the compact
42* (left- or right-hand sink) -lustrous

HOLLAND
Plumbing A Heating

1

Bread.

TRIUMPH BAKE SHOP
384

CENTRAL AVE.

PHONE
x

........

.

...... ..

'

;
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Reformed Church
General

Swieringa-Steketee Vows Spoken

Synod

Into

Reports on Session
Dr. it Voider

Wedding Performed ot Ganges

Fumacemen Jump
Running;

The surprising Holland Furnace
softball team zipped to its second -victory in as many starts
Monday night, throwing an eightrun barrage at the Green Hornets
to win, 8-3.
Sixth Reformed church, a nonleague team that filled in for ab-

StewardshipReport;
Seminaries Discussed
Buck HiH Falla, Pi. (Specitl)After two yean of study by a
specialcommissionheaded by Dr,
Marion de velder of Holland,
Mich., the General Synod of the
Reformed Church in America in

sent Central Avenue team Monnight, rapped out a 4-3 victory over Tulip City in the second game at Third Street field.
The win for Holland Furnace
lifts them out of the hazy lower
regions in the league and ties

day

145th regular sessionhere, voted to submit the creationof a central department of stewardship
and promotion to the 43 classes
of the church for study and re
its

them with Pelon Sunoco

Ottawa County

At Beechpood School

Reform dub Wins

Makes

Diplomas Presented

for

fourth place.
Wasting no time, 4he Furnacemen gave pitcher Ray Morren two
runs in the first frame, one in the
second, three in the third, and
two in the fourth. They collected
11 hits in those four innings, one

At a meeting of the Beechwood
Mothers club Friday afternoon
at the school, diplomas were presented to 22 graduatesby Julius
Bontekoe,school principal. Receiving diplomas were Ronald
Bareman, James Boeve, flavin a
Brown, Darrell Day, Howard
Gras,

Terry Greenwood,Judith

Students

Degrees

to

Get

at

U of

M

Dr. Ralph A. Bunche

Houtman, Roger Howard, John
Will Give Address
Kolean, Jean Mowery, Gerald Overway, Elwood Plaggemars,Jean
At Annual Exercises
Polack, Barbara Roeser, Ruth
Smith, Henry Stegenga, Delores .A total of 27 students from OtTeske, Beatrice Vanden Brink, tawa county will be candidate*
Ruth Van Liere, Ernest Walton, for degrees at the 107th comWanda Webbert and Dale Wier- mencement in University of Michsma.
Dale Wiersma played. a cornet igan stadium in Ann Arbor Satursolo, "Whispering Hope." Corsages day, June 16.
were presented to all teachers, Dr. Ralph A. Bunche, director
the retiringpresident, Mrs. Jack oi the United Nal ions department
Decker, and the newly-elected of trusteeship and a Nobel peace
president,Mrs. Henry Koops. Oth- prize winner, will be speaker.
ers elected were first vice presi- Commencement is scheduled for 5
dent, Mrs. Robert Eskelman; pjn. with President AlexanderG.
second vice president,Mrs. Marvin Ruthven presiding for the last
Nienhuis;treasurer, Mrs. Glen rtime. He will retire Aug. 31 after
Van Rhee; secretary,Mrs. Gordon 22 years as head of the Univers-

commendation.The next General
Synod will make final disposition
of the matter. This 300-year-old
church up to now has done its ex
tensive missionary and educational work on an entirely voluntary
Tenckink.
ity.
triple and one a double. And
basis giving an average of about
Social hour was in charge of
Participants from Holland will
from
there
in, all they had to do
$15 per person annually.
Mrs. Stuart ScHaftenaarassisted include: Cecil Clifton Bacheller,
was coast.
The Synod adopted a program
by the room mothers. Pouring 514 Lakewood Blvd., master of
Bill Prins and Cork Weener
proposed by the board of home
were Mrs. Jack Decker and Mrs. arts; Jack Gordon Barense, 305
were
top
Furnace
hitters,
each
missions of a follow-up of church
Henry Koops.
4th avc., bachelor of arts; Ervin
collectingthree singles in four
- members who move to other parts
Raymond Knooihuizen,30 East
trips. But Morren was the power.
of the country. Pastors are now
14th St., master of business adHe rapped both the double and
directed to refer such members to
ministration;Marian A. Korteling
triple,
the
only
extra
bases
Furthe headquarters office which will
Levai, 69 East 13th St., doctor of
nace
got.
Floyd
Vanden
Beldt,
in turn refer them to a pastor in
medicine; John Willard Ligtvoet,
Bill Franks, Mel Sharda, Keith
the community into which they
24$ West 19th St., master of arts;
Hasty,
and
John
Tjalma
each
have moved.
Lists
Donald M. Moody. 237 West 11th
got singles.
The synod also observed the
St., master of arts; Andrew DonFor
the
Hornets,
Morrie
Wierda
25th anniversary of its work in
Raymond J. Helder, presidentof
ald Postma, 680 Central Ave.,
and
Jay
Wolbert
each
rapped
two
Mexico and sent felicitationsto
the Holland Junior Chamber of
bachelor of arts; William Lawhits in three trips to the plate.
Dr. and Mrs. John R. Kempers,
Commerce, has announced several
rence Reeve, 585 Lawndale court,
One
of
Wierda’s
was
a
homer,
the
directorsof that work.
appointmentsof committee chairbachelor of science in engineering.
first he’d ever gotten in his life,
men.
In the last year the Reformed
Others from Holland are Martin
he
said.
Other
Hornets
to
hit
were
church has established five
Mr. ond Mrs. Lester Swieringa
On the Bulletin committee are Sharda, 186 West 20th St., doctor
Rich
Woiters,
Herm
Ritterby,
Bill
churches among the Dutch im(Prince photo) Paul Winchester, editor, and Mike
(Penna-Sosphoto)
of medicine; AntoinetteCarolyn
Mr. and Mrs. James Ernest Edwards
Oosterdyke, and George Smeenge.
Wedding vows were spoken streamers.
migrants in Canada. Twelve thouVan Oort, publisher; government
Sikkel. 63 West 17th St., master
A
double
ring
ceremony
Friday
bride,
was
bridesmaid
and
wore
a
Tuesday
evening,
June
5,
by
Miss
In
the
second
game,
Tulip
City
sand Dutch people will come to
Mrs. Deur wore an aqua Swiss
affairs committee, Les De Ridtfer;
Canada this year and 3 million Marilyn Steketee, daughter of Mr. organdy gown over a satin skirt, pitcher Earl Busscher allowed at 8 p.m. in Ganges Methodist yellow organdy gown with match- membership,James Hallan; pub- of arts; Winton Everett Stephan,
are seeking a home in America.
and Mrs. Peter Steketee, 79 styled like the bride’sgown. She Sixth Reformed a scant three church united in marriage Miss ing hat and carried a casket of licity, Bob Greenhoe and Willis 91 West 15th St., doctor of mediThe Synod joined in the cele East 24th St., and Lester Swier- wore matching satin mitts and hits, but they used all of them Margaret Ann Hoover, daughter lilacs and irises. Little Lynn Sor- Welling; public safety, Howard cine; Leo Vander Kuy, 123 West
bratkm of 50 years of service of inga, son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry cap and carried a colonialbouquet to score two runs in the first and of Mr. and Mrs. Alva Hoover of ensen was flower girl. She wore a Topp; youth welfare, John Ben- 23rd St., bachelorof science in
education; Harvey Earl Van
Fennville, and James Ernest Ed- green organdy gown with match- son.
Dr. Ida Scuddet- in the Reform- B. Swieringa, 93 West 19th St. of yellow and white sweetpeas. two in the sixth.
Dyke, 336 West 20th St., master
wards,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ernest
ing bonnet and carried a basket of
ed church Aroot Mission in India, Dr. Jacob T. Hoogstra read the The flower girl’s delicate orchid
D. Boes swatted two clutch
House committee,Len Rehbein, of music; Elizabeth M. Warner,
.and rejoiced in the $50,000 which double ring ceremony in Prospect gown, also of Swiss organdy, was singles in three tips to pace the Edwards of New Richmond. The peony petals. Ring bearer James Tulip Time, Bill Bareman and Ray
was given to "Dr. Ida.” Dr. Scud- Park Christian Reformed church styled similar to the bride’s. All winning club. Rog Van Wyck got Rev. Robert M. Cox read the rites Prince was dressed in a yellow Lemmen; co-sergeant at -arms, 339 Lincoln Ave., master of public
health; Benjamin Richard Van
der, who is 80 years of age, has at 8 p.m. The church was decor- three gowns were styled and made the only other hit. For Tulip City, before a setting of palms, ferns, suit and carried the rings on a Willard Schippers and Jay VolkSlooten, route 3, bachelor of busiturned the gift over to the Medi- ated with palms, ferns, baskets of by Mrs. Lucy Dogger of Holland. A1 Dozeman got two for four, white peonies and irises and can- white satin pillow.
ers; Youth Center board of dirness administration.
delabra.
cal college at Vellore, India.
Ray Gourley attended the groom ectors,Hans Suzenaar, John Benwhite and pink peonies and can- The ring bearer wore a black suit with Dean King, Bob De Young,
Other candidates are: CoopersWedding music was played by as best man and Foster Kooyers son, William Douma and Willis
The sum of $25,000 was includ- delabra.
Norm
Japinga
and
Earl
Busschtrimmed wtih white.
ville: Rol>erJ Edwin Ackerman,
Mrs.
Earl
Winne
and
Mrs.
Earl
and
Harris
Huyser
were
ushers.
ed in the Synodical budget for the
Mrs. John Tibbe, organist, A reception for 125 guests was er each collecting singles.
Welling.
route 1, master of arts.
Sorensen sang "O Promise Me,’’
building of the Christian univers- played preludes and the wedding
A reception for 150 guests was
Standings
Holland Jaycees are presently Grand Haven: Robert O10/er
held in the church basement with
“Because”
and
‘The
Lord’s Pray- held in the church parlors. Mr.
ity in Japan. The Synod also took marches. John Tien, Jr., soloist
L
conducting a membershipdrive.
Mr. and Mrs. John Swieringa as
er."
note of the plight of the 800,000 sang ‘Through the Years” and
and Mrs. George Glupker vyere Helder announced that any man Burns, bachelorof business admaster and mistress of cere- Barber Ford ............................5 0
Given in marriage by her fath- master and mistress of ceremon- between the ages of 21 and 35, in- ministration; Edna May Mount,
Arab refugees,many of whom are “God Gave Me You" before the monies. A program included re- Central Avenue .................... 3 1
bachelor of arts in education;
er,
the bride wore a gown of white ies. Music included a piano solo
Christians.
ceremony and ‘The Lord’s Pray- marks and opening prayer by Dr. Main Auto ..............................3 1
clusive,who is interestedin joinnylon marquisette embossed with by Miss Esther Hoover, vc^al solo ing the JCC, should contact Hal- Bruce Christian Olsen, dostor of
A 20 year old question before er” as the couple knelt.
Holland
Furnace
. ..................2 2
Hoogstra, two vocal solos by the
medicine; Martin Roger Rothi,
the church that its two theologi
2 2 lilies of the valley over white taf- by Miss Jane van Hartesveldt and lan, membership chairman.
Mrs. Kenneth Deur, the bride’s groom’s mother, music by the Tu- Pelon Sunoco ............................
bachelorof business administrafeta.
Tiny
covered
buttons
excal seminaries— New Brunswick sister, was matron of honor and
accordion solo by Miss Aileen
lip City Four and instrumental Green Hornets ........................2 3
tion; Marshall Peter White, bachtended
from
tb*
double
Peter
Pan
•t New Brunswick,N. J., and Jilane Swieringa, the groom’s
Schultz.
Baker Furniture..............
1 2
music by John Swieringa.
elor of science in engineering.
Western at Holland, Mich, be niece, was flower girl. Marc Alan
The couple left on a northern
i 2 eollar to the waistline of the fitFor their wedding trip, the VFW ..........................................
Graduatesfrom Hudsonville will
ted bodice and the long sleeves wedding trip. For traveling the
merged, was not approvedby the Deur, nephew of the bride, was
Moose
........................................
1
4
bride wore an aqua summer suit
be Raymond Bruggink, Jr., master
Synod.
were
pointed
at
the
wrists.
The
bride
wore
a
light
green
suit,
ring bearer. Assisting the groom with beige accessories.They will Tulip City Merchants ............0 3
of science in engineering;and
full skirt ended in a train. She white accessories and a yellow
The board of trustees of West- as best man was his brother, Berlive at 236} West 17th St.
Gerald Van Halsema, master of
ern Theological seminaryat Holwore
a
fingertipveil and carried rose corsage.
nard Swieringa. Milton Steketee
The bride is a graduate of Hol- Benefit Card Party
science.
Elected
by
land, Mich., was authorized to dea
shower
bouquet
of
white
carnaBoth Mr. and Mrs. Edwards are
and Gerrit Swieringa, brothers of land Christian high school and is
Lament: William Leslie Bettivise ways and means to raise
tions, snapdragons and lilies of graduates of Fennville high school.
Buck Hill Falls, Pa. — Exercis- son, Jr., bachelor of science.
the couple, were ushers.
employed as a beautician at the Attracts Large Crowd
the valley.
$750,000 for the erection of a new
The bride also was graduated from ing its prerogative established
The bride was escorted to the Washington Square beauty shop.
Marne: John Jay Miller, Jr*
school for instructionin theology
Miss Esther Hoover, sister of Davenport Business college, Grand more than 200 years ago, the
A large crowd attended a benealtar by her father,who gave her The groom is a graduate of Holmaster of science in engineering.
in HoUand. PresidentJohn R. in marriage. She wore a gown of
the
bride,
as
maid
of
honor
wore
Rapids,
and
has
been
employed
at
fit card party staged ’Rmrsday
General Synod of the Reformed
Other Ottawa county candidates
Mulder presented the plan to the white imported Swiss organdy land high and the Michigan Vet- night by the Junior. Chamber of a green organdy gown with match- Holland Furnace Co. office. The Church in America in its 145th
for degrees are: Spring Lake: Alerans Vocational school. He is emSynod.
ing
hat
and
carried a basket of groom attendedthe University of annual session here, elected two
Commerce
Auxiliary.
The
event
appliqued with white satin flow- ployed by Kirkhoff Electric Co.
bert William Demmlcr, Jr., bachwas held at the Youth Center, orchid lilacs and yellow irises. Michigan and Hope college. He is professors of theology for New elor of sscience in engineering;
ers. The bodice was accented of Grand Rapids.
Mias Ellen Bast, cousin of the employed at Baker Furniture, Inc. Brunswickseminary. They are Dr.
with a Peter Pan collar and cuffs
and B. Linn Soule, bachelor of sciThe bride was feted at five pre- which is sponsored by Holland
Justin Vander Kolk for the De- ence in engineering.
and a row of tiny buttons down nuptial showers, given by Mrs. Jaycees.
Bridge and canasta were played
partment of Systematic Theology Zeeland: Jack Clark Vandenthe front. The full skirt ended in Kenneth Deur and Mrs. Milton
and Dr. Herbert Van Wyk for the berg, 343 West Washington St*
train. Her veil of imported Steketee; Mrs. Melvin Nyhoff and and refreshments were served buf(From Tuesday’s Sentinel)'
Department of ChristianEduca- bachelor of arts.
French illusion fell from a shirred Mrs. Harold Helder; Mrs. John V. fet style from a table decorated
Mrs. J. E. De Jong, who recenttion.
bonnet trimmed with lilies of the Hulst, Mrs. Lois Nyenhuis.Mrs. with yellow irises, greens and
ly returnedfrom Arabia when
other summer flowers.
Both newly elected professors
valley. She carried a colonialbou•hehae been missionary of the quet of white and pink sweet peas Minnie Schepers and Mrs. Rhine High and low prizes were
By Rust McKee
Hamilton, and Van Dyke Autos are now instructorsin the school.
Vander
Meulen;
Mrs.
Dale
R.
Reformed church for some years, with lilies of the valley tied to
George Zuverink’s record with all have signed up to play, but a Dr. Vander Kolk is a native of
awarded to men and women winVoss; Mrs. Peter Steketee.
was in Zeeland Sunday with her
ners. In canasta, Lee Doolittle the Cleveland Indians as of June 4 fourth team is necessary for the Vriesland, Mich., and Dr. Van
son, Keith. Sunday marked the
and Mrs. Cecil Van Duren had shows Holland’scontribution to league. Joe Moran, recreation de- Wyk of Hull, la.
dose of a ministry of music of
high scores, and Gordon Van Put- the majors doing right well. Zu- partment director, suggested one
The Synod adopted a missionary
Keith, who led the tenor section ’ive P
(or
ten and Mrs. James Crozier, low verink’s earned run average is high school team be welded into and educational budget for 1952 Calvin
in the Second Reformed church
scores. High bridge scores were the lowest of tlie staff of relief the WS circuit,but tq date no totaling $1,882,000tor 1952.
choir the past three year*. He
Raymond Holwerda, principalof
held by Robert Bontekoe and Mrs. pitchers working for Cleveland bats have been active.
Prof. Justin Vander .Kolk of
plans to go to Iowa in the near )uring
by Inspector,
Preston Luidens, and low scores, and stands at 4.60.
New Brunswick seminary and Dr. the Holland Christian high school
future where he expects to be inZuverink has not won or lost
by Lester De Bidder and Mrs.
Bernard J. Mulder, Executive and member of the Holland city
Only five building permits were 000; self, contractor.
ducted into the armed forces.He
Wallace Schermer. Grand prizes any games chiefly because his Three Grade School
secretary of the Board of Educa- council,announced Friday that he
is the son of missionary parents issued last week by Building InBen Jansen, 102 East 24th St., of the evening,which were an- general assignmentshave been to
tion, were appointed delegates to had received an appointment to
who have been stationed in Ku- spector Joseph P. Shashaguay repair front porch, using frame, nounced by Mrs. Virginia Van chuck a couple of frames and then Netters Cop Trophy
the World Council's meeting on »erve as field secretary for Calwait, Arabia. He sang a solo ‘‘Be and City Clerk Clarence Greven- $100; self, contractor.
Dyke, first president of the JCC be pulled for a pinch batter.He’s
Competitionfor the Randall C. Faith and Order to meet in Lund, vin college of Grand Rapids. The
thou Faithful Unto Death" from goed. Estimated valuation of the
appointmentwas announced folA. L. Nienhuis, 218 East 12th Auxiliary,went to Hermaji Speet hurled 15 2/3 innings, allowed 12
Bofcch tennis trophy concluded Sweden, in the summer of 1952. lowing a meeting of the Calvin
"St Paul,” Mendelsohn at the five permits was $47,675.
St., tear off old porch and rebuild and Miss Crystal Van Anrooy.
hits, 10 walks, and has struckout
The
Synod also voted that the
Included were two permits for using cement block, $75; self, conthe week's athletic activity et
evening service. The choir memMrs. George Braun was In 12.
church make a comprehensiveboard of trdstccs.
bers met for a farewell party at new homes, one for moving a tractor.
The appointmentwas made by
charge of the evening. On her
Patrolman Clare Van Lange- public schools, with David Bosch, revision of its liturgy and orders
the home of Miss Antoinette Van house, and two for residential
committee were Mrs. Myron Van velde of the Holland police force Henry Visscher, and Billy Japinga of worship. Dr. M. Stephen James the Calvin board prior to the openKoeveringon Thursday evening. remodel. Permits issued:
Oort and Mrs. Raymond Helder. reports he went fishing in the winning in the ninth, eighth, and of New Brunswick seminary will ing of the Synod of the Christian
Henry E. Morse. 621 Elmdale Miss Houtman Feted
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Tanis and
Reformed church in Grand RapKalamazoo river at Saugatuck
seventh grade tourneys respec- head the committee.Other mem- ids next week. It is expectedthat
childrenof Grand Rapids were re- Ct, build new house and garage,
At Kitchen Shower
and
caught a gang of Walleye* tively.
bers are the Rev. Howard HageCourt Put$ Two Persons
cent visitors at the homes of house 40} by 51}, garage 26 by
Holwerda will have to act on the
Sunday.
Boisch defeated Paul Mack in man/of the North Church of appointment before Uie Synod
their parents, Mr. and Mm. John 26, using frame, cement, cinder
Miss Mary Houtman. whose On Probation Three Years
Newark,
N. J., Prof. Richard OuHendricks and Mr. and Mrs. Nick block and asphalt roof, house
the’ ninth grade finals, 6-2, 6-2,
ends its sessions.
marriage to Dr. Eugene Van TamOut of_ reason, out of place, with Visscher winning the eighth dersluys of Western seminary in
Tams, Roger, their son who was 30,000, garage $5,000; self, conHolwerda came to Holland 14
Grand Haven (Special)— Alfred and off the beaten track, a pair
Holland,
Mich.,
and
Dr.
Gerrit
elen
of
Madison,
Wis.,
will
be
an
grade title by default. Japinga
hospitalized for polio the past tractor.
years
ago and has served as a
Kimball, 41, of 195 West 13th St.,
Vander Lugt, president of Central
nine months, was included in the
Gerrit Rooks. 196 East 29th St., event of June 16, was compli- Holland, who pleaded guilty Mon- of canvasback ducks were seen won the seventh grade tournament
member of the Christian high
College in Pella, la.
by
Conservaton
Offcier
Elmer
group.
build new house and garage, mented at a kitchen shower Sat- day to a charge of larceny from a
with a finals victory over Tom
faculty during that time. He has
Boerman and myself off ChippeMr. and Mrs. Virgil Janmen are house 33 by 43, garage 20 by 20,
been principalof the high school
urday afternoon at the home of dwelling, was placed on probation wa point on the north shore of Overbeek,6-4, 6-0. Names of the
the parents of a son, Thomas, using frame, cement block and
winners will be placed on the
for eight years. He has served in
Monday afternoonfor two years. Lake Mac last week.
Mrs.
Gerald
BolhuLs
on
South
born in Zeeland Friday morning. asphalt roof, house $7,000, garBosch trophy, which is in the hall
the council under the old city
Conditions of his probation are
The ducks were quite tame and of Junior high school.
Mra. Janssen is the former June 8£e $500; Witteveen brothers, Shore Dr. Assistinghostesses were that he pay $50 costs within 60
charter and recently was elected
we
got
a
good
look
at
them.
BoerPyle. They plan to leave for So- contractor.
Mrs. Gordon Van Tamelen, Mrs. days and $5 a month oversight
alderman at large under the new
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
dus, N. Y., in the near future
William De Roo, 181 West 22nd Chester Van Tamelen and Mrs. fees; leave intoxicating liquors man said he’d never seen any in
charter.
•Mr.
and
Mrs.
Raymond
Brumthis
area
before.
Previously
statwhere Mr. Janssen has accepted St., move house from 151 West
Gerrit Van Tamelen, all of Zee- alone, make restitutionof $20 he ioned in Macomb county, however
mel,
Division
St.,
have
loft
for
a pastorate. He recently gradu- 18th St., to stated location, house
allegedly took from the purse of
land.
Sugar Island, Mich., where they Nine-Day-OldBaby Dies
he’d seen thousandson their naated from Western Theological 30 by 36, using cement block, $5,The afternoon was spent hem- Mrs. Leo Roberts on May 30, at nual north and south treks. This
will spend the summer months.
seminary.
ming towels for the bride-to-be. the rate of $5 a week, through locale is off the migratory path
Mrs. John Bouws has returned At Holland Hospital
At the monthly prayer service
the probationoffice. Kimball is
Refreshments
were
served
from
a
from
a visit with her brother and
for cahvasbacks,Boerman said.
of the three Christian Reformed
Jimmie Van Ommen, nine-daybuffet table centered with garden alleged to have taken the money
sister in Westport, Conn., and
churches of this city, Third,
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Van
from
the
Roberts
home,
where
flowers. Pouring were Mrs. Neal
with her children Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Allen, present men’s table
Bethel and First, held Thursday
Ommen of route 6. died SaturHoutman and Mrs. Gerrit Van he was rooming.
Bert Bouws in Buchanan, Mich.
tennis
champ
of
Holland
and
evening the message was presentday at Holland hospital. The inWalter A. King. 17. Grand
Tamelen.
Bruce De Pree, son of Mr. and
ed by the Rev. D. D. Bonnema
holder of the city trophy, is the
fant had been ill since birth.
Others attending were Mrs. Haven, who pleaded guilty Mon- nephew of Forrest C. "Phog" AlMrs. Adrian De Pree, Centennial
of First ChristianReformed
Surviving besides the parents
day morning to a charge of breakSt.,
will
receive
his
degree
in
Henry
De
Jonge,
Mrs.
Donald
len, famed and fiery basketball
church and the service was held
are a sister, Mary; the grandparing
and
entering
in
the
nightMaster of Business AdministraHoezee, Mrs. Edward Kremer and
mentor at the University of Kanat the Third Christian Reformed
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Van
tion from Northwesternuniversity
Mrs, Hoyt Kremer of Grand time, was placed on probation sas.
church.
Ommen and Mr. and Mrs. George
Monday
afternoon
for
three
years.
on
Monday
June
11.
Rapids; Mrs. Kenneth De Jonge,
Group 3 of the Second ReformStille, all of Holland, and the
Conditions
of
his
probation
are
More than 50 women, members
Mrs. Marcellus De Jonge, Mrs. T.
ed church Ladies Aid society is
Gene Shnonsen is reported to
great grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
that he keep employed at all
o
fthe
Second
Reformed
church
Vanden
Brink,
Mrs.
Albert
Vanholding a Strawberry festivalat
have covered the front nine at the
Jacob Zuidewind of Zeeland, Mr.
Ladies Aid society, attended the
den Brink, Miss Gertrude Van- times, cannpt drink or smoke, Legion golf course one day last
the C Ver Plank Winding Creek
and Mrs. George Stille, Sr., of
pay
$50
costs
within
60
day*
and
breakfast
at
Lawrence
Park
on
den
Brink
and
Mrs.
Maynard
Farm on Thursday from 6-8 pjn.
week with nine consecutive fours.
Batesville,Ind., and Edward Bill$5
a
month
oversight
fees;
must,
Thursday
morning,
June
8,
which
Mohr, all of Zeeland,and Mr*.
man of Mulan.'.Jqd.
be
off
the
street
and
at
home
at
marked the closing event before
Henry Steenblik.
Morrie Collins, race chairman
midnight on probation. King is alMrs. Ben Hoffmeyer
the summer vacation.
at
the
yacht
club,
said
Monday
leged to have taken a carton and
Members of the social committhat
the
saH
racing
season
would
Dies After Loaf Illness
Aged Man Succumbs
five packages of cigarettes,which
tee served breakfast at tables
open
June
30,
but
that
warm-up
have been recovered, from Keefin the grove, after which Mrs.
At Home in Crisp
(From Tuesday’sSentinel)
Mrs. Ben Hoffmeyer, 64, of
Pfc. Robert Burns, son of Mr.
er’s restaurant in Grand Haven on races would be held the 23ni and
Donald
De Bruyn, president, spoke * Robart school ended the school
route 1, Holland, died at her home
24th of this month.
and Mrs. Walter Burns of 613
May
15.
briefly and announced contests to term w'lth one graduate,Leona
Zeeland (Special) — Gerrit Looearly Monday after a KngerFour fleets of one-designerswill
Lugera Rd., Is serving with the
be held with prizes awarded.Miss Jones. The school picnic was held
man, 90, died Thursday afternoon
tog illness caused by a stroke last
be working this summer, Colli ns Air Force as a militarypoliceMuflene
Hartgerink -favored with at Tunne) park with all familie*
at his home at Crisp (route 2, Municipal Court News
Febluary.
man In Panama City, Fla. Pfc.
said. Largest fleet will be the
Holland).
two saxophone solos and Mrs.
attending,
Surviving are the husband;
Burps enlisted in January, 1951,
Five driveiii paid traffic fines in Lightnings, with boats and posPvt. Ivan Van Faueit, ton of
Surviving are three sons, Man- MunicipalCourt Monday, FrederMrs. Dykstra, teacher, will
and received hia basic. training M. Den Herder conductedthe det5r?f ***• Genft at home, Ben
sibly more in competition. The
votional service on the theme teach at the Reformed churoh
Mr. and Mr a. Bert Van Fatten
ley ant* Abraham of Zeeland and ick'S; Urban, Macatawa, paid $12
of Holland and Louis of Central
Lawley 110’s win number 10-12, . at LacklandAir Force base In
"Contrasts."Regular meeting® are mission of Macy, Neb., for the
of 179 Weet 17th 8t., hat reHenry of Crisp; two daughters, fine and costs for failureto have
Ban Antonio,^ Tex. While at
Park; two daughters, Mrs. John
with the little Crescents number«ently been transferredto
being discontinued until Septem- summer.
Mrs. Henry Boes of Zeeland and car under control. Frederick A.
Lackland, he served at a physiGrand Hiven and
ing 6-7. Smallest fleet will be the
ber.
cal training instructor. He was
Anna Looman of Crisp; a brother, Meyer, 606 Lawndale Ct, paid $7
Robart school baseball team
Ruth Hoffmeyer at home; four Oklahoma A. and M. college,
C-boats.
with
about
four
particifor trainingin vehiclemaintenAbout 100 mothers and daugh- played West Olive and Harlem
, born in Indianapolis;He wae
John Looman of Grand Rapids; * fine and coats for running a stop pating in races, Collins said.
grandchildren; one brother, Ben
ance.. He hat completed hie
May 30, 1932. He attended Corn- ters of th4 Second Reformed schools during the past spring
sister,Mrs. Bert Venekiwen of street. Theodors J. Dekker, Grand
Tinholt of Holland.
baelc training at Lackland Air
stock Park high school and
church enjoyed the concluding with scores 9 to 8, 30 to 9 and
Zeeland; two sister-in-law,Mrs, Rapids, paid $5 fine and costa for
The Wooden Shoe baseball cir- - ' - Holland high school.
Fore# bait. Ha waa born in
meeting of the Mubesheraat soci- 36 to 14 in favor of West Olive, 36
Haim Looman of Crisp and Mrs. running a stop street. Jack Oonk,
^Clereland’.Health Muleum was
cuit can’t quite seem to get startHolland, Nov.- 1, 1933 and atety held at Camp Geneva on to 2 in favor of Harlem.
Herman Looman of Grand Rapids; 121 West 22nd St., and Robert
the first each museum established
ed
although
several
meetings
have
tended Christian high school. eight grandchildren, and eight
The worker bee ban 3.000 to Tuesday, June 5. The meeting was The new addition to the Robart
to the Western Hemisphere.
Koppernaal,
route
6,
each
paid
$1
been held to bring the loop back 4,000 lenses in its eyes; the drone in the form of a potluck picnic
He enli^ed an March 3^ 1951,
great jp-aodchildren..
school will be completed in the
{Making fins.
into aompetition. Norik Shore, has 7,000 to 8,000.
supper served in the dining hall. tall.
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Two

Married at Bride's

Late RaBies

at Hudaonville spent Thursday

Home

Win

For Dutch
The

Flying Dutchmen chopped
out a 13-10 victory over the Nor-

ton Lumbermen

of Muskegon
Thursday night with a slam-bang
two inning stretch drive.
Just when it looked as though
the locals were falling apart at
the seams in their third game of
the season, they up and collected
11 of their 12 runs in clubbing
the previously unbeaten Lumbermen.
Five runs in the seventh, and
six in the eighth brought home
the win for Ben Batema’s crew.
But before, that, the Dutchmen
couldn’t' seem to get started, after
spotting the Lumbermen two runs
in the first, and three to the sec-

came <l> no particular
surprise that the Lumbermen
should get four more runs home
in the top half of the seventh.
it

They had been threatening in each
inning, and got to Ham McCal
lum for two hits, a walk, a hit
batter, and an error to ramble

runs.

JfS-

borne with four
,
Little did the invaders suspect
the blow was about to fall. But
Mr. end Mrs. James Veling
The bride’s ensemble included a
they might have reasoned it when
Miss Bernice Soper, daughterof
Dutch runners 'kept appearing on Mrs. Ella Soper, 163 West 18th white suit, white accessoriesand
base. Three walks, a triple, and St., and James Veling, son of Mr. a coreege of pink roses and lilies
two singles gave the locals five and Mrs. Louis Veling, Seugatuck of the valley. Mrs. Price wore a
runs and made the score 9-6, in Rd., were united in marriage May rose colored dress and a yellow
Norton’s favor.
26 in a single ring ceremony at rose corsage.
Norton got an insurancetally the Soper home. The Rev. John 0.
A family reception followed the
home in the eighth inning,when Hagans, pastor of First Methodist ceremony.
Rog Eggers, recently acquired church, read the rites.
ijrom the high school team, startMr. and Mrs. Carl Price of Mr. and Mrs. Veling are living
at 163 West 18th St.
ed throwing fireballs for the Holland attendedthe couple.
Dutchmen. Egger’s only trouble
was his wildness,but after he setJoe Yande Velde, Mrs. Carl Vande
tled down, Norton was held to the
Velde, Ruth and Jane Vande
single run in the eighth,and nothVelde, Mrs. Carl Vande Velde,
ing to the ninth.
Ruth and Jane Vande Velde, Mrs.
In the bottom of the eighth,
Henry Freriks, Dora Mae Freriks
(From Friday’s Sentinel)

Vriesland

Dutchmen took up

they’d left off in

the

where

Tony Wentzel walked and Whitey
Witteveen singled him to second.
Brother Maurice Witteveenwalked to load the bases.
Then Ed Setter stepped up and
drove a neat single through the
box, scoring Wentzel and Witteveen. Ted Boeve, batting for MeCallum that inning, wfent out on
a fly to short right, but Merrill
Human kept the rally alive by
singling to left, sending home
Witteveen, and putting the tieing
run on third.
After Jack Van Dorple struck
out, Zeke Piersma walked to load
the bases, and Gene Schroten-

'

The Rev. John Pott

seventh.

preached

on the following subjects on Sunday, June 3. ‘The Vision Of God’s
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Setter, If

Pfe. CharlM R. Fsrwell
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FromBattlefront

p

—
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10
10

Ensing, p ....................
Boeve (for McCallum) 0
Eggers, p V ...................1
32

i

0

12

land near the Ventura school.
Pfc. Farwell has been in the
Army for three years, and has
been overseas for 30 months. He
was stationed In Japan when the
Korean coflict broke out and was

cipal many years. He died Tuesday.
Killmaster came to Allegan in
1923 as agricultural teacher and
principal. He left in 1937 to head
the agricultural department at
Houghton high school,and for the
past two years has been teaching
in Harrisvilleas weU as operating
a farm near Oscoda.
He is survived bj his wife, two
daughters and a son.

0
0
0
9

Adv.

Students

Pfe. Eugene D. Schaap, ten of
Mr. and Mrs. Don Schaap, 787
Lincoln Ave., Is serving with
the Marine Corps at Camp J. H.
Pendleton,Oceanside,Calif. He
received hie baelc training at
Parris Island, 8.C. Pfc. Schaap
was born In Holland April 2,
1931 and was graduated from
Holland high In 1949. He volunteered for service Jan. 30, 1951.

tinel for its co-operation.
Miss Gertrude Steketee, speaking for the city planting committee, reported the club had sold
100,000 bulbs last fall, 60,000 to
industries and 40,000 to individuals. She said the club has adopted another project next fall to sell
importedbulbs at a reasonable
price.

Mrs. Fred Pickel, reporting for
the highway committeewhich has
as its project the beautificationof
the new US-31, said the project
has been approved by the State

—

Named

On Honor Roll

Mrs. W. M. Tappan gave the
publicity report and extendedappreciation to the Holland S

Troop 12 Holds

Fennville (Special)— Fennville
high school honor rdll has been
announced for the second semester of this year.

Maintainingan all A average
were Ray Fleming of the ninth
grade and Anne Thompson, 12th
grade.
Studentscited for maintaining
a B average were: Ninth grade,
Jacquelyn Crane, Beatrice Deters,
Annette Dorrance, Sylvia Himer,
Marilyn Hutchins, Clark Hutchinson, Joyce Jones, Lester Raw-

son, Elizabeth Troutman and
Frances Wightman; 10th grade,

Kenneth Bennett, Patsy Gordon,
Sally Grams, Don Hillman and
]ourto(
Mary Ann Krammln.
Eleventh grade, Bruce Cllmle,
John Coxford,Perdita Erleweln,
Beverly Stehle, Ed Van HartesIt Trinity
velt and Marlynn Walker; 12th
grade, Mary Lou Bale, Dixianna
Boy Scout rank advancement Crane, Marylee Gooding, Barbara
and merit badge awards were Jones, Russell Jorgensen, Lois O'-

Honor

Church

made Monday night at

a court of I Connor, Art Penn, Aileen Schultx,
honor In Trinity Reformed church Louise SUwoski, Loretta Tucker
and Jane Van Hartesvell
basement.
Cited for having a perfect atThe church sponsors troop 12. tendance record for the entire
Roxy Kramer, Ross Boersma, year were Ellen Bast, Dixianna
Frank McCarthy and Edward Van Crane, Leroy Miller, Loretta Tuc-

Eenenaam received their first- ker, Kenneth Bennett, Anne
badges and Tom Klassen re- Clouse, Mary Ann Krammln,

class

ceived his second-clasabadge.

Robert Bushee, Beatrice Deters,
Merit badge awards went to Ray Fleming and Robert ThompRoxy Kramer, Tom Antics, Frank son.
McCathy and Jack Loyer. A committeeman read requirements for
each merit badge before the pre- Lincoln-FroebelSchool '

Christian High
Classes Elect

Grand Haver. (Special)-Mrs
underway Wednesday, June 20.
Ellen Potter, route 1, Grand Hav
Each child having the treatment
wiU have four appointmentsfrom en, a registered nurse at Mitoicl
pal hospital,broke her right ankle
48 hours to one week apart. Be
to a fall while crossing Washing
cause scheduling is difficult
summer months, parents’ co-oper- ton St. at Second Thursday noon
Mrs. Potter was carrying her
ation is particularlysolicited
Each child will receive an appoint- small child when she stopped on
ment card for his first appear- small stone, which threw her
the pavement. The child was
ance. Other appointmentswill be
thrown out of her arms and
filled in later.
struck a curb but was not inLast year 487 children received
jured. Mrs. Potter was taken in an
the treatmenthere. A University
ambulance to Municipalhospital
of Michigan senior dental student
where a cast was applied and
will again operate the clinic this
then she was taken to her home.
year in Junior high school
Although Holland is considering
fluoridation of city water, only
the new babies will benefit from
this treatment, should the project
be adopted. Eventually, the fluorine treatment series for school
children would be abandoned.

Mr*. R. C. Oudewluys gave
review, "Near East Panorama,” by Gloria Wysner, at a
meeting of the Women’s auxiliary
of Third Reformed church Wed-

book

Tulip Parasite Threat
All

News

in

.

Holland

DRIVER PAYS FINE
Grand Haven (Special)— Herbert De Witt, Jr., 17, Grand Haven, paid $10 fine and $2 costs in
Justice George Hoffer’s court on
a charge of failure to have his car
under control.DoWitt was issued
a summons by sheriffs officers
after his car was involved to an
accident in Grand Haven township
on May

20.

June term of the Ottawa circuit Of Assaulting HlS Wife
court Monday afternoon were
Grand Haven (Special) — Earl
Fred T. Mil«, Clarence A. Ix>kDeal,
29, route 2, Spring Lake,
ker, Vernon Ten Cato and Gerald
Van Wyke of Holland, and George was sentencedto serve 10 days
in the county jail when he pleadM. Van Peursem of Zeeland.
The jury will be called for June ed guilty to an assault and bat21 and the first jury case will be tery charge before Justice George
that of the people against Perry Hoffer Thursday. Complaint
Galer of Grand Rapids, charged against Deal was made by his
embezzlement. Complaint wife, Inez, upon whom the alleged
against Galer was made by Cecil assault occurred June 2 in their
I.umsden, operator of the Lums home in Spring Lake township.
den service station near Marne, Deal was arrested by sheriffsofffor whom Galer was employed as icers.
Also appearing . before Hoffer
mechanic. Lumsden alleges
Galer kept, and convertedto his were Virgil Hawley. 29, and A.
own usej money he collectedfor a C. Sparks, 33, both of Grand
Rapids, arrested on conservation
repair job in October, 1950.
This case will be followed by an officers for fishing in Millhouse
appeal from a justice court jury [bayou during the closed season.
Hawley at first pleaded not
conviction of drunk driving by
John F. Hyde, 29, route 2, Grand guilty and was finallyconvinced
Haven. Hyde was found guilty by his companion to change hi*
Dec. 28, 1950, and was sentenced plea whereupon he paid $10 fins
to pay $75 fine, $8.96 costs and and $8 costs. Sparks was assessserve 15 days in the county jail. ed $5 fine and $7.40 costs.

with

a
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Park Supt. Dick Smallenburg
and local bulb growers said today
they have found no evidence of
two new tuMp. parasites which are

nesday evening in the church parlor*.

The business meeting was conducted by Mrs. Robert Wilson,
president.Mrs. John Bos read the
minutes of the previous meeting
in the absence of the secretary.
Mi*. Stanley Boven was to Charge
of devotions and Miss Nelly Ver
Muelen at the piano accompanied
group singing.
Hostesseswhere Mrs. J. Kooiker, Mrs. N. Mulder and Miss

threatening bulbs in the

Kalama

zoo area.
"Of course, we haven’t dug up
bulb* to Inspect them, but this is
all news to me," Smallenburg
said. He added that the blooms
this year were the best in many
years in both larger flowers and
longer stems.

Representativesot the Nells,
Van Bragt and Zwiep bulb farms
were interested in the reports,

Georgiana Lugers.

Kramer Home Scene

but all reported having found no
evidence of such a blight here.
One grower doubted any possibility that the parasite could have
come In imported bulbs from the
Netherlandsbecause of rigid government inspections.

>

Trinity Reformed church choir
under the direction of Miss Margaret Van Vyven held its regular
meeting under novel circumstances Wednesday evening when they
rehearsed at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Kramer of Chippewa
beach. Twenty-sixmembers were
present.Mrs. Harold Beemink accompanied the group on the organ.
After the rehearsal refreshments were served, In charge of
Mrs. Fju-I Vanden Bosch, assisted
by Mi*. Ernest Post and Mrs.
Kramer.
A social evening was enjoyed.

*

—

—

At Auxiliary Meeting

1847.

Offices:
10 W. 8th, Holland
(Across from Centre Theatre)
228 Washington
Grand Haven

control.

0

The first elevated raUway
New York was opened on July

Holland Loan Association

Camp

Book Review Presented

Of Choir Rehearsal

quire!

tors.

TTie third Holland soldierto arrive home from Korea on rotation furlough is Pfc. Charles R.
Farwell, 20, of route 4.
The young combat veteran arrived to Seattle aboard a troop
transport on June 9, and walked
into his home Tuesday.He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Farwell, who live northwestof Hol-

11

4

......................

McCallum,

Borrow under a variety of loan
plans. Convenientpayments. In-

sentations.
Investiture services were held Holds Annual Picnic
for Calvin Rose and David Ja
Lincoln-Froebol school annual
cobusse.
picnic*was held Wednesday afternights during the week-end.
Gorrit Wiegerink was In charge
noon at Kollen park. Special
At 10:40 p.m. Saturday,Peter
of the court of honor.
guests were Superintendentand
Appel, 18, route 1, Grand Haven,
The Rev. Eugene Oosterhaven Mrs. C. C. Crawford and Mr. and
lost control of his car when he
spoke briefly on the opportunities
reached into the glove compartMrs. Joe Moran.
Games were played with prize*
ment for cigarettes and knocked Results of class elections hel< offered to boys who make an
earnest effort to be real Boy
down a light pole.
at Holland Christian high school Scouts. He showed the benefits of being won by Roger Beukema,
At 10 p.m. Sunday, a car driven thia week were announced today
by Ronald Selbius,17, Grand by school officials. All of the ofRapids, struck the boulevard abut- fices become effective next Sep- in adult life.
on Kraai, John Lambers, Judy
Movies on everyday life at Van Lente, Donald Overway,
ment in the middle of the street tember.
Camp Shawondossee were shown Patty Beukema, Barbara TerpHe received a fractured left arm
Senior class officers include
and his companion, 17-year-old Wilbert Venema, preddent;Tony and a question and answer period sma, Jerry Rice, Richard WoltBetty Engelsma, also of Grand Diekema, vice president; Althea for parents was held after the man, Irma Duron, Nancy Nlenthe majority stockholdersand Rapids, received facial cuts and Vanden Heuvel, secretary; Jim movies.
huis, Raymond Vollmer, Rose ElTroop 12 will send 29 boys to
officers are: Bradford, president; bruises and a bruised right knee Kok, treasurer.
len Burns, Clifford Strabbing,
ShawondosseeJuly 15
John J. Schwab, vice president, Both were taken to municipal
Named to head the Junior class through 21. Camp fees were earn GretchenSchonfclt, Donald Garand Charles L. Bradford, secre- hospital in an ambulance.
velink, Harold De Vries, Margo
are Howard Voss, president; Law
Both drivers were charged with rence Stegink, vice president; A1 ed by the boys through various Woltman, Ardith Gebben and Dais
tary and treasurer.
troop
projects during the last
The specialty manufacturers, failure to have their cars under yce Jean Smith, secretary; Adele
Myaard.
year.
now located in Chicago, are mov
A basket supper was held at 6
*
Vermaat, treasurer.
Garry
Vandenberg
was
program
ing operations to the Holland fac
Sophomore class officers are chairman and Earl Vanden Bosch p.m. with lemonade and dessert
tory.
being furnished by the PTA.
Bill Yff, president;Myra Koeman, showed the camping movie*.
Parents’ Co-operation
The general committee consistvice president; Gladys Garvelink,
ed of Lawrence Zwemer, chairsecretary;David Vander Leek,
Former Allegan Principal < Sought in Dental Series
man, Clarence Kammeraad, Teno
Two Jury Cases Set
treasurer.
Vande Water, Bill Mokma, Ray
Dies at 57 in Oscoda
Co-operation of parents was
For June Court Term
Helder and Andy Dalman.
Allegan (Special
Funeral sought by school officials today in
Hospital Nurse Breaks
services will be held Friday in the new dental fluorinetreatment
Grand Haven (Special)— Among
Oscoda for John Killmaster, 57, program for children of selected Ankle in Fall on Street
the Holland and vicinity attorneys HJan Jailed 00 Charge
former Allegan high school prin- elementary grades which will get

team of Grand Rayids at River- garden as hostess.
and Mrs. Merton Wabeke, Sandra
view Park. Game time is 8 p.m.
The Willing Workers meets this and Nancy.
Norton Lumber (10)
Mr. ad Mrs. Bill Van Houten of
evening at 7:45 with Mrs. John
AB R H
Wolfert and Mrs. Lloyd Meengs Grand Rapids were Decoration
Day guests of Mrs. K. Jousma,
Subler, 2b ....................6
as co-hostess.
1 0
Bolema, ss
..... 4
The roll call collection taken for Mr. and Mrs. S. Broersma. Mrs.
1 2
Van Houten also spent Thursday
Westerhof,If
.......*|
collegesamounted to $125.75.
1 0
Herremans, cl
The new address of Pvt. Alvin at the Broersma home
Mrs. K. Pott of Holland was a
Beane, rf ....................4 1 2
Vander Kolk is Pvt. Alvin Vander
Larsen, c ....................2 1 0
Kolk, U. S. 55-127-335,A-BTRY Sunday guest of the Rev. and Mrs.
Saylor, 3b .................
- 4 1 1
8th, AAA— B. N. (A.W.) (SMBL). John Pott and family.
Mazaar, lb (7th) ......2 0 1
•Mrs. Syrene Boss of Galewood
Camp Lucas, Mich.
Johnson,lb ................ 3 1 1
Mr. and Mrs. John Broersma. spent Saturdayat the Henry Boss
Bollema, . ....................2 1 1
Sherwin, Gracie and Richard were home. She returned to her home
Conrad, p (3rd) ........ 3 1 1
Sunday guests of Mrs. K. Jows- accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
39 10 10
ma, Mr. and Mrs^S. Broersma. Henry Boss after supper.
Dutchmen (12)
Mr. and Mrs. Martin P. WynMrs. Nelson Vander Kolk of
AB R
Grandville and Mrs. Will Vander garden, Pearl and Ellen WyngarHuman, cf ....................4 2 1
Kolk of Vriesland entertainedwith den were Sunday afternoon guests
Van Dorple, c ............ 4 0 1
a miscellaneous shower honoring of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Schuitema
Piersma, ss ................ 4
Miss Arloa Vande Velde of Zee- and Peter of Holland.
Schrotenboer, 2b
4
Mr.' and Mrs. Ben Meyers of
land on Friday evening at the
Wentzel,rf ..................3 2 2
Vander Kolk home in Grandville. Imlay City were Wednesday callHumbert, rf (8th) ....
The guests were Mrs. E. Vander ers on Mr. and Mrs. A1 Hop and
W. Witteveen,lb .... 4 2 2
Kolk, Mrs. J. Freriks, Mrs. E. family.
M. Witteveen,3b ... 2 2 1
Mrs. Egbert Grant and Jimmy
Brower, Mrs. L Hungerink,Mrs.
«•••••• ......

you borrow here you get
the promptest possibleloan action

ments of the past year.
The conservation committeereported Ottawa county set a record
for the state to sending 15 persons to conferencesat Higgins
lake. TTie local club sent eight
members and four tethers.
Mrs. Thaddeus Taft reported for
the 1951 Tulip Time flower show.
She said the show was financially
successfuland attracted 4,962 visi-

Holiness,” and "Full Assurance.”
The special music at the evening
service was furnished by Miss
Nella Pyle of Zeeland, student at
Hope College in Holland.
A hymn sing will be held next tended a miscellaneousshower
Sunday evening at 9 in the loc.al Friday at the home of Mrs.
church with N;cholas Vogelzang Arthur Streur of Holland honor- Bradford Paper Co. It
of Holland as song leader. There ing Miss Isia Streur.
Illinois Corporation
will be specialmusic. Everyone is
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Rankans fo
William J. Bradford is presiinvited.
Coopersvillewere Decoration day dent of the W. J. Bradford Paper
Lulla Meengs. Florence Brower,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. G. J. company that purchased the BakEmeline Roelofs. Herman Hoeve, Van Zoren.
er Furniture company building at
Dale Van Haitsma, and Junior
Frank Spaman, who is staying Van Raalte Ave. and West 16th
Heyboer of Vriesland were graduSt. earlier this week.
boer stepped up.
ated from Zeeland high school at the Henry Spaman home, went
However, Bradford is not owner
to Martin on Monday and returnSchrotenboer had gotten no last week.
the company as stated in Tues
hits all evening, but rapped a
The last building and organ ed to the Spaman home on Decora- of
louble on the first pitch, driving fund collectiontaKen in the Vries- tion Day. Mr. and Mrs H. Spa- day’s Sentinel. The paper com
pany is an Illinois corporationand
man drove to Martin for him.
home three runs to ice the game

11

When

mittees reviewing accomplish-

one of the first soldiers to be sent Highway commission which has
to Korea. During his service in the expressed its interest to the proAttend Annual Banquet
battle zone, he was not wounded. ject and has recommendedthat
Farwell is to report back for the club look for blight spots on
Members of the Sixth Reform- duty on July 14. His enlistment
ed church choir met at Bosch's has been extended for another the highway.
Announcementwas made that
restaurant in Zeeland Thursday year, his mother said.
the HoUand club will Invite the
night for their annual banquet.
The Farwell family moved here
Forty-fiveattended the event. from Zeeland about two years State Board of Federated clubs to
meet here next fall. Mrs. Brower
After dinner, group singing was ago. Before that, they lived in
handed the gavel over to the new
enjoyed and Mrs. Harold Schaap, Grandville
president.Mrs. Fred Coleman.
choir director, presented a humorAnother son, George, was home
The club visited the Richards
ous musical number, accompanied from the Air Force last week bedelphinium
and peony gardens beby Mrs. Robert Joeterbaan. The fore being sent to Californiafor
Kopy Kats presented a program probable shipment to Japan. How- fore going to the Kalamazoo
flower show in me county build
of pantomine musical numbers
ever, the two brothers did not see ing recreation center. "Kolorful
Lloyd Maatman, choir president, each other on their furloughs.
Kalamazoo" was the theme of
Mrs. John Brower, Hannah Mae presentedgifts to Mrs. Schaap,
the show. A big display of panBorst; Helen Freriks. and Joyce director, and Mrs. Sam Plagensies was featured in one section.
Wharton. Games were played and hoef, organist.
Two Accident* Occur
Mrs. L. G. Stallkamp and Mrs.
refreshmentswere served. Miss
In an election of officers,MaatJay Fetter of HoUand had put
Vande Velde will be a June bride man was re-electedpresident, At the!) Same Corner
entries into the non-competitive
of Mr. Kenneth Vander Kolk, son Boyd De Boer was named vice
Grand Haven (Special) invitationalsection.
of Mr. and Mrs. Will Vander Kolk president,Mr. Arthur De Waard,
Motorists had better take it easy
Mrs. Martin P. Wyngarden, secretary-treasurerand Miss Bet- at Fifth and Washington after
Pearl, and Ellen Wyngardenat- ty Dokter, assistant
two accidents there on successive

land Reformed church amounted

times of emergency the value
a loan lies in the promptness
with which you get the money.

Mrs. J. J. Brower presided at
the business meeting to connection with the luncheon. Anual reports were given by several com-

Church Choir Members

Next game for the Dutchmen to $273.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Van
is Monday night at Riverview,
The Sewing Guild meets this af- Noord and Sharon of Central
when they face the Fulton Drug ternoon with Mrs. Henry Wyn- Park spent Wednesday with Mr.

MONEY
IMMEDIATELY

the Kalamazoo Garden Center

Mrs. Harry Dunning

self that inning.

Kalamazoo Show

council.

afternoon.
spent
Thursday in Zeeland with her
father, John Hoeve.
Mr. and Mrs. John Oosterhaven,
Mrs. John Elzinga of Grand Rapids were Decoration Day guests of
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. J. Van Zoeren
of Holland.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert De Boer of
South Haven were recent guests
of Mr and Mrs. Will Vander Kolk.
Mrs. M. P. Wyngarden, Pearl
and Ellen Wyngarden were Saturday afternoon guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Gordon Streur of Holland.
Mr. and Mrs. John T. De Witt
and family were Sunday evennig
guests of Mr and Mrs. Henry Van
Dam and Family.
Mr. and Mrs. Corneal Ver Hage
were recent .guests of Mrs. D. C.
Ver Hage of Zeeland

WANT-ADS

About 50 members of the Hoitend Tulip Garden club traveled
to Plainweil in cars Thursday for
luncheon at the Red Brick, a
visit to Plainweilgardens and
continued to Kalamazoo to visit
the sixth annual flower show of

Mrs. Martin P. Wyngarden.
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Wabeke,
Sandra, and Nancy were Saturday
evening guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Juston Wabeke of South Blendon.
Mr. and Mr*. Wilmer Tknmer
and daughterscalled on Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence South and family
at Muskegon Heights on Sunday

Two hits, one a triple by Tony
Wentiel, were all the Dutch
could collect in the first six innings. Wentzel drove to Gene
Schrotenboerwith his three-base
clout, but couldn’t get home him-

the

Visit

day evening guests of Mr. and

ond.

And

Garden Club Members

i

with Mr. and Mr*. Harry Dunning
and Jerry. •
Pvt. John Spaman of Camp McCoy, Wis., and Mrs. John Spaman
of Hamilton were week-end guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Spaman.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Klinesteker
Burnips, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Wabeke were Sunday afternoon
callers on Mr. and Mrs. Will Vander Kolk. Will Vender Kolk ha*
been confined to his home for
nearly two year*
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob T De Wttt,
Heldreth, and Mildred were Sun-

Come Not Too Late

14, 1951

in
2,

Owner
Age of 87

Retired Resort

Snccombs

at

FennviHe (Special)— Mrs. Besdied Monday afternoon at the Frank Mosier Convalescent home at Ganges. A retired
sie Berry, 87,

Holland Christian high school graduated its
largest claaa In history Tussdsy night at Central
Avenue ChristianReformed church with 104
seniors receivingdiplomas. Putting on the finish-

Philipps,

resort owner, she had lived to the
area for 50 years.
There are no living relatives.

ing touches prior to the processionalare (left to
right) Calvin Bolt, claaa president; Josephins

sented diplomas.

According to a government report, the average United States
family saved $75 to 1949.

i

an honor student; Donna Vander Kolk,
an honor atudsnt and Calvin college scholarship
winner, and Bernard Mulder. The Rev. 'diver
Breen, president of the board of trustees,pre(Sentinel photo)

Th# highest honor In Camp Flra, the Torch B*v
•rs rank in Social Leadership, was attained this
year by Mary Lou Buis of Holland, 10th grade
Holland high student who was awarded the rank
at a Grand Council Fire Friday night Mlaa Buie la
the second Holland Camp Fire Girl ever to win
the rank, whlfh Involves many hours of required

servlet, and requirements In a wide flsld of
Itlss.Pictured (left to right) are: Mrs. Raymond
Fehrlng,former leader of Miss Buis; Mr. and Mrs.

Gerrlt Buis, her grandparents; Mrs. Tom Whits;
Mrs. Albsrt Timmsr, Camp Fire executlvs
mads the award, Mlta Buis, and her parer
and Mri William Buis.

HE

To Celebrate 57th Anniversary

Holland Christian
High Will

HOLLAND CITY

Alfalfa

Award

NEWS,

Shown

Off-Flavor Brings

Graduating Class

Grass

Largest in History

Demonstrate to Farmers

At Local School

Good Farming Programs

largest graduating class in
the history of Holland Christian
high school will receive diplomas
tonight in Central Avenue Chris-

Presenting the diplomas will be

Mr. ond Mrs. Nicolas Hofsteen

Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Hofsteen their married life.
of 156 West 14th St., will celeThey have three children.Mrs.
brate their 57th wedding anniver- Dorothy Haight of Holland, Dr.
sary quietly because of illness. Lesley Hofsteen of Madison, Wis.,
They were married June 13, 1894 and Mrs. Mabie McKervey of
in Holland.
Detroit: seven grandchildren and
Mr. Hofsteen, 85. was born in one great granddaughter.
the Netherlands.Mrs. Hofsteen.
Mr. Hofsteen has been ill . for
83. was born in Holland. The the last 10 years. Mrs. Hofsteen
couple have lived in Holland ail is in good health.

Bouwman.
Ralph Bouwman. HI.

Says Teaching Staff

One

Of Most Capable in State

wer, Leona Busscher.Kathleen School Supt. C. C. Crawford exBuursma, James De Kock.
pressed appreciation to the public
Jean De Vriek, John T. De school teachers in a message in
Vries, Warren Jay De Vries. An- the teachers’ general bulletin isnette Mae De Wserd, Vivian Dyk, sued this month.
Marie Jean Geenen, Lois Elaine
The superintendent, is leaving
Gemmen. Alvin Geurink, Gene 0. Holland July 1 for a new position
Gort, Shirley Ann Gras man, Al- with the Kalamazoo school board,
vin Joe Haveman, Robert G. Heet- wrote in part: ‘The last six years
derks, Paul Dale Hq|ksema. Dale in the Holland school system have
Hofman. Norma
Hofstee, been valuable and interesting.
David Holkeboer, John Hoogstra, Mrs. Crawford and I both have
Alyce Jipping.
enjoyed living and working in
Ruth Jean Kerkstra. Gene- Holland, and we are going to miss
vieve Keuning, Harvey Kiekover, our many friends, both on the
Pearine Kiel, Alfred Kietsmann, school staft and in the community
Bertha Lynn Klamer, Roger Dale a* large. We would like to thank
Kleis, Kenneth Knott, Sherwood you for the many kindnesses
Kok. Joyce Lucille Koops, Gladys which have been our privilegeto
Ruth Kotman, Kenneth D. Kragt receive from many sources.
and Joyce Arlene Lampen.
“I want to reiterate the stateSidney Lankeet, Marla Lanning, ment I have made many times—
Anita Le Febre, Jeanette Machiela, enneth Mast, Phillip Jack
Michmerhuizen,Bernard W. Mulder, Helene Florence Nyboer,
John Nyboer, Hazel Helene Nyhof,
Roger Dale Nykamp, Donald
Costing, Joyce Arlyne Overkamp,

u

Runs

in First

sessionsof the all-day events.

...

Runaway Swarm of Bees
Established in New Home

1

2

n
3
2
2
2
n

2
2
0
0

2
Frank Harbin, of 181 West 2l6t
2
St., whase hobby is keeping bees Chicklon. rf ........ .... 2
.... 4 1
1
at his country place, has another Foltice. rf (4th)
Sack. If ......... .... 6 1 1
addition to his bee colony.
It’s a runaway swarm (small Blake. 2b .................. 4 1 0
1
size) which set up ‘emporary Ver Hulst. lb .......
housekeepingFriday in a hedge
43 16 13
at the W. A. Butler home at 132
Dutchmen (13)
West 26th St. Harbin placed a
AB R II
hive near the swarm in the morning and returned at night to find Human, cf ......... .... 4 n 1
the swarm securely housed in the Borgman. 2b ....... ..... 3 3 0
Hazalon, 2b (5th) ..... 1 0 0
new home.
Supervising the work was Seth Eggers. 2b (7th) ..... 2 0 0
Holt, long-time bee fancier now Piersma. ss ............... 5 4 3
crippled,who was responsible for Schrotenboer, c ........... 5 3 3
having Harbin become interested Wentzel, rf .......... .... 6 2 1
in bees. The bee men believe the W. Witteveen. lb ..... 5 n 3
swarm rpay have come from a bee M. Witteveen, 3b ..... 5 n n
Setter. If ...............
0 2
tree on 32nd St.
Humbert, p ............... 5 1 0
...

Roger Jay Rot man, Lavem
Schippers. Leona Ruth Scholten,
Bette Schut, Carolyn May Slenk,
Hazel Smit, Beatrice Joan Smitten. Jerold Lloyd Strabbing, Hazel Joan Tucker. Patricia Anne
Vander Bie, Clifford Van Der
Hulst, Donna Vander Kolk, Marian Vander Wall, Mildred Van
Hait-

sma, Beatrice Van Loo, Marjorie
Beth Van Ry. Ronald Van Slooten. Wanona Van Tatenhove.
Roger Van Wieren, Luella Wabeke, Marilyn Ann Walcott. Gordon Jay Wassink, Herschel Jay
Weaver, Norman Jay Weener,
Doris Jeanne Westenbroek, Dale
Welters, Mary Ruth Welters, Paul

Succumbs

at

Age

of

Church Schedules

Vacation Bible School
Mrs. Harry Young, director of
religious educationat First Reformed church has announced
that a Daily Vacation Bible school
will be conducted at the church
June 18 through June 29. Sessions
will be held from 9 to 11:30 a.m.
The program will include Bible
study, handwork, games and music. All children of Holland, ages
four through 12. are invited.
Mrs. Adeline Sybesma will be
superintendentof the beginners
department and teacherswill be

Mesdames Harry Daubenspeck.
Albert Kleis, Jr., Edward Vos and
Henry Plakke, Jr. Mrs. Young

Arlene Welling of Holland and A. J. Wilkie of Jensen Beach, Fla.,
hold up a few of the many perch and ciscos they caught Monday
afternoon on the pier. In the center is Dr. C. E. Boone of Zeeland,
tipping the bucket to show more unstrung fish. Limit catches were
the order of the day Monday, with fishing just about the best it has
been yet this year.

Monday on charges of excessive
speed and having no operator's
’

Domingo Garcia/ bis companion,
was taken to JHojjand hospital in
an ambulance and .was to be discharged Monday. Officers said the
car was badly damaged.
Investigating the accident were
.DeputiesEarle Tellman. end
Henry Bouwman of Allegan county and Deputy Clayton Forry of
'

Hoiland.

Hudsonville.

0

lift it.

Unites Family

Seven young men from^Holland Will leave Thursday to attend the annual Wolverine Boys' State
program held at Michigan State college and sponsored by the AmericanLegion. Shown above, front
row, left to right: Dudley J. Towe, sponsored by
Legion post 188; Martin J. Hardenburg,Junior
Chamber of Commerce; Theodore B. Bosch,
Rotary; Stephen 8. Sanger, Lions. Back row, A.
E. Van Lente, general chairman for Legion post

6; George A. Pelgrim, Exchange club; Anthony J.
Dlekema, Legion post 6; John W. Kool, Legion
poet 6. All are high school juniors. Dlekema ia a
student at Christian high school, and the other
six are from Holland high School. The Boys'
State program, designed to acquaint its citizens
with the functions of governmentby participating
aa an officer, will be held 'from June 14 through
(Sentinelphoto)

22*

/

Wed

Miscellaneous

Miss Betty Otten, June brfdeelect of Roger Van Wyk. was feted at a miscellaneous shower F>id«y night given by Mrs. Chris
Otten. Mrs. Herbert Otten and
Mrs. Reuben Otten at the latterjs
home. 15 West 33rd St.
Games were played and duplicate prizes were awarded. A twocourse lunch was served by the

To

Back

to

in

America

Invited were the Mesdames
Jerry Jonker. Bill Vogelzang,
Chris Hoffius, Gerald Zeeman,
Joe Zeeman, Gillus Otten. John
Otten. Marine Van Wyk, Carl
Ven Wyk. Bill De Roo, James
Timmerman, Fred Oldermulders,
Herman Hectdcrk.s, Gary Essenburg, Lynn Ribbens, Nick Vogelzang. Ned Ribbens, Joe U Maine,
Arthur Hoogstrate and the Misses
Janice Otten, Judy Otten and Jane
Otten.
Death by electric shock

is

caused

by overcontraction of the heart
muscles.

DYKSTRA
AMBULANCE SERVICE
HOLLAND. MICHIGAN
GilbertVander Water. Mgr.
29 East 9th
Phone 3693

SL

his surprise the cross

Vision

liine!

He

was
Eternity." Liszt-Reibold.and the 1 home in September.
final choral amen The choir sang wounded on May 18. his parents
"Onwerd Christian Soldiers" for said He was shot in the leg.
processionalhymn and FU gar's which was fractured,and received
"Pomp and Circumstance," for shrapnel wounds in the neck, they

Vl

i

i

addl'd.

recessional.

Pfc. Hill wa* recalled into serwhite rolies and the nu;n vice in September after serving at
w, re maroon robes and caps had the end of World War II He has
maroon and orange tassels. The Ix'en in Korea since January.
Rev Peters Muyskens of Hemilton
gave the prayers. Mrs. W. -Curtis Engagement ol Teachers
Snow was organist.

The

girls of the graduating class

wore

Told; Jane Wedding Set
Bridal Shower Fetes
Miss Arlene

Oetman

Grand Haven (Special) — The
engagement of Miss Eleanor O.
Weed

to Forrest S.

Thompson Is

announced by her parents. Mr.
of Mrs. William
and Mrs. F. FI Weed of KalamaOverway, 78 East Ninth St., was
zoo. Mr. Thompson is the son of
the scene of a miscellaneous showMr. and Mrs. W. D. Thompson of
er Friday night given by Mrs.
Gobles. The wedding will take
George Oetm-in in honor of Miss
place the latter part of this
Arlene Otman, June bride-elect.
month.
Gifts were presented. Games
Miss Weed is sixth grade teachwere played and duplicate prizes
er at Ferry school. Mr. Thompson,
were awarded to Mrs. Kenneth who has been ^ industrial arts
months.
He called from the Internction- Buter. Mrs. Dale Van Slooten and teacher at Grand Haven high
Mrs. Art Bredweg.
al Telephone and Telegraph comschool for the last nine years,
Invited were the Mesdames A.
pany office. An operator had callplans to leave the teaching field
B.
Huiscbos,
Henry
Lubbers.
Wiled the LeJeunes Friday morning
this spring to go into business.
and told them to stand by for the liam Van Slooten, William Over- He now will devote full time to
way John Oetman! Henry Kouw. A.
call.
the woodworking shop he has
Bredeweg,Kenneth Buter. Gerald been conducting with Lewis HodLubbers, Donald Lubbers,Dale
ges, vocational department direcSoil Building Produces
Van Slooten, Edwin Kraak. Har- tor.
vey Oetman. Harold Oetman ?md
Larger Crop Yields
Mr. Thompson served four and
the Misses Elsie Oetman, Donna a half years in the Army, entering
Grand Haven (Special)— L. R. Overway. Sharon Jensen and as a private and discharged as a
Arnold, county agriculturalagent, Helen. Edna, Elinor and Myra major. After Army service he stuurges farmers not to forget that Oetman.
died at University of Michigan for
grass is mother nature's way of
his master’s degree before resumpreservingsoil. The all-out call Miss Mary Houtman
ing his teaching career.
for food, fiber and other crops
may cause some to fail to include Honored at Shower
Federal Boosterettes
enough grass in the farm plan.
Mis$ Mary Houtman, June
After a yeqr or two in soilStage Annual Dinner
building grasses and legumes, the bride-elect, was honored at a
crop acres will produce larger shower given Monday evening by The Federal Boosteretteclub
yield*. Fertilizers and manures the Misses Gwen Kooiker. Arlene held its annual dinner meeting at
are important in holding fertility Beekman, Betty Cook and Mrs. Bosch's restaurant in Zeeland
but nothing is quite so important Walter De Vries. The event was Tuesday evening.
as inclusion of green manure. It held at the Beekman home, 125
Mrs. Alvin Potter, president,
adds humus, allows soil to- re- West 16th St.
conducted the business meeting.
Games were played and a two Election of officers was held. The
tain moisture, gives good soil texture and helps aerate the soil. course lunch was served. The hon- following were elected: President,
This aeration of soil is vfery im- ored guest found her gifts by read- Mrs. Carroll Norlin; vice presiing little notes attachedto flow- dent, Mrs. John Larion; secretary.
portant.
Soil* continuallyplowed and ers on a mirror. They were print- Miss Lillian Van Tak; reporter,
tilled without addition of humus ed backwards and were read by Mrs. Andrevy Vender Yacht; vice
become too compact for goba re- placing them next to the mirror. treasurer and secretary, Mrs.
Attending were the Misses Martin Klomparens. /
sult* in cropping.
Ruth Schuetky, Carol Van Lare,
social, hour followed with
There are no proper names In Yvonne Do Ix>of. Jeanne Brower, Mrs. Ralph Smeengc and Mrs.
the Bible beginning with the let- and Caryl Curtis, and the Mes- John Vaq Til in charge.
ter “W.’'
dames Paul Klomparens, Norman
Jappinga. Lincoln Sennett. WilThe top of the television antenna
New York is the largest manu- liam O’Malley from Chicago, and on the Fhupirc State huiliiing in
facturingstate in the country.
Charles R. Sligh, III, from Grand New York City Is the highest point

The home

VACATI0NLAND
There’s so much more to enjoy
and more time to enjoy it—
vacationing in your own
Michigan. You a cid days of
costly, tiresomelong-distance
travel

and

All

A

•

|

Rapids.

on the Atlanticseaboard.

them instead

with superb fishing, golfing,

swimming, riding, boating,

camping. And Michigan
prices are easy on vacation
budgets! Write today

for

jrei

Michiganvacationliterature.

MICHIGAN TOURIST
COUNCIL

.

Stales.

Shower

Honors Bride-Elect

Pfc. Francis R Hill. 24. of 165
1 Was so heavy he marveled that
0 Lang could carry it the long dis- Manley Ave., has been wounded in
tance in the play. When he dis- action in Korea, the Defense de4 cussed it with I^ang. the latter partment announced Saturday.
The parents, Mr. and Mis. Clarsaid, "When you really play the
ence L. Hill, received a long dlspart, you can carry the load."
In his farewell appearance be- ! tance phone (till from their son
fore Holland audiences, Robert FI i Thursday telling them he had
Moore directed the a cappelia! arrived at an Army haspital at
choir to new triumphs in their Belleville. 111., after being evacuthree anthems and their choral ated to Japan and flown from
responses. Mast thrilling was the I there to San F’ranciscolast week.
Pfc. Hill said he expected to l>e
climaxing number, "Preludes to

The family talked for four minutes and said the connection was
g -od and clear. Although it w«s
11 p.m. here. Jim was basking in
afternoon sunlight. It was 2
o'clock this afternoon over there.
Jim was one of the first draftees to leave Holland last August.
He went to Korea in February
and was at the front for two

One Mexican was hospitalized
and another was held by officers
on two charges as the result of an
accident at 1 a m. Monday when a
Weller truck in which the two
men were riding left the highway
on old US-31 and overturneda
quarter mile south of the Windmill station on 32nd St.
AnastaciaGallardo of Texas,
driver of the truck, was to appear

Vernon J. S chipper,22. Zeeland,
and Isla Ruth Streur, 22, Holland:
John Smal lagan, 23, and Evelyn
Van Dam, 22; both of route 2,

0

propped nearby and decided

CaU From Korea

Plans to

HoUand Soldier

2

ter.

Involved in Truck Crash

Ottawa County

0

everything is looking a little bet-

Two Transient Laborers

Marriage Licenses
(From Tucftday'i Sentinel)

0

weather is pretty decent and

Dixon.

license.

E

Telephone wires bridged e gap
of about 10,000 miles Friday night
and united a local family momentarily. The phone rang at 11 p.m
at the E. I^eJeune home, 135 West
20th St. On the other end was Jim
ed by her sister, Mrs. Gertrude L^Jeune, specking from Pusan.
Korea.
Vander Gugten.
Jim is a medic, stationed at the
Mrs. Boersma was a member
of First Christian Reformed Third Stetion hospital in Pusan.
He serves in the contagious dischurch.
Survivingbesides the sister, is ease ward. Things are ’’shapingup
a brother. Leonard Joldersma of pretty good” over there, Jim said,
and he's getting along fine. The
Grand Haven.

will be superintendent of the
primary departmentwith Mesdames John Olthof. Alvin Ter
Vree and Alvin Potter and Miss
Emily Vinstra as teachers.
Junior department superintendent is Mrs. C. Kuyers and teachers. Mesdames Bastian Kruithof,
Hoyt Steffens. Marvin Shoemaker and John Stevens. Helpers
will be Mary Ann Cumerford,
Judy Rypma. Shirley Zoet. Beverly Kammeraad. Joyce Van Liere,
Donna Borr. Carolyn Borr.‘ Eleanor Zeerip. Marie Fletcherand

Mary

5

1

46 13.13

Count,

self-de-

0

Welters, Shirley Wolters.

Grand Haven (Special)— Mrs
Nellie Boersma, 78, of 402 North
Seventh St., died at 7:30 p.m. Friday at Pine Rest, where she had
been since Feb. 13.
Born in the NetherlandsAug.
11, 1872, she came to Grand
Haven with her parents at the age
of 10. She and her husband, the
late Dick Boersma, started the
Boersma Dry Goods store in 1920.
After her husband's death in 1939
she continued the business,assist-

the peril of

..

78

Life

hastesses.
is

..

^

Grand Haven Merchant

Latvian DP'a were Instantly killed early Sunday morning when
on US-131 north of Wayland. Victim* were
two cousins,ValadislousGorsvans, 35, the driver, and Antos Kipluks,
28. Allegan officerss^id the crash was “the worst yet” of many
occurring there in the last 10 weeks. This picture was taken by a
Sentinel correspondent who happened on the scene about 10 minutes
after the crash and hastilyborroweda 620 Brownie from a friend
in Wayland.

ception. We are likely to learn a
great many facts, and then not
take the responsibilityof putting
them to use," he said.
Developinghis theme of "Wisdom and Knowledge."Dr. de Velder said all wisdom has knowledge
but all knowledge doe»i not have
Miss Joan Hyma
wisdom. "We have the great
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Bosnia,
opportunity of taking the knowledge that comes with free educa- of 473 West 21st St., announce the
tion. organize it and at some point engagement of their daughter.
where there is need to he there Miss Jean Hyma, to Julius Broyvand do good. Then we'll ho people er. son of Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
Brower, route 4. A summer wedGod can use for His good."
Dr. de Velder dared with a ding is planned.
story Bob Considine wrote of his
interview with Anton Lane, the
man who played the Chrixtos in
the Oberammergau Passion Play
While waiting for I,ang to answer
the bell at his modest cottage.
Considine found a wooden cross

1

0

Two

their car struck a tree

"There

0

0

Darios have good reason to reject milk with this kind of flavor.
Once the onion garlic flavor gets
into the milk, not much can be
done about it. Preventionrather
tjian cure is the farmer’s job. The
place to stop the flavor is on the
farm, says the agent.
The first preventive step is to
wait until the onions have stopped
growing.Then cut the tops and
let them wilt before turning the
cows into the pasture.The second
jilan is to let the dry cows, heifers
or young stock graze down the
onion aeas in spring pastures.
Do al! you can to keep the wild
onion or garlic flavor out of the
milk that you produce for market,
says the agent. If your product
has quality,it will bo accepted and
bring you top prices.

tion.

0

..

by the cattle eating wild onions or

told 220 graduatingseniors at
Holland high baccalaureateservices Sunday afternoonin Hope
Memorial chapel.
"But there is peril in knowledge
too. There is the peril of indecision — often the more you know
the harder it i* to decide. There
is the peril of intellectualpride.
Tile more we know the more we
should realize we don't know, and
when pride goes up you know
you're going in the wrong direc-

0

coiruporicauses of

garlic.

“Your conception of knowledge
should not be an overstuffed chair
in which to sit but a kit of tools
to use to honor the God of good
and make your life count.” Dr.
Marion do Velder of Hope church

2
n
0
0
n
2
0

..

One of the

rejections is an off-flavorcaused

de Velder Tells Seniors

AB R H E

Bash, ss ........... ... 4
DuPont, ss (6th) .... 2
Regal, c ...............
.... 4
Horvath, of .......... ... 4
Hendges. p .............. 5
Smith, 3b ........... 6

tural agent.

Make Your

farmersT'"
wilf

Shirley Marlene Overweg, Jose-

First

Allegan (Special) — Dairymen
who sell whole milk may be having
trouble with rejectionslips due to
off-flavors at this time of year
says L. R. Arnold, county agricul-

to

use of legumes in crop rotations that lead in the fourth inning,
going out in front to stay.
not only conserves and builds up,
The first inning opener with
the soil, but pays bigger returns
Lou Humbert pitching for the
over a five-year period.
Dutch.
Experimentson the Lee Ferden
He allowed three hits, three
farm in Saginaw county show
walks,
and struck out one. Two
that the staff of the Holland pub- that rotations with alfalfa infielding errors didn’t help the
lic schools is one of the most cap- cluded in two years of a five-year
locals.
able in the state of Michigan.I rotation were most profitable.A
But then the Dutch came back
have gained much from working one-year use of alfalfa grasses and got two runs in the lower
$21.50
less
per
acre
over
the
fivewith you and I hope that tohalf of the inning. In the third,
gether we were able to give to the year period. When no legume or
they got four more and in the
boys and girls of Holland a real- grass was used, the income was
fourth added thre*.
$50
less
per
acre
than
when
two
istic and worthwhile education,
The Druggists added two in the
bne that will fortify them for the years of alfalfa were included in
fourth and then got six more runs
the
five-year
rotation.
days ahead, days that now apMichigan farmers will find on five hits in the fifth.
pear unpredictableand uncermany helpful demonstrationsat The Dutch began to recover
tain."
from this blow in' the eighth when
the various Grass Day programs
three runs trooped home. The
to be held throughout the state in
Miss Wiersam Engaged
June. Featured events will be Druggistsadded one more in the
sixth, and one in the eighth to end
demonstrations of proper methods
To Pvt. Robert L. Cook
their scoring.
of seeding, management, harvestThe final ninth-inning rally by
ing
and
using
legume
and
hay
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Wiersum of
the Dutch got one run home, but
95 East 17th St., announce the crops.
it was nipped quickly and Fulton
Specialistsfrom Michigan Stare
engagement of their daughter,
had the win.
Shirley, to Pvt. Robert L Cook, college and co-operating agencies
Next game for the Dutch is
son of Mr. and Mrs. Franklin will be on hand to explain the exagainst the South Haven Mcrhibits
and
to
discuss
individual
Cook of 191 West 18th St.
problems with visiting
?| *ivcrvi*.w P«rk ThursMachinery
n,g^- Gamo Lme is 8 p.m.
Machinery demonstrations
There are more than 50 million
Fulton Drugs (16)
motor vehicle drivers in the United be conducted during the afternoon

phine Cornelia Phillips, Donald
Jay Piers, Verne Robbert and Edwin D. Roels.

Dyke, Geneva Anne Van

Rejection Slips

The over-friendly early innings
attitude of the Flying Dutchmen
farmers the production and utiliz- led to the locals downfall at Riverview Park Monday night as
ation of legumes and grasses in
Grand Rapids’ Fulton Drugs ramgood farming programs.
E. D. Longnecker, extension bled to a 16-13 win over the locals.
In four games this year, the
soils specialistat Michigan State
Dutch have given up fifteenruns
college, says demonstrations have
been set up at each of the six in the first two innings,for what
hast farms by MSC agricultural may be called wobbly starts. In
two of the contests,they’ve come
specialist, co-operating with counback with late inning rushes and
ty agricultural agents.
Longnecker believesthat a good brought home the bunting.
But Monday night, they were
balance of hay and pasture in the
farm croppingprogram Ls essen- too generous in spotting the invaders a six run first inning lead/
tial to orotect the soil, Tests -conThe
Dutch were able to overcome
ducted by the college show the
ing June will demonstrate

the Rev. Oliver Breen, president
of the board ol trustees.Supt.

Ellen
Branderhorst, Wallace Bratt, Patricia Ann Brieve,Berdella Brink,
Kathryn Joyce Brink. Floyd Brou-

Spot Fulton Six

Day Programs

East Lansing — Grass Day programs throughout Michigan dur-

tian Reformed church. A total
of 104 seniors will be graduated
at the commencementexercises
which begin at 8 p.m.

Bert P. Bos will present the class
and Principal Raymond Holwerda
will give the awards.
The seniors ii.iude:
Stanley E. Alberda. Rotha June
Alofs, Marilyn Bareman. Agnes
Beagle. Milton Beelen, Kathryn
Boerman. Lloyd Gene Boerman.
Calvin Bolt, John A. Bos, Lillian
J. Bos. Robert Bos, Warren Dale
Bosman. Bruce Bouman, Geraldine Bouwer and Benjamin N.

Slugfest

in

Generous Locak

Crop Rotation

The

1951

Dutchmen Lose

As Valuable in

Degrees Tonight
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